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Abstract
This research focuses on improving GNSS signal tracking performance in multipath
fading environments through diversity combining. Despite the remarkable amount of
research already reported in the literature, the concept of diversity combining at the
correlator level to enhance tracking and measurement performance is not broadly
discussed. To this end, two types of diversity combining, namely spatial and frequency
diversity combining are investigated.
The first phase of the research characterizes spatial diversity reception in harsh fading
environments. The signal power, delay spread and Doppler spread characteristics of
GNSS signals are investigated. As a consequence of exploiting the spatial diversity
behavior, a closed-loop tracking architecture is proposed. The proposed method is tested
on data collected in indoor static and urban kinematic scenarios. The carrier and code
loop tracking errors between single antenna and dual antenna spatial diversity reception
for different scenarios are compared. Results show improved performance in the latter
case.
In the second phase, the characteristics of frequency diversity reception with those of
spatial diversity in a harsh fading environment are compared. The frequency diversity
reception is characterized in terms of temporal C/N0 fluctuations, correlation coefficients
and other metrics. The SNR enhancement obtained from frequency diversity combining
is compared with that of spatial diversity combining. The correlation peak distortion
reduction resulting from the two diversity combining methods is also investigated.
By exploiting the frequency diversity behavior, the third phase proposes two closed-loop
tracking approaches to enhance carrier and code tracking robustness in fading
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environments. The first approach is targeted to harsh fading environments. It performs
carrier Doppler and code phase tracking using a dual-frequency diversity combined
signal. The tracking and navigation solution performance evaluated in dense foliage and
residential environments show reduced errors and improved continuity and availability of
navigation solution. The second approach is targeted to moderate fading environments
which achieves carrier phase tracking with PLLs using diversity combined signal. The
proposed method is tested on data sets collected in static and kinematic scenarios in
terms of reduction in carrier Doppler error and carrier phase cycle slips.
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Chapter One: Introduction

GNSS based infrastructure is being used in many applications such as Location Based
Services (LBS), search and rescue services, transportation (air, road, and water),
agriculture, Personal Navigation Devices (PND), etc. The number of GNSS receivers is
expected to grow from 5 billion in 2016 to over 9 billion by 2023 (EGSA 2015). Among the
various devices in use, the LBS and road transportation segments dominate the total
number, with a combined share of more than 97%. However, LBS and road transportation
applications are typically operated in environments that degrade satellite signals.
Applications such as surveying, aviation, marine, agriculture and timing synchronization
are used mostly in open-sky conditions and constitute only a few percentages of the total
devices.
An original signal transmitted from a satellite or ground based transmitter is conventionally
referred to as Line-of-Sight (LOS) signal. In a typical wireless channel, the LOS signal is
likely to be diffracted, reflected, refracted and scattered, producing several replicas of
itself with different amplitude, delay, Doppler and phase coefficients in the process.
Interference of such replicas with the original LOS signal produces a composite signal at
the receiver antenna as a result of constructive and/or destructive interference. This
composite signal shows fluctuations in its power, a phenomenon known as fading. Fading
environments undermine GNSS signals, not only through attenuation, but also by causing
fluctuations in Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) due to fading. Processing such attenuated
and/or faded signals using traditional algorithms often leads to inaccurate range
measurements, resulting in degraded navigation solutions. Appearance of multiple
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replicas at the receiver antenna results in multiple overlapped peaks in the signal’s
correlation function. Because of this the synchronization of the receiver’s local replica
carrier with the direct signal is difficult.
A tremendous amount of research has been performed towards improving receiver
performance in harsh environments. While some of the techniques achieve sensitivity
improvement, others try to maintain continuity in the signal strength, thereby combating
the fading effect. This chapter provides a brief introduction to the GNSS signal
propagation in fading environments and describes the motivation for the research work
carried out in this thesis.
The reminder of the chapter is organized as follows: a literature review on propagation
characterization, techniques to improve the sensitivity, combat fading, and tracking GNSS
signal in harsh environments is first presented. The objectives for the current research
are stated later, which are derived from the drawbacks, assumptions that are either
inadequately met, or where it is not feasible to employ the existing solutions. Finally, the
chapter concludes with the thesis outline.

1.1 GNSS signal propagation
The GNSS navigation data is modulated on allocated carrier signals before being
transmitted by the satellites. Depending on the constellation, the frequency band
occupied by the carrier signals ranges anywhere between E5/L5 (typically 1176.45 MHz)
to E1/L1 (typically 1575.42 MHz). The satellite output power is limited by the regulation
on the flux density of satellite-to-earth link and the cost of sending heavy solar panels into
medium earth orbit.
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Path loss: The Electromagnetic (EM) wave transmitted by the GNSS satellites has to
travel a long distance before reaching to a receiver antenna. In the case of Global
Positioning System (GPS), this distance ranges from 21000 km to 26000 km. As the
signal propagates the intensity of EM wave decreases. The received LOS power PR can
be related to transmitted power Pt using the Friis formula (Misra & Enge 2001) as
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where
f

: frequency of EM wave in Hertz (Hz)

d

: distance between receiver and transmitter antenna phase centers in metres (m)

c

: speed of light in metre/seconds (m/s)

G1

: gain of the transmitter antenna

G2

: gain of the receiver antenna

L

: any loss introduced by other sources in the path such as water molecules and

antenna orientation.
The free space propagation loss is given as
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In the case of GPS L1, the path loss varies between 182 dB and 186 dB (Satyanarayana
2011). In addition, as the signal propagates through the atmosphere it may experience
irregularities in the ionosphere which causes unpredictable changes in signal power. The
troposphere does not attenuate the signal significantly; for GPS signals, the attenuation
is usually less than 0.5 dB (Spilker 1996). The nominal assured received signal power
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near Earth surface in open-sky conditions in the case of GPS L1 C/A is approximately 158.5 dBW (Kaplan & Hegarty 2006). However, a receiver does not always operate in
clear-sky conditions. It may experience further signal power deterioration due to various
ground based factors causing two major issues, namely signal blockage and multipath
interference. Signal blockage further weakens the GNSS signal power and affects the
effectiveness of receiver signal processing. Multipath interference causes fading in
received signal power resulting in constructive and destructive power fluctuations. Figure
1-1 shows typical GNSS propagation in a fading environment. In the figure the LOS and
Non-LOS (NLOS) multipath components are shown in different colors. For demonstration
purposes, two single reflections (black and orange lines), one double reflection (red line)
and an attenuated signal from foliage (pink line) are considered. The combination of these
multipath components occurs naturally in space before they reach the receiver antenna,
which observes fluctuations in signal amplitude. The rate of power fluctuation depends
on the fading environment and the receiver velocity. The following section describes types
of fading.
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Signal components in space

Blue: LOS
Others: NLOS

Received composite signal

Figure 1-1: Typical GNSS signal propagation in a fading environment; multipath
signals from reflection and foliage are shown in different colors

1.2 Literature review and limitations of previous work
Reliable data communication in fading environments has been an extensive research
area in the wireless communication industry for decades. Different diversity reception
schemes to combat signal fading have been effectively developed. For instance, channel
coding schemes with time interleaving to obtain temporal diversity (Sundberg & Seshadri
1990, Tarokh et al 1998), system capacity improvement with spatial diversity combining
(Winters et al 1994, Narayanaswamy & Rupp 1997), frequency diversity techniques such
as space-frequency coding for Orthogonal Frequency-Division Multiplexing (OFDM) (for
example, Bölcskei & Paulraj 2000), have been thoroughly investigated for frequency
diversity reception by many authors. All these techniques aim at improving the data Bit
Error Rate (BER) performance for high data rate systems for terrestrial communication.
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Cellular networks have the luxury of high signal strength and the base station transmitters
are static. However, in the case of GNSS, the signal strength is weak and the satellites
are generally non-geosynchronous (relative motion always exists between a receiver and
the satellite). Also, although low BER is important in GNSS receivers, the main target is
to continuously maintain the synchronization of ranging parameters embedded in the
signal, which is very essential for positioning and navigation. Hence, GNSS receivers
should strive to enhance the estimation accuracy and keep track of the dynamically
changing weak signal in order to provide the navigation solution. Therefore, the benefit of
diversity combining towards improving the tracking performance in GNSS receivers is
worthwhile to investigate. In the following sections, previous contributions related to
diversity reception characterization and enhanced GNSS tracking in fading environments
and their limitations in the context of this research are discussed.
1.2.1 Diversity reception and channel characterization
Statistical models for fading in wireless channels are presented in many books in terms
of the signal power distribution, Doppler spread, Angle-of-Arrival (AOA) spread, and
second order statistics such as Level Crossing Rate (LCR) and Average Fading Duration
(AFD) in Rappaport (2001), Blaunstein & Anderson (2002) and Shankar (2012). However,
the suitability of the statistical model depends on several assumptions, such as the
scattering scenario (presence of NLOS or mixture of LOS and NLOS), relative dynamics
of the transmitter and receiver and characteristics of the propagation medium (e.g.
ionosphere, rain). Empirical models are discussed by Fontán et al (1997, 2004, 2008)
using actual field data. Kong (2011) discusses analytic expressions for the Time-of-Arrival
(TOA) Probability Density Function (PDF) of GPS signals. Satyanarayana (2011)
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provided a detailed analysis of first and second order statistics of channel characterization
for GPS L1 signals in different indoor and outdoor environments. Sadrieh (2012)
presented the spatial diversity characterization and empirically quantified the spatial
independency between the received signals in terms of the correlation coefficient in
different indoor environments using fading GPS L1 signals. TOA (or code delay) and
Doppler estimation is an important aspect in GNSS based positioning. It is important to
understand the channel behavior and to what extent the Doppler and delay spread
occurs. Limited research is reported towards characterizing the delay and Doppler spread
in diverse fading environments. Hence detailed analysis of delay and Doppler spread in
spatial diversity reception is presented in this research.
Introduction of GPS block IIR (M) and block IIF satellites is resulting in transmission of
modernized navigation signals. These signals include L2C (transmitted from both IIR-M
and IIF blocks) and L5 (transmitted from IIF block) signals. The L2C signals (civilianmoderate CM and civilian-long CL combined) are 1.5 dB weaker than L1 C/A and L5 inphase signals are stronger by 0.6 dB compared to L1 C/A signals in block IIF satellites
(IS-GPS-200G 2012, IS-GPS-705D 2013). Since the power differences between these
frequencies are small, signal combining would enhance the effective SNR if the signals
fluctuate independently in fading environments. In addition, more than half of the satellites
in the GPS constellation belong to either the IIR-M or IIF block. This further motivates
usage of frequency diversity reception in fading environments. Moreover, the
characterization and the combining of GNSS signals in different frequency bands are
hardly discussed in the literature, and therefore this will be another topic in this research.
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1.2.2 Enhanced GNSS tracking in weak signal conditions
The ultimate goal of channel characterization is to implement a robust tracking
methodology by exploiting the behavior of the wireless channel. As stated earlier, the
fading impairs the detection and the estimation of parameters such as code delay, carrier
frequency and sometimes the carrier phase, which are essential to estimate position,
velocity and time. A tremendous amount of research has been made towards improving
positioning performance (standalone or assisted) in harsh environments. They can be
categorized as
a.

Sensor aided positioning: Use of Inertial Measurement Units (IMU) (Petovello et al

2008), speedometers (Iqbal et al 2008) and barometers (Zhang et al 2012).
b.

Assisting GNSS with signals of opportunity: Wi-Fi, Cellular networks (Haddrell et

al 2011)
c.

Network assisted GNSS: Assisted-GPS (Brown & Olson 2005), where the GNSS

receiver receives information over a network about visible satellites, precise time, orbital
information, and data bits.
d.

Sensitivity improvement: Enhancements in signal processing to improve the

processing gain of the receiver to result in increased acquisition and tracking sensitivity.
i.

Increasing the coherent integration (Watson 2005).

ii.

Advanced signal processing/estimation techniques (Braasch 2001, Borio et

al 2009, Psiaki & Jung 2002, Brenneman et al 2007)
iii.

Block processing (Uijt de Haag 1999, Van Graas et al 2009).

The first three techniques (a, b, c) rely on additional sensors/networks and the
performance of the receivers is poor in degraded sensor/network conditions. Sensitivity
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improvement from increased coherent integration aims to achieve 3 dB gain for every
doubling of the coherent integration time. However, to achieve the required gain, the
signal should either have a data-less pilot channel, or otherwise requires the knowledge
of data bits from external aiding or from bit estimation schemes to wipe off the data bits
during the integration process. Further, it also requires a good clock source and trajectory
aiding for Doppler prediction. Increasing the coherent integration can help in separating
the multipath signals with different Doppler frequencies due to the narrowing of the CAF
(Xie & Petovello 2012). However, to achieve the high resolution in Doppler search, a
coherent integration time of the order of several seconds is required, which is impractical
due to the dynamics involved and the quality of clocks available in receivers. Further, this
method can work effectively only for attenuated signals with approximately constant SNR.
For faded signals, the 3 dB increase in the processing gain for every doubling of coherent
integration time is not always guaranteed (Broumandan et al 2012). Most literature
discussing enhanced tracking algorithms in challenging environments consider only
signal attenuation while ignoring the fading issue.
Several TOA estimation techniques are proposed to detect and possibly mitigate
multipath in the delay domain. Braasch (2001), Broumandan & Lin (2008) compared the
performance and complexity of different advanced TOA techniques such as interpolation,
Narrow Correlator™ (Van Dierendonck et al 1992), double-delta correlator and the highresolution Multiple Signal Classification (MUSIC) algorithm in multipath environments. It
is demonstrated that in a severe multipath environment where the combination of several
multipath components is stronger than the LOS signal, techniques such as Narrow
Correlator (NC), double-delta correlator (DDC), and interpolation techniques yield poorer
9

performance than the MUSIC algorithm. In hardware simulation tests, errors up to one
chip are observed in NC and DDC, whereas the MUSIC algorithm showed up to a 0.2
chip error. The multipath estimating delay lock loop (MEDLL) (Van Nee 1992) is one of
the advanced multipath estimation and mitigation techniques, however it is
computationally intensive as the number of reflected signals and the parameters
associated with them increase. These methods are applicable for code delay multipath
and do not fully remove the multipath errors and their performance is constrained by the
Radio Frequency (RF) bandwidth of the receiver (Braasch 2001). Sokhandan et al (2012)
verified the performance of a high-resolution delay estimation algorithm with real data
collection in a typical North American urban canyon environment. Pseudorange errors
were shown to reduce greatly for all satellites tracked and the RMS position error reduced
by 10-20 m in all the three directions (East, North, Up). However, the algorithm uses multicorrelator outputs obtained with software that uses a reference receiver to generate the
correlator grid. This means that the generated correlator grids are centered on the true
LOS signal, which is referenced by a commercial GNSS receiver coupled with a tactical
grade IMU.
Antenna array processing techniques are now being investigated for their effectiveness
in receivers operating under weak signal conditions. Beamforming is one such technique
that uses antenna arrays to perform spatial filtering to concentrate energy towards the
LOS while minimizing the gain in the direction of multipath interference (Brenneman et al
2007). However, these techniques show limited performance due to the low resolution of
spatial filtering to separate multipath signals arriving from a direction close to that of LOS
signal (Rougerie et al 2012). The performance of beamforming techniques is not
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guaranteed in diffused multipath environments. Rougerie et al (2012) proposed a method
based on Space Alternating Generalized Expectation Maximization (SAGE) and SpaceTime Adaptive Processing (STAP) multi-correlator algorithms. Unlike a beamforming
approach that filters the multipath sources spatially, this technique estimates the
parameters of a multipath component, such as code delay, frequency, amplitude,
elevation and azimuth angles; the method with real data in typical rural and urban
environments. Since the algorithm estimates the above listed parameters for all the
multipath components, computation cost increases with the number of unknown
parameters.
Brenneman et al (2007), Zaheri (2010), Dehghanian et al (2010) and Sadrieh (2012) have
corroborated that spatial and polarization antenna diversity can be utilized in the GNSS
context to enhance the processing gain. The signals received from multiple antennas that
are arranged in a spatial diversity form, or from a single antenna with polarization diversity
branches, can be combined to combat the fading effect, thereby improving the processing
gain. Nonetheless most of the research has been limited to the signal acquisition stage
that focuses on acquiring the signal from a specific satellite. Limited research has been
carried out towards implementing and evaluating a tracking method based on spatial
diversity combining at the correlator level.
Given the modernization of GNSS signals with multi-frequency constellations, frequency
diversity reception can also be employed in fading environments. The potential signal
decorrelation between the signals in different frequencies adds another dimension to the
diversity reception techniques. Many researchers have proposed algorithms and methods
for the independent or combined acquisition and tracking of modernized multi-frequency
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GPS signals, e.g. Muthuraman et al (2008), Gernot (2009), Megahed et al (2009),
Ta et al (2010), to name a few. In general, any type of diversity combining can be
implemented at any of the following levels in a receiver, namely at the post-correlator
level, post-discriminator level, post-measurement level or at the position level. However,
the more raw the information is to be combined, the better would be the diversity
performance. That is, the post-correlator level, which is the first level in a baseband
receiver, would be more suitable for diversity combining. Although the correlator level
combining of diversity signals is investigated in terms of acquisition performance, it is
hardly explored with regard to tracking performance.
Gernot (2009) proposed a Kalman Filter (KF) based combined tracking for L1 and L2C
signals to estimate their ranging parameters. The combining was however made at the
post-discriminator level with the outputs of discriminators applied to the KF and tracking
performance was evaluated in signal attenuated conditions rather than in fading
conditions. Megahed et al (2009) proposed a similar KF based combined tracker for GPS
L1/L5 signals. Here, although the measurement model included the correlation values
from L1 and L5 signals, no post-correlator combining was made. Moreover, a 10 state KF
is required for each satellite, which increases the computation burden. Also, the
performance evaluation was limited to simulated scenarios. Lin & Lachapelle (2014)
proposed a multi-frequency vector tracking loop architecture to enhance carrier phase
tracking under scintillation conditions. It is an extension of the Vector Delay and
Frequency Lock Loop (VDFLL) based architecture (Psiaki & Jung 2002, Petovello &
Lachapelle 2006) applied to L1 C/A and L2C tracking. The navigation filter in VDFLL
receives correlation values from multi-frequency channels from all the satellites and
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tracks their code and frequency jointly. However, this method employs the joint estimation
without performing any combining of the correlation values. Besides, the computation
complexity doubles since the number of observations in the KF has to incorporate outputs
from dual frequency correlators for each satellite. Although the performance of vector
tracking is superior to that of standard (scalar) tracking architecture, its primary drawback
is that all channels are closely related in the navigation filter, and any error in one channel
can potentially adversely affect the other channels (Petovello & Lachapelle 2006).
Therefore, considering all the aforementioned drawbacks and limitations observed in
different types of single processing techniques, and also noting that diversity combining
based signal tracking is limited in literature, the objectives of the research are discussed
in the following section.

1.3 Objectives and contributions
The overall objective is to improve tracking performance of a GNSS receiver using
diversity reception techniques in fading environment with low complexity scalar tracking
approaches. Two diversity reception techniques are explored, namely frequency diversity
and spatial diversity. Both of these diversity combining techniques aim to combine the
diversity branches at the correlation level. Although the spatial diversity reception of L1
C/A signal is characterized in the literature as mentioned earlier, frequency diversity
characterization in various fading environments is not reported. In addition, enhanced
code phase, Doppler and carrier phase tracking of GNSS signals are other applications
of diversity combining. To this end, the objectives of this research are as follows:
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1. Spatial diversity reception characterization and combined tracking: The first
objective of this research is to examine the nature of GNSS signal reception in a
single frequency spatial diversity system. Major characterization metrics are the
signal power fluctuations over space and time, the delay spread and the Doppler
spread as experienced by spatially separated antennas in dense fading
environments. Two antennas (channels) receiving independent signals will be
used to collect synchronized data for the spatial analysis. The Carrier-to-Noise
density ratio (C/N0) decorrelation, instantaneous Doppler and delay spread
decorrelation between the signals collected in the two channels will be investigated
to demonstrate the spatial diversity. The correlation coefficient, which is the direct
indicator of the channel decorrelation, will be computed for the signal amplitude,
instantaneous delay errors and instantaneous Doppler errors between the
channels. The delay and Doppler spread statistics will be analyzed. GPS L1 C/A
code signals will be used for the above characterization. Following the
observations obtained in the characterization, a closed-loop tracking method using
spatial diversity combining will be proposed and evaluated. Three types of diversity
combining will be implemented, namely selection combining, Equal Gain
Combining (EGC) and Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC). A single closed-loop
tracking will be implemented to track carrier and code for the combined composite
signal.
2. Frequency diversity reception characterization: The second objective is to
characterize the frequency diversity reception in various fading environments and
compare its characteristics against those of spatial diversity reception. To
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understand the benefits that can be obtained with the frequency diversity
combining at the correlation level, several characteristics needs to be investigated,
namely the relative power difference between the two diversity signals, the
average fading duration and level crossing rates of each signal and the signal
correlation coefficient. In this research, the L1 C/A and L2C signals that are
transmitted by IIR-M block and IIF blocks are selected for the analysis. In order to
correlate the code multipath error with the power fluctuations in each signal, the
code multipath characterization in two frequencies will be investigated. The SNR
improvement obtained from combining the signal power values from two
frequencies will be analyzed and compared with the spatial diversity reception.
3. Frequency diversity based combined tracking: Implementation of a tracking
approach to track the frequency diversity combined signals and investigation of its
performance in different fading environments is the third objective. The potential
benefits of using frequency diversity combined signal to estimate the parameters
embedded in two frequencies will be presented. The estimation accuracy
enhancement resulting from the proposed closed-loop tracking method will be
analyzed and compared to that obtained from a standard single frequency
receiver. Following this, navigation domain analysis will also be investigated. In
addition, an investigation will be performed towards enhancing the carrier phase
tracking in moderate fading environments using frequency diversity combining. A
Phase Lock Loop (PLL) tracking will be implemented to track diversity combined
L1 and L2 signals. The level of improvement in carrier tracking will be assessed
between single frequency tracking (L1) and the frequency diversity based
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combined tracking. The enhancements in Phase Lock Indicator (PLI), carrier
Doppler estimation and reduction in cycle slips will be quantitatively analyzed.

1.4 Assumptions


The tracking methods developed in this research are targeted to unaided,
standalone receivers that strive to use computationally efficient scalar tracking
architecture for enhanced positioning. This research is not focused on any
multipath mitigation in the sense of detecting and mitigating the bias introduced by
multipath; rather the enhancements introduced by diversity combining in terms of
improving the measurement accuracy are assessed.



Although methods developed in this research are applicable to all types of GNSS,
for the sake of simplicity, and considering its global availability, only GPS signals
are considered.



Live GPS data is used for all characterization and performance evaluation of the
proposed methods.



The data processing is conducted offline using software receivers developed on
MATLAB and/or using a modified software receiver developed on GSNRxTM
platform. GSNRxTM is C++ based software GNSS receiver (Petovello et al 2008)
designed and maintained by the PLAN Group of the University of Calgary.
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1.5 Thesis outline
Chapters in the remainder of the thesis are summarized below.
Chapter 2 reviews the background of GNSS signal propagation in fading environments,
diversity reception techniques and weak GNSS signal processing. Characteristics of
Cross Ambiguity Function (CAF), delay spread, and Doppler spread in the presence of
diffused multipath are described. A discussion on GNSS tracking methodologies
pertaining to this research is presented.
Chapter 3 investigates the characteristics of spatial diversity in various fading
environments and presents an approach for closed-loop combined tracking using spatial
diversity reception. The signal power fluctuations, delay spread and Doppler spread
characteristics of real GNSS signals are explored. The spatial diversity combined tracking
is tested with live data collected using two antennas in indoor static and urban kinematic
scenarios.
Chapter 4 deals with the characteristics of frequency diversity signals in different indoor
and outdoor fading environments. The temporal fading of GPS L1 C/A and L2C signals
is analyzed simultaneously in various fading environments. The frequency diversity
reception is characterized in terms of C/N0 fluctuations and correlation coefficients among
other metrics. Frequency diversity combining using a single antenna is compared with
spatial diversity combining using dual antennas in same environments. Benefits obtained
from performing the former is assessed against the ones obtained from the latter and are
emphasized with several observations.
Chapter 5 provides two methodologies to enhance GNSS parameter estimation in
outdoor fading environments by exploiting the frequency diversity nature. The first method
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is applicable to harsh outdoor fading to improve the code phase and Carrier Doppler
tracking using the frequency diversity based combined Frequency Lock Loop (FLL) and
Delay Lock Loop (DLL). Related performance enhancements in the tracking and
navigation domain are investigated and compared against a single frequency receiver in
various harsh fading environments. The second method is applicable to moderate outdoor
fading to improve carrier phase tracking using Phase Lock Loops (PLL) to track frequency
diversity combined signal. The proposed algorithm is tested on different data sets
collected in moderate fading environments involving static and kinematic scenarios.
Chapter 6 summarizes the contributions and major findings of the thesis and presents
recommendations for future work.
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Chapter Two: Overview of GPS Signal Propagation

This chapter provides a background to many aspects discussed in this research. Firstly,
an overview of GPS signals and their characteristics are provided, followed by error
sources associated with GPS signal measurements. Secondly, various factors affecting
RF wave propagation and the impact of multipath fading on transmitted signal are
discussed. The signal envelope distribution in different fading environments and the
metrics used to characterize these envelopes are formulated. Later, a generic GNSS
receiver architecture is explained along with the processing techniques implemented at
different stages of a receiver. In addition, various diversity reception techniques to combat
fading are briefly described.

2.1 GPS overview
GPS is a space based radio navigation system formed by three constituent segments,
the space segment, control segment and user segment (Misra & Enge 2001). As the
name suggests space segment consists of a constellation of orbiting satellites who
transmit ranging radio signals towards the earth. The control segment is formed by ground
based control stations that monitor these satellites and their signals. The user segment
is formed by the civilian and military users who employ receivers capable of receiving the
signals transmitted by the satellites and obtaining navigation and timing solutions. The
user (user receiver) must be able to identify the visible satellites and continuously extract
the ranging and satellite information necessary to obtain the navigation solution.
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2.1.1 Signal structure
Since its inception, several blocks of GPS satellites have been launched namely Block I,
II, IIA, IIR, IIR-M and IIF. Currently Block IIR, IIR-M and IIF satellites are in operation.
While Block IIR transmits only GPS signals centered at 1575.42 MHz (L1 band), IIR-M
block transmits signals centered at 1575.42 MHz and 1227.6 MHz (L1 and L2 band),
whereas IIF block transmits signals centered at 1575.42 MHz, 1227.6 MHz and 1176.45
MHz (L5 band). The polarization of electromagnetic wave transmitted by GPS satellites
is Right Hand Circular Polarization (RHCP). L1 signal consists of one civilian signal
(Coarse Acquisition, or C/A code) and two restricted signals (P(Y) code and/or M-code).
L2 signal consists of one civilian signal (L2C code) and two restricted signals (P(Y) code
and M-code). The typical total power of the L2C signal is lower by about 1.5 dB compared
to the L1 C/A signal. L5 has a third civilian signal designed for safety-of-live applications.
It has improved signal structure and higher transmission power compared to that of L1
and L2.
All GPS signals use spread spectrum technology due its following advantages: (a) spread
spectrum signals have noise-like spectrum, which enables signal encryption for
unintended users; (b) accurate ranging is possible owing to the properties of code used
(pseudo-random number code, PRN); (c) offers some level of immunity to jamming and
interference; (d) enables multiple access across satellites transmitting at the same centre
frequency.
2.1.2 Signal model
In general, the received down-converted (RF to Intermediate Frequency, IF) GPS signal
of a particular satellite can be expressed as
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where Pi is the power of the signal from ith satellite, di is the navigation data bit,  i is the
transit delay from the satellite to the receiver, ci is the PRN spreading code, fIF is the
intermediate frequency, fd is the Doppler frequency (caused mainly due to the relative
satellite-user motion and receiver clock drift),

i

is the phase of the input signal, and i

accounts for the sum of receiver thermal noise, atmospheric noise and interference
(intentional and unintentional). The navigation data bit sequence and PRN spreading
code sequence can be written as
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where di [k] and ci [k] are the bipolar sequences of data and code symbols; Tb and Tchip
are the data bit period and chip period, respectively; g(t) is a rectangular pulse given as

1 0  t  T ;T  Tb ,Tchip 
g t   
otherwise
 0
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The RF power allocated for signals at the GPS satellite antenna is about 25 W, however,
by the time they reach earth surface, the typical power at the input of an antenna exposed
to open-sky is about -158.5 dBW for L1 C/A and -160.0 dBW for L2C signals (Misra &
Enge 2011, GPS ICD 2012). Several factors such as atmospheric effects, multipath
fading, signal blockage and antenna quality may further degrade the received power.
Navigation data is the bipolar message {1, -1} containing information about satellite orbital
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parameters, satellite clock correction parameters, satellite health and atmospheric error
correction parameters. Its period Tb is 20 ms for GPS L1 C/A (50 bits per second, bps)
and L2C signals (50 symbols per second, sps, after the Forward Error Correction, FEC),
however the message structure is different for L1 and L2 signals. The spreading code in
L1 C/A is a unique binary PRN for each satellite chosen from a family of Gold codes. Gold
codes are obtained by modulo-2 addition of two maximum-length (m-sequence)
sequence of 1023 code bits. They have good cross-correlation and auto-correlation
properties, with about 24 dB protection (Kaplan & Hegarty 2006). PRN sequences are
1023 chips long and clocked at 1.023 MHz (1/Tchip), making the code period to be 1 ms.
The PRN code ci is modulated on the data di, therefore each data bit period has 20
synchronized repetitions of the PRN code.
The L2C signal consists of two codes, civilian-moderate (CM) and civilian-long (CL) code.
These codes for each satellite are unique and are generated using a 27-bit linear
feedback shift register (LFSR) with fixed polynomial. The CM code is clocked at 511.5
kHz, has 10230 chip length and is modulated synchronously onto the 50 sps navigation
message (civil navigation, CNAV). Hence the code period is 20 ms, same as that of the
navigation message. The CL code is also clocked at 511.5 kHz but contains 767250
chips, making its code period 1.5 s. Unlike CM, the CL code is not modulated by any
navigation message. The dataless CL code allows the coherent integration time to be
longer than the data transition period (20 ms). The CM and CL code share a single carrier;
hence they are time-multiplexed on transmission. Thus the effective chipping rate of the
time multiplexed code is 1.023 MHz, same as that of L1 C/A chipping rate.
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2.2 Signal propagation near ground
2.2.1 Fading classification
GNSS signals propagating in typical wireless channels, as in urban areas, foliage, or any
environment, are generally characterized by temporal and spatial fluctuations of the signal
power. This phenomena, known as fading, is broadly classified into following two
categories (Blaunstein & Anderson 2002):
Slow fading: In practical situations, the LOS signal is often obstructed by buildings, trees,
causing shadowing and/or partial blockage effect resulting in power level fluctuation
(Satyanarayana 2011). The term slow fading arises due to the fact that the temporal
fluctuation rate is slow. The spatial scale of such a temporal fluctuation is up to several
metres, i.e., in order to observe similar statistics as in temporal domain, the receiver
needs to move several metres in space (Blaunstein & Anderson 2002). Therefore, slow
fading is also termed as medium scale fading.
Fast fading: This is caused by the mutual interference of multipath components
generated by the diffracted, reflected or refracted replicas of the original signal.
Interference of such replicas with the original signal forms the constructive and destructive
composite multipath signals. This involves both static and dynamic multipath fading. The
spatial temporal fluctuation scale in fast fading is in the scale of a fraction of wavelength
to a few wavelengths, i.e., in order to observe similar statistics as in temporal domain, the
receiver needs to move a few wavelengths in space (Blaunstein & Anderson 2002).
Therefore, it is also known as small scale fading.
The signal power fluctuation in GNSS is caused by the combined effect of path loss, slow
fading and fast fading. Figure 2-1 shows a typical example of the temporal fluctuations of
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C/No demonstrating fast and slow fading in an outdoor fading environment. The slow
fading components are extracted by low pass filtering as described in Satyanarayana
(2011). Momentary signal obstruction due to a metallic structure is indicated.
Fast fading, or small scale fading can be further classified based on the nature of time
spreading and frequency spreading into following two categories (Ibnkahla 2004):
1.

Frequency selective fading: Coherence bandwidth of the channel is smaller than

the bandwidth of the transmitted signal. Coherence bandwidth of the channel is the range
of frequencies over which the signal gain in the channel is flat. The channel gain is not
constant across different bands. Since the bandwidth of the transmitted signal is larger
than the channel bandwidth, frequency selective channels are also called wideband
channels.
2.

Frequency non-selective fading: Transmitted signal’s bandwidth is smaller than the

coherence bandwidth of the channel. As the coherence bandwidth of urban or indoor
channel is several MHz larger than the GPS L1 signal’s bandwidth, propagation channel
can be assumed as a narrowband channel (Broumandan 2009) for L1.

Figure 2-1 Illustration of slow and fast fading for PRN32
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2.2.2 Signal Distribution
Statistics of the Probability Density Function (PDF) of signal envelope depends on the
nature of the signal arrival at the receiver antenna, which in turn depends on the
propagation channel. The GNSS channel is non-stationary in nature, in the sense that the
statistics of signal envelope vary due to continuous relative motion leading to changes in
shadowing and multipath conditions. In such situations it is difficult to fully represent the
statistics of signal envelope using mathematical models. Satyanarayana (2011)
investigated the empirical distribution of slow and fast fading components of L1 signal in
various fading conditions. Typically, the PDF of fast fading components of the signal
envelope x can be classified into two categories (Blaunstein & Anderson 2002):
1.

Envelope of NLOS signal which contains no or highly attenuated LOS signal

follows the Rayleigh distribution given as

 x2 
PDFRayleigh ( x )  2 exp   2  , x  0;

 2 
PDFRayleigh ( x )  0, x  0;
x

where the envelope x 

xR2  xI2 ,
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xR and xI are two independent Gaussian processes

with variance σ2.
2.

When a dominant LOS signal is also present along with NLOS components, it

decreases the depth of multipath interference. Its envelope follows the Rician distribution
in such a case.

 ( x 2  A2 )   Ax 
PDFRice ( x )  2 exp  
; A  0, x  0
 I0

2 2    2 

x
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where A2 is the power of LOS signal, the Rician factor K is the ratio of LOS power to
NLOS power (K=A2/2σ2), and I0 is the Bessel function of first kind and the zeroth order.
2.2.2.1 Signal distribution from empirical data
In this section, the GPS signal envelope distribution in indoor fading conditions is
demonstrated and compared against the theoretical fits. The L1 C/A code GPS signal is
collected using a pinwheel antenna at an indoor mall with a glass roof. Figure 2-2 shows
the sky plot of selected PRNs along with test location. For the indoor antenna, PRN23 is
mostly visible directly through the roof glass shielding. Hence, the receiver experiences
a mixture of LOS signal NLOS signals appearing from different directions, with the LOS
component being the dominant. PRN13 located at 40° elevation angle results in NLOS
only components at the indoor antenna, as the LOS signal was blocked by the concrete
walls of the building.
The fast fading components of these PRNs are obtained by high pass filtering of the input
signal as suggested in Satyanarayana (2011).
Figure 2-3 shows the empirical histogram of the fast fading components for the following:
(a) PRN23 experienced a mixture of dominant LOS and NLOS signals; (b) PRN13
experienced NLOS components only. Best fits for each of the figures are also shown. It
follows that the signal with a mixture of LOS and NLOS components (PRN23 indoors) is
Rician distributed, as the theoretical fit follows the empirical fit. However, because of the
motion of the satellite over time, NLOS-only components are also dominant at some
epochs. The estimated Rician factor is found out to be K = 1.63 for this case. The signal
envelope in NLOS only case (PRN13 indoors) is distributed according to the Rayleigh fit.
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As mentioned earlier, the exact fit is hard to find as the channel statistics are nonstationary for any PRN.

Figure 2-2 Sky plot of selected PRNs and test location for signal envelope
distribution analysis
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Figure 2-3 Signal distribution: (a) LOS with NLOS; (b) NLOS only
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2.2.3 Characterization metrics
This section describes the metrics used in this research to characterize the fading effect
on received signals. The spatial and temporal characteristics pertaining to the fluctuations
of signal power will be characterized using the following metrics.
2.2.3.1 Level Crossing Rate (LCR)
The PDF analysis of signal envelope gives an idea of the range of values occupied by the
signal envelope while failing to provide the temporal behavior characteristics. In order to
obtain information about how fast or slow the signal is varying with respect to time, an
LCR analysis can be performed. LCR, NL, is the expected rate at which the signal
envelope x crosses a specific threshold level L with a positive slope. The theoretical
expression for LCR (in times/second) can be written as (Ibnkahla 2004)


NL   xp  L, x  dx
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0

where x is the time derivative of the signal envelope and p  L, x  is the joint PDF of the
envelope and its derivative computed when the envelope x equals the threshold level L.
2.2.3.2 Average Fading Duration (AFD)
Another metric that conveys temporal behavior of the signal envelope is AFD, AL, defined
as the average length of time intervals during which the envelope remains below a
threshold level L. If tk is the duration of the kth fade time interval, the probability that the
envelope remains below the level L during an observation interval T can be written as

P  x  L 

t

k
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k

T
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Then AFD (in seconds) is the product of the inverse of LCR and the above probability
function:

AL 

t

k

2-9

k

NLT

Figure 2-4 Pictorial representation of AFD and LCR

2.2.3.3 Doppler spread
Spreading of the frequency spectrum of the transmitted signal due to a change of the
mobile radio channel is called the Doppler spread (Ibnkahla 2004). Each NLOS
component appearing at the receiver antenna have different Doppler values, thereby
producing multiple peaks of the Cross Ambiguity Function (CAF) of the GNSS signal. The
CAF is the 2-dimensional profile of signal’s correlation power values as a function of delay
and Doppler values, the two dimensions being the delay domain and the Doppler domain
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(Borio 2008). Owing to the Doppler spread, the Doppler spectrum appears to be
broadened. The level of spread depends on the speed and heading of the receiver with
respect to the transmitter and the nature of the fading environment. Aulin’s 3D model for
Doppler spread is usually used in many simulations in the urban communication channel
(Blaunstein & Anderson 2002). A simulation to generate the Doppler spread spectrum
for the GPS L1 signal is performed using Aulin’s model assuming Rayleigh fading with
vehicle velocity v = 1 m/s, heading directly towards a static transmitter. LOS Doppler in
this case is 5.26 Hz. Figure 2-5 shows the Doppler spectrum obtained for different mean
angle of arrival (  m ) values. As the mean arrival angle approaches 90°, the Doppler
spectra flattens.

Doppler spectrum PDF: v = 1m/s,  = 0.19 m, fm = 5.26 Hz
0.8
 = 70 degree  = 60 degree  = 50 degree
m
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4
Doppler frequency offset [Hz]

6

Figure 2-5 Aulin's 3D model for Doppler spread - a simulation
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2.2.3.4 Delay spread
The spread of the received signal power in the delay domain is commonly evaluated by
using the mean excess delay (  mean ) and Root Mean Square (RMS) delay spread (   );
these can be quantified using the power delay profile P  i  as (Ibnkahla 2004)

 mean
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 P  
k

k
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The delay spread values are obtained from the delay domain CAF by keeping the
frequency value in the Doppler domain constant.
2.2.4 Multipath and its impact on GNSS signal
Multipath is the phenomenon whereby a signal arrives at a receiver via multiple paths
attributable to reflection and diffraction (Braasch 1996). It has been a dominant source of
error in conventional and differential systems. Sources of multipath and the impact of
multipath on radio navigation signals are discussed below.
2.2.4.1 Reflection and refraction
When a radio wave propagating in one medium impinges upon another medium having
different electrical properties, the wave is partially reflected back into the first medium and
partially transmitted into the second medium (Rappaport 2001). These two phenomena
are respectively called reflection and refraction. The electric field intensity of incident,
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reflected and transmitted waves can be linked through the Fresnel Reflection Coefficient,
which depends on the properties of the two media, angle of incidence, frequency and
polarization of the incident wave (Rappaport 2001). The RHCP nature of GNSS signals
changes upon reflections in multipath environments. Depending on the incident angle,
the reflected wave may include elliptically polarized (includes both RHCP and Left Hand
Circular Polarization, LHCP) or linearly polarized components (Yang & Porter 2005).
Reflection produces two distinct components depending on the nature of the medium,
namely (a) Specular reflection and (b) Diffuse scattering.
2.2.4.2 Specular reflection
Specular reflection occurs when the incident wave is reflected by a smooth surface. It is
conceptually a simple process governed by Snell’s law (angle of incidence is equal to
angle of reflection) (Ibnkahla 2004). The amplitude and phase of a reflected wave
changes after reflection from a plane surface. Such reflections are deterministic in nature
and can be modeled (Ray 2000).
2.2.4.3 Diffuse scattering
Diffuse scattering is a result of irregular reflection of an incident wave on a rough surface,
such as building walls and tree foliage. Thus, the radiation can be reflected in directions
other than the ones dictated by Snell’s law (Ibnkahla 2004). Diffuse scattering causes the
incident signal power to be reradiated in random directions with varying phase, power,
and polarization. The diffuse reflection is difficult to model due to its irregular behavior
and therefore, is treated like noise in many practical situations (Ray 2000).
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2.2.4.4 Diffraction
Diffraction is a mechanism that affects the received power in areas that are heavily
shadowed. It causes apparent bending of the waves around sharp obstacles or curved
surfaces. The presence of an obstacle with sharp irregularities along the path of the wave
serves as a secondary source for rays that spread into space in all directions. This
phenomenon is explained by the Huygens principle, which states that each point on a
propagating wave acts as a secondary source and can create a new wave-front that
propagates into the shadow area beyond the obstacle (Rappaport 2001). An example of
diffraction in the context of GNSS is the bending of the waves around the edge structures
such as buildings, street lamps, tree leaves, etc. The field strength of a diffracted wave in
the shadowed region is the vector sum of the field components of all the secondary
waves, which is similar to the diffuse reflection, has many components and is therefore
difficult to model (Ray 2000).
The reflection, refraction, diffusing scattering and diffraction effects are shown in Figure
2-6.

Figure 2-6 Factors causing multipath: (a) specular reflection and refraction (b)
diffuse scattering (c) diffraction
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2.2.4.5 Impact on GNSS signals
Under multipath conditions, the signal entering the receiver will consist of several delayed
and attenuated replicas of the transmitted signal in addition to different frequency
components as a result of the Doppler spread. Multipath affects the receiver performance
by distorting the correlation peak, thus degrading the ranging estimation accuracy that
could have been achieved (Braasch 2001). The effect of multipath on receiver
performance depends on the following parameters, classified as signal parameter and
reflection parameter, which induce ranging errors:
1. Signal parameters:
a. Signal type and modulation: The Auto-Correlation Function (ACF) of the signal
depends on the modulation scheme used. Multipath signal results in a composite
signal, whose ACF distortion depend on the modulation scheme, such as BPSK or
BOC. BOC signals (used in Galileo constellation) are less distorted by multipath
when compared to BPSK modulated code (Anantharamu et al 2011).
b. Chipping rate of the code: A multipath induced ranging error is inversely
proportional to the chipping frequency of the code.
2. Reflection parameters: The following parameters depend on the multipath
environment:
a. Actual number of multipath signals
b. Amplitude of the reflected signals with respect to the LOS signal (α).
c. Geometric path delay between reflected signals and LOS signal (δt). Short and
medium path delay reflection severely affects the performance of code tracking
loops.
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d. Phase of the reflected signal with respect to LOS decides the form of the multipath
interference, constructive or destructive
The ACF of a composite signal under a simulated multipath scenario is shown in Figure
2-7. This scenario considers BPSK modulated GPS L1 C/A code in a specular multipath
case with two constructive multipath interferences source. Multipath signal-1 (MP1) has
α = 0.63 and is delayed by δt = 0.1Tc (Tc = 1/1.023 MHz, one chip duration of L1 C/A
code); multipath signal-1 (MP2) has α = 0.5 and is delayed by δt = 0.15Tc. The RF
bandwidth is assumed to be infinite such that direct and multipath signals are undistorted
by the RF front-end. The composite signal’s ACF is distorted owing to multipath
interference.

Figure 2-7 BPSK composite ACF with 2 specular multipath sources
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In live GPS signals, such as those collected indoors or in dense urban canyons, the CAF
is severely distorted by diffused multipath interference where the specular assumptions
made above will not hold. Figure 2-8 shows the CAF for PRN28 obtained from a static
antenna in a dense urban canyon. The coherent integration time used to obtain this CAF
is 1 s. The higher coherent integration enables visualization of Doppler frequencies
associated with multipath signals. The CAF is generated with the knowledge of true code
phase and Doppler values. The Doppler domain axis of the CAF is limited to ±10 Hz
around the true Doppler offset (0 Hz) to observe the Doppler spread. The instantaneous
delay and Doppler spread plots are shown in Figure 2-9. The Doppler spread plot is
obtained at 0 chip code offset and the delay spread plot is obtained at 0 Hz Doppler offset.
As can be seen in the figures, the LOS signal is severely attenuated. Multiple NLOS
components reflected by the scattering objects are present, which constitute different
Doppler peaks in the CAF as shown in Figure 2-9. Likewise, the delay domain peak is
offset from its true location (zero chips) due to composite summation of multipath signals.
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Figure 2-8 CAF of PRN28 received by a static antenna in a dense urban canyon
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Figure 2-9 Instantaneous Doppler and delay spread of PRN28 received by a static
antenna in a dense urban canyon
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2.3 GNSS receiver architecture
A GNSS receiver requires several necessary stages to convert the spread spectrum radio
frequency signal for baseband processing to acquire, track and extract the useful
information from all visible satellites. It can be broadly classified into three stages, namely
(a) the RF Front-end, (b) baseband processor with all necessary Digital Signal Processing
(DSP) functionalities, and (c) Navigation processor. A generic GNSS receiver block
diagram is shown in Figure 2-10. A brief description of the characteristics and functions
of these stages are explained in the following sections.
2.3.1 RF Front-end
The RF front-end serves the purpose of signal reception, down-conversion, filtering,
amplification and digitization of the analog signal. Its functional block diagram is shown
as a part in Figure 2-10.
The RF front-end receives GNSS spread spectrum signals, typically using a RHCP
antenna. The antenna converts weak electromagnetic signals to electrical signals. Survey
grade receivers use semi-omnidirectional antennas having constant gain over the entire
azimuth, while the gain along elevation is not constant; the gain pattern of the antenna is
such that the low elevation satellite signals and ground based NLOS signals are highly
attenuated. Commercial survey grade GNSS antennas have about +5 dBic gain at the
zenith for L1 and +2 dBic for L2 and drop by about 13 dB for L1 and 11 dB for L2 at the
horizon (GPS-702-GG 2010). While survey grade antennas typically have smooth
radiation pattern, good LHCP rejection and better phase centre stability, handheld
receivers and most automotive applications use low-cost and compact antennas having
generally poor, non-uniform radiation patterns. Low cost receivers often use linearly
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polarized antennas due to their simple construction. Combining of signals from different
linear polarity antennas, such as horizontal and vertical, is employed for polarization
diversity. However, the performance of such antennas compared to circularly polarized
antenna is poor due to orthogonality loss (Zaheri 2010). The compact size of low cost
antennas, namely dipole, helical, micro-strip (patch) antenna, etc, make it difficult to
implement advanced antenna designs such as antenna arrays and chokering to reduce
multipath. Moreover, patch and helical antennas are more susceptible to human proximity
attenuation and fading leading to frequent losses of lock (Bancroft et al 2011).
Nevertheless, as shown by Chen et al (2012), acceptable diversity gain can be achieved
using low cost dual-element mono-loop antennas or dual-element planar antennas.
A Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) is embedded in an active antenna before the electrical signal
is fed to the antenna cable. This LNA reduces the overall noise figure of the RF down
conversion, rejects out-of-band interference and compensates for the cable loss (Van
Dierendonck 1996). An LNA should have lowest Noise Figure (NF) while acting as an
amplifier, such that the overall NF of the system is low according to Friis’ formula (Misra
& Enge 2001). Band Pass Filters (BPF) are used to attenuate out-of-band spurious
signals and attenuate image frequency after down conversion. The GNSS signals are
spread spectrum, meaning the power is spread across a high bandwidth. The span of the
main lobe of the GPS L1 C/A or L2C signal is about 2 MHz. Implementing a 2 MHz BPF
would result in only a 0.5 dB power loss (Van Dierendonck 1996). In addition, the limitation
on BPF bandwidth also affect code tracking accuracy. Maintaining higher filter bandwidth
necessitates high sampling rate, which imposes a computation burden on the baseband
processing.
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The down conversion of RF signals to IF signals may involve several stages. The
frequency synthesizer generates a Local Oscillator (LO) which is input to the RF mixer.
In addition, it generates the sampling clock to the Analog-to-Digital Converter (ADC),
clock for baseband processing, timing for all DSP operations, including the estimation of
Position, Velocity and Timing (PVT) solutions. High grade receivers use Oven Controlled
Crystal Oscillators (OCXO) as reference oscillator whereas consumer grade receivers
use low quality Temperature Compensated Crystal Oscillators (TCXO).
The last stage of the RF front-end is ADC, which digitizes the IF GNSS signal using a
suitable sampling frequency generated by the frequency synthesizer. The quantization
bits can be one-bit or multiple bits. In order to minimize the quantization noise, an
Automatic Gain Controller (AGC) continuously senses the signal strength and
correspondingly adjusts the gain of the Variable Gain (VG) amplifier preceding the ADC.
This maintains the power of input signal to the ADC within its operating range.
In diversity reception, multiple RF front-ends will be employed, each generating separate
digitized IF samples for each of the diversity branches. Diversity combining assumes that
the noise floor of each of the diversity branches is the same. However, in practice this is
not always guaranteed. As the characteristics of the electronic components used in
various modules of the RF front-end may vary between the branches, the noise floor may
be different. This should be considered and taken care of before performing diversity
combining.
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Figure 2-10 Generic block diagram of a GNSS receiver

2.3.2 Doppler Removal and Correlation (DRC)
DRC is an essential block which correlates the incoming digitized samples with a locally
generated replica signal. DRC generates the correlation values that are coherently
integrated for a certain period called coherent integration time, Tcoh. The output of DRC
is used to detect the signal (acquire) as well as to maintain the lock on the acquired signal
(tracking).
The locally generated code and carrier frequencies should be precisely matched with
those of the incoming signal in order to obtain the maximum correlation. Nevertheless,
the front-end bandwidth imposes limits on the gain that can be achieved in code
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correlation. Since in practical receivers only a part of the GNSS spectrum is captured by
the front-end due to limited RF bandwidth, distortions can be observed in the ACF of the
incoming signal. Correlation loss for different bandwidths are 0.9 dB for 2 MHz, 0.45 dB
for 6 MHz and 0.1 dB for 20 MHz. In addition to the correlation loss due to bandwidth
limitations, code mismatch loss is also a concern (van Diggelen 2009).
Frequency mismatch between incoming and local signal causes significant reduction is
correlation power. It can be expressed as a function of frequency error

f

and coherent

integration time Tcoh as



Floss  dB   20Log10 sinc  . f .Tcoh 
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The power loss is a sinc function having maximum loss at integer multiples of inverse of
Tcoh. For example, for 20 ms coherent integration time, nulls occur at  f = ±50 Hz, ±100 Hz
and so on.
The output of the DRC of ith satellite channel for a particular correlation with the local
replica having a given code chip and Doppler offset is given by

Ii  jQi 
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R  i  exp  j 2 fiTcoh  j  i   i
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where C is the received power, R(.) is the ACF;

 ,  f
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and  are the code phase error,

Doppler error and phase errors between incoming and local replica over the integration
time and  is the additive white complex Gaussian noise. The real and complex parts of
DRC output are respectively called the in-phase and quadrature phase values. The
parameters

 ,  f

and  for each satellite channel n keep changing over time due to

relative satellite-user motion and local oscillator effects. Hence the change in these
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parameters over time should be recursively estimated and the estimated parameters
need to filtered to reduce the noise effect. The recursive estimation and filtering is taken
care of by what is known as the tracking process. In the case of deep fading, the noise
component  dominates the above equation thus making DRC output noisy, leading to
errors in the estimated parameters. Diversity combining of the DRC outputs from
independent branches and using the combined output to estimate (track) the embedded
parameters help in reducing the effect of noise.
2.3.3 Tracking
The tracker uses a set of outputs from DRC (I, Q) to estimate the embedded parameters.
A tracker consists of two stages, namely (a) Discriminator and (b) loop filter. In
conventional receivers the parameters of each satellite are tracked independently of the
other using separate loops. This approach is referred to as scalar tracking as shown in
Figure 2-10. The estimated parameters, or the error thereof are then used in a feedback
loop to generate the local replica signal. The advantages of scalar tracking are relative
ease of implementation and robustness inherited by not having one noisy tracking
channel corrupts other tracking channels (Petovello & Lachapelle 2006).
2.3.3.1 Discriminators and loop filters
The parameters embedded in the correlator values from DRC are estimated by an
appropriate choice of discriminators. The noise inherent in the discriminator output is
filtered using loop filters of appropriate order and bandwidth. The output of the filter forms
delay and carrier Doppler rates, which in turn drive the Numerical Control Oscillators
(NCO) to adjust the code and carrier frequencies of the local replica signal to match that
of the incoming signal. This completes the feedback loop to continuously maintain the
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track of fluctuations in incoming signal parameters. Depending on the type of parameter
to be estimated, the following discriminators and filters are used: (a) code discriminators
with Delay Lock Loop (DLL), and (b) Carrier discriminator with Frequency Lock Loop
(FLL) or Phase Lock Loop (PLL) (Kaplan & Hegarty 2006). Basically the DLL discriminator
makes use of multiple DRC arms, typically with two delay values, early and late. The
choice of discriminators depends on the application and receiver operating conditions. In
this research the signal power values from diversity branches will be combined noncoherently. Hence the Early-Minus-Late power discriminators (Kaplan & Hegarty) will be
used. Their formulations as applicable to different diversity reception techniques, will be
explained later in respective chapters.
The carrier lock loop can take the form of FLL or PLL. The former aims to track only the
frequency parameter of the incoming signal distributing the power between in-phase and
quadrature phase components. The latter aims to maintain maximum power in in-phase
component by tracking the carrier phase along with the carrier frequency. Many
discriminators are available for FLLs and PLLs (Ward et al 2006). Since this research
aims to combine the diversity signals in the form of correlation power values, power based
discriminators needs to be used. Hence the power difference frequency discriminator
(Juang & Chen 2009, Curran 2012) is chosen. Their formulation as applicable to different
diversity reception techniques will be explained later.
2.3.3.2 Lock indicators
The Phase Lock Indicator (PLI) measures the differential power between in-phase and
quadrature components to obtain an estimate of the phase alignment between the
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incoming and local carrier signal replica (Van Dierendonck 1996). The PLI in the nth loop
update interval can be expressed as

In2  Qn2
PLIn  2
In  Qn2
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where In and Qn are the prompt correlators from DRC.
The Frequency Lock Indicator (FLI) should be directly proportional to the estimated
frequency error. An FLI analogous to the Van Dierendonck’s PLI can be written as (Borio
& O’Driscoll 2012)





dot  cross
ˆ
FLIn  cos 4fT
coh 
dot 2  cross 2
2

2
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dot  In .In 1  Qn .Qn 1
cross  In .Qn 1  Qn .In 1
2.4 Diversity reception

Typically, most GNSS receivers implement independent processing of single frequency
or multi-frequency signals without considering the potential advantages of diversity
combining. The main idea behind diversity reception is to combine multiple uncorrelated
signal branches to improve the navigation solution. Diversity exploits the random nature
of radio propagation channels by finding independent, or least correlated signal paths.
Performance of diversity reception depends on the decorrelation between the so called
independent signals received by diversity branches. The diversity concept can be
explained as follows: assuming that signals in diversity branches are highly independent,
if one of the branches observes deep fade, another independent branch may have a
strong signal. By having multiple branches to select from, both instantaneous and
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average output SNR can be improved, thus mitigating fading effects (Rappaport 2001).
Depending on the type of receiver antenna, three major classifications can be made,
namely (a) spatial diversity, (b) polarization diversity and (c) frequency diversity.
2.4.1 Correlation coefficient
The correlation coefficient is a metric to quantify the similarities between two random
variables. The correlation coefficient can be characterized by the complex representation
of input signals (Narayanan et al 2004). The complex correlation coefficient of two random
variables, x1 and x2, is given by





E  x1x2* 
E  x1x1*  E  x2 x2* 
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where x1 and x2 are zero mean complex random variables and E is the expectation
operator. To compute the correlation coefficient, the random variables x1 and x2 take the
value of correlator outputs as follows; x1 = I1+jQ1 and x2 = I2+jQ2, where Im and Qm are the
in-phase and quadrature phase correlator outputs for the mth diversity branch. The lower
the correlation coefficient, the more independent are the diversity branches.
2.4.2 Spatial diversity
Spatial diversity reception makes use of physically separated multiple antennas to receive
independent signals in dense fading environments. The arrangement of multiple antennas
and their separation are important aspects to maintain sufficient decorrelation between
signals in different branches (Rappaport 2001). The spatial signal covariance depends
upon the array geometry and the Angle-of-Arrival (AOA) statistics associated with the
fading environment. Broumandan (2009) quantified the spatial correlation coefficients as
a function of antenna separation for different angle spread (ϕs) and mean AoA (ϕ)
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statistics. For the ring of scatterers (ϕs = 360° angle spread) multipath model, half a
wavelength separation (0.5 λ) is sufficient to ensure spatially uncorrelated signal samples.
The spatial correlation coefficient under Rayleigh fading for two different angle spread
statistics as a function of antenna separation D is shown in Figure 2-11. For the ring of
scatters model, the correlation coefficient is a zero-order Bessel function of the first kind
and is given by (Broumandan 2009)

Normalized correlation coefficient

spatial  J0  2 D /  
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Figure 2-11 Spatial correlation coefficient as a function of antenna separation D
over wavelength 

The CAF for the PRN13 GPS L1 C/A signal collected using a spatial diversity system
indoors is shown in Figure 2-12. This figure shows the CAF at a particular epoch observed
by two antennas separated by λ distance (~ 0.19 m). At this instant, the signal received
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at Antenna-1 was in deep fade, being 5 dB lower that of Antenna-2. Due to spatial
decorrelation, Antenna-2 observes higher signal power.

Figure 2-12 CAF for spatial diversity branches

2.4.3 Polarization diversity
A polarization diversity system assumes that a received signal is composed of two
orthogonal polarized signals. Although this provides two diversity branches, it does allow
for the use of co-located dual polarized antenna elements, thus making the receiver
compact. In cellular networks, measurements of orthogonal polarization paths between a
mobile and a cellular base station are uncorrelated due to multiple reflections in the
channel between the mobile and base station antennas (Rappaport 2001).
Since the GNSS signal polarization changes upon reflection, the reflected waves are
Elliptically Polarized (EP) signals, including LHEP as well as RHEP components which
can be decomposed into RHCP and LHCP signals (Yang & Porter 2005). In order to
achieve a sufficiently low correlation coefficient between received signals, the port-to-port
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isolation of the antennas should be -30 dB and the antenna gain for the opposite
polarization should be less than -20 dB (Singer 1998).
The combining of received signals from linear polarized antennas such as vertical and
horizontal polarized antennas is also used to exploit polarization diversity. This is based
on the fact that the parallel and perpendicular components of reflection coefficients for
any reflector are independent (Rappaport 2002). Linear polarized antennas are simple to
design and implement, however, a lower average SNR is expected as the orthogonal
components of a circular polarization signal carry almost 3 dB less power than the original
wave (Zaheri 2010).
2.4.4 Frequency diversity
In frequency selective fading channels, where independent fading is observed in signals
transmitted at different centre frequencies, a multi-frequency antenna (or, effectively a
wide bandwidth antenna) can be employed to achieve the frequency diversity. In order to
observe sufficient decorrelation, the frequency separation should be more than the
coherence bandwidth of the channel.
The correlation coefficient between two signals transmitted on different centre
frequencies depends on the following factors: (a) fading parameters (environment
dependent), (b) frequency separation ∆fsep, (c) Doppler shift on frequencies (or, effectively
the receiver dynamics) and (d) antenna directivity. With Rayleigh fading assumptions, for
a sphere of scattering model and omnidirectional receiving antenna, the correlation
coefficient between frequency diversity signals is given by (Filho et al 2005)
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frequency 

J02 D sep 



1  sepT
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2

where  sep and sep are time (s) and frequency separation (rad/s) between fading signals,
D is the maximum Doppler shift (rad/s), T is the mean excess delay (s) of the scattered

waves and J0   is the Bessel function of the first kind and zeroth order. Figure 2-13
shows the correlation coefficient of frequency diversity signals received at a single
antenna for two different values of the mean excess delay ( T ) as a function of frequency
separation ∆fsep Hz. As the frequency separation increases the signals become largely
decorrelated. For a harsh fading (strong multipath conditions, indicated by blue plot with
larger value of mean excess delay), the coherence bandwidth of the channel is reduced.

Normalized Correlation Coefficient

In this case a smaller frequency separation would be sufficient to decorrelate the signals.
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Figure 2-13 Frequency correlation coefficient as a function of frequency
separation ∆fsep
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In cellular networks, frequency diversity is employed by transmitting the same data
message on more than one frequency, either on separate channels or in a Frequency
Division Multiplexed mode (FDM) (Rappaport 2001). For multi-frequency constellations,
the same data message is not transmitted on these frequencies. Nevertheless, the
frequency separation between these signals (example, 347.82 MHz between GPS L1 C/A
and L2C signals) is sufficiently high to exploit the frequency selective fading. Figure 2-14
shows the aforementioned three types of diversity reception schemes. The diversity
branch combiner is essential in any type of combining and is discussed in the following
section.

Figure 2-14 Three types of diversity reception

2.4.5 Diversity combining
This section discusses the three types of combining techniques widely practiced in
diversity combining, namely (a) selection combining or selection diversity, (b) Equal-Gain
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Combining (EGC) and (c) Maximum Ratio Combining (MRC). In each case, appropriate
weights are suggested for each of the diversity branches.
2.4.5.1 Selection combining
Selection combiner choses the diversity branch with highest instantaneous SNR (or
equivalently C/N0) as the system output. Therefore, the weight

th

w i of the i

diversity branch

is given by

1  i  max m  m 
wi  
otherwise
0
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where  i is the instantaneous SNR of the ith diversity branch. Hence instantaneous
output SNR will be maximum for all SNRs, maxm{  m }. The selection combining used in
this research is shown in Figure 2-15.

Figure 2-15 Selection combining

The average output SNR for selection combining can be expressed by the following steps
(Rappaport 2001):
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For M independent branches in Rayleigh fading, each with the same average SNR

,

the PDF of instantaneous SNR of the ith branch is given by

p  i  

  
exp  i 

  
1
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The probability that  i is below a threshold  is


  
P  i      p  i d i  1  exp  
 
0
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The probability that instantaneous SNR values of all M branches are simultaneously
below a threshold  is

P  1,...,  M

M


   
     1  exp 
   PM   
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As the selection diversity outputs the best SNR, the above probability also indicates the
output SNR being below a threshold. The outage probability hence decreases
exponentially with increase in the number of diversity branches. PM   is also the
Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF) of output SNR as a function of threshold  , which
can be differentiated to obtain the PDF of the output as below:

pM    

dPM   
d

M
   
  1  exp 

 
  

M 1

  
exp 
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Finally, the average output SNR can be derived from the output PDF as


M

1
m 1 m

 SC      pM  d   
0

2-25
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Hence the average output SNR from selection combining increases. The above equation
can be approximated for large values of M (M>3) to show that the output SNR improves
logarithmically with the number of branches (Janaswamy 2000).
2.4.5.2 Equal Gain Combining
Here all the diversity branches are exploited equally with unity gain for each of them. The
output signal is the sum of all independent signals as shown in Figure 2-16. Assuming
uncorrelated and equal noise in each diversity branch, the closed form expression for the
average output SNR of EGC can expressed as (Janaswamy 2000)



 EGC      1   M  1 
4
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Figure 2-16 Equal Gain Combining

2.4.5.3 Maximum Ratio Combining
Here individual diversity branches are weighted according to their SNR values and then
summed together. The average output SNR for MRC can be expressed as
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 MRC    M
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which is the linear sum of individual average SNRs of each branch. MRC produces a
maximum average output SNR and is known to give the best statistical reduction of fading
of any known linear diversity combiner (Rappaport 2001).

Figure 2-17 Maximum Ratio Combining

2.5 Summary
An introduction to GNSS signal structure was provided in this chapter with focus on GPS
L1 C/A and L2C signals. An overview of signal propagation near ground, types of fading
and fading characterization metrics were provided. Factors responsible for multipath
propagation and impact of multipath on GNSS signal were demonstrated with empirical
data. Different diversity reception techniques were introduced emphasizing the combining
techniques practiced in this research.
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Chapter Three: Spatial Diversity Characterization and Enhanced Tracking in
Fading Environments

3.1 Introduction
This chapter focuses on improving the GNSS signal measurement performance in harsh
fading environments. The nature of GNSS signal propagation in typical signal impeding
wireless channels such as indoors and urban environments is studied. The signal power
fluctuations, delay spread and Doppler spread characteristics of real GNSS signals in
such environments are investigated. The characterization results are discussed in
Section 3.3. Based on the observations obtained from the characterization, a closed-loop
tracking architecture based on spatial diversity reception is proposed. The proposed
algorithm is tested on real data collected using two antennas in indoor static and urban
kinematic scenarios. The performance of the proposed spatial diversity based tracking is
presented in Section 3.4.

3.2 Objectives
The first objective of this chapter is to examine the spatial diversity behavior of GNSS
signal propagation in following two harsh environments, namely high scattering indoor,
and dense multipath urban environments such as those consisting of tall buildings. In the
first case static and slow receiver dynamics will be considered and in the second case
vehicular dynamics are considered. Characterization metrics considered are as follows:
a. The signal power fluctuation over space and time
b. The delay spread experienced by individual antennas
c. The Doppler spread experienced by individual antennas
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d. Correlation coefficient of signal amplitude, instantaneous delay spread and
instantaneous Doppler spread between diversity branches
For this analysis, two antennas spatially separated by sufficient decorrelation distance
will be used to collect synchronized L1 C/A signal IF samples. These antennas form two
diversity branches. The decorrelation in signal amplitude (C/N0), instantaneous Doppler
spread and instantaneous delay spread between the signals collected in two diversity
branches (channels) will be investigated to demonstrate the spatial diversity. Empirical
statistics will be obtained for each of these metrics under different test scenarios.
The second objective is to propose a closed-loop tracking method using spatial diversity
reception and different combining techniques. As it will be shown in the following sections,
the received signal decorrelates spatially, having different instantaneous delay and
Doppler spread between the diversity channels. Utilizing this spatial diversity nature,
signals from two channels will be combined after the correlation level (or DRC level). Here
two channels correspond to the two separate hardware chains involved in front-end
operation starting from the antenna to the ADC and DRC. Three types of post-correlation
combining will be implemented, namely selection combining, EGC and MRC. A single
closed-loop tracking will be implemented to track the carrier and code of the combined
signal. The level of improvement in carrier and code tracking will be assessed between
single channel receiver and the spatial diversity receiver. Improvements in pseudorange
(PR) measurements will also be compared to those obtained from a single channel
receiver.
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3.3 Characterization
In this section, GNSS signal propagation in typical fading environments is characterized,
with focus on the signal power fluctuation, delay spread and the Doppler spread. Spatial
decorrelation of these metrics is evaluated experimentally at different locations and for
different satellite visibility conditions.
3.3.1 Signal model
The received signal at the mth antenna from a given satellite can be written as follows:

y m  t   rm  t   m t 

3-1

where m  t  is additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with single sided power spectral
density of N0 W/Hz and rm  t  is the useful signal, which can be expressed as
K t 

rm  t    ak  t  2Cd  t   k  t   c  t   k  t   exp  j 2  fc  fD,k  t    t   k  t   

3-2

k 0

where d(•) and c(•) are the data and the modulating code respectively; ak  t  ,  k  t  and

fD,k  t  are the time varying amplitude, code delay, Doppler frequency components
associated with the kth multipath component; K(t) is the total number of multipath
components available at time t; C is the total received power. Although the diffused
multipath is difficult to model, the above expression is a heuristic way to express the
received signal. At a given time, the aforementioned parameters in the expression would
not be the same for two antennas unless their phase centers coincide. In the above
equation, k=0 corresponds to the LOS component.
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In the characterization process, the following metrics are evaluated on the signals y1(t)
(received by Antenna-A or Channel-A) and y2(t) (received by Antenna-B or Channel-B)
with the knowledge of true Doppler fD,0(t) and true delay  0  t  :
1.

Temporal signal amplitude distribution and spatial correlation coefficient.

2.

Temporal distribution of instantaneous delay spread and spatial correlation

coefficient of instantaneous delay spread.
3.

Temporal distribution of instantaneous Doppler spread and spatial correlation

coefficient of instantaneous Doppler spread.
3.3.2 Correlation coefficient and spread statistics
The correlation coefficient is a metric that quantifies the similarities between two random
variables. In this chapter, the independence of signal reception in fading environments is
evaluated empirically by computing the correlation coefficients of the DRC outputs
obtained from two antennas. The correlation coefficient between two random variables x1
and x2 is given in Eq. 2-17. To compute the correlation coefficient, the random variable
x1(t) is I1(t)+jQ1(t) and x2(t) is I2(t)+jQ2(t), where Im(t) and Qm(t) are the in-phase and
quadrature phase correlator outputs obtained from the mth antenna.
To compute the spatial correlation coefficient of the instantaneous delay spread between
the antennas, the random variable xm,c(t), which is the delay error that produces maximum
correlation power in the mth antenna at time t, is used in Eq. 2-17. The delay errors x1,c(t)
or x2,c(t) are computed as

xm,c  t    0  t    m,max  t 

3-3
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such that the correlation operation expressed below in Eq. 3-4 produces maximum power
at the DRC output for signal y m  t  :
Tcoh



 n 1 Tcoh

y

m

 t  cL  t   m,max  t   expL  j 2 fc  fD,0 t   t  dt

3-4

where the suffix L stands for local code and carrier replica, Tcoh is the coherent integration
time, and  m,max  t  is local signal’s code delay for which the DRC output has maximum
power. The above expression means that the delay error is computed by correlating the
input signal y m  t  with the local carrier having true carrier Doppler fD,0  t  .
Similarly, to compute the spatial correlation coefficient for instantaneous Doppler spread,
the random variable xm(t) is the Doppler error that produces maximum correlation power
in mth antenna at time t. The Doppler errors are computed as

xm  t   xm,d  t   fD,0 t   fD,max t 

3-5

such that the following correlation operation expressed below in Eq. 3-6 produces
maximum power at the DRC output for signal y m  t  :
TC



 n 1 TC

y

m

 t  cL  t   0  t   expL  j 2  fc  fD,max  t    t  dt

3-6

where fD,max  t  is the local signal’s carrier Doppler for which the DRC output has
maximum power. Eq. 3-6 means that the Doppler error is computed by correlating the
input signal y m  t  with the local code having true code delay  0  t  .
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The true code delay  0  t  and Doppler fD,0  t  were obtained from known receiver and
satellite positions. More details about data processing are given in the next section. Delay
and Doppler spread statistics are obtained from xm(t) in Eq. 3-3 and Eq. 3-5, respectively.
Empirical PDFs of these spreads are shown in Section 3.3.5.3.
3.3.3 Data collection
GPS L1 C/A code signal data was collected using two single frequency NovAtel
GPS-701-GG antennas in indoor and urban canyon environments. For the ring of
scatterers (360° angle of arrival spread) multipath model, spatial separation of greater
than half wavelength (0.5 λ) is sufficient to ensure spatially uncorrelated signal samples.
In order to ensure sufficient decorrelation between the signals at the two antennas, the
latter were separated by a distance of 2λ or 40 cm. Antennas were firmly mounted on a
mobile cart (used for indoor tests) and vehicle top (used for downtown tests).
3.3.3.1 Indoors
Figure 3-1 and Figure 3-2 show the test setup, indoor environment and the sky plot for
the data collected in a three-story building on the University of Calgary (UofC) campus.
The rover antennas forming the diversity branches were mounted on the cart indoors and
a reference antenna was placed at a LOS location outdoors. The clocks for three frontends (one reference and two rovers) were synchronized and sampled using a threechannel data acquisition system from a National Instruments’ (NI) front-end. The sampling
frequency was 5 MHz. Digitized samples were 16-bit complex. The roof of the building is
partially made up of a glass dome and the building as such provides a good multipath
environment so that the antennas receive reflections from all directions. Two sets of data
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were collected, namely Data Set-I when the cart was stationary and Data Set-II where the
cart was moved forwards and backwards at a speed of about 10 cm/s over a 5 m distance.
3.3.3.2 Urban canyon
Figure 3-3 and Figure 3-4 show the test setup, environment and sky plot for the data
collected in downtown Calgary, herein referred to as Data Set-III. The setup consisted of
two rover antennas mounted on a rugged platform atop a vehicle. The reference trajectory
(truth position and velocity) was obtained using a NovAtel-SPANTM receiver tightly
coupled with tactical grade IMU-LCITM inertial sensor which is accurate to 1 m (3D, 1 σ
confidence). The true trajectory is shown in red color. ‘S’ mark is the starting point. The
centre of the sky plot is placed at a convenient point to visualize the approximate location
of the satellites as the vehicle moves along the trajectory. The two rover channels were
also sampled using a NI front-end. Channels were synchronized externally using an
ultra-stable 10.0 MHz OCXO clock based on BVA (Boîtier à Vieillissement Amélioré)
technology from Oscilloquartz (OCXO 8607). External data bit aiding to process IF
samples was obtained from raw GPS data bits logged using a NovAtel ProPak-V3
receiver connected to the open-sky static antenna on the roof top of a UofC building,
some 10 km from the test site.
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Figure 3-1 Indoor data collection reference-rover setup (Data Set-I and Data Set-II)

Figure 3-2 Indoor environment and sky plot (Data Set-I); for Data Set-II, satellites
have changed their elevation angle values as given in Table 3-1
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Figure 3-3 Downtown data collection setup (Data Set-III)

Figure 3-4 Downtown environment and 3D sky plot
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Table 3-1 lists the test descriptions, available PRNs and their visibility.
Table 3-1 Data collection details
Environment

Antenna
dynamics

Signal visibility, PRN, and
(Elevation°)

Data Set - I
Indoor mall:
McEwan Hall, UofC,
1st Feb 2014, 5.40 pm local
time

Static for 10
minutes

NLOS: PRN16 (50°), PRN13 (45°),
PRN20 (40°), PRN10 (25°),
PRN07 (10°)

Data Set - II
Indoor mall:
McEwan Hall, UofC, 1st
Feb 2014, 6.40 pm local
time

Kinematic:
Average speed
~ 10 cm/s,
2 minutes data

LOS + NLOS: PRN13 (85°),
PRN23 (70°)

Data Set - III
Urban canyon: Downtown
Calgary, 25th March 2014,
9.30 pm local time

Kinematic:
Avg. speed
~30 km/hr,
5 minutes data

LOS + NLOS: PRN23 (85°)

NLOS: PRN16 (60°),
PRN10 (35°), PRN07 (35°)
LOS + NLOS: PRN17(75°)
NLOS: PRN28 (60°), PRN01 (35°),
PRN09 (30°), PRN24 (30°),
PRN11 (25°), PRN26 (25°),

Note: NLOS PRNs listed for Data Set-III in Table 3-1 were not strictly always NLOS.
Signals from these PRNs were shadowed by the buildings in most parts of the data as
the vehicle was moved through the urban canyons.

3.3.4 Data processing
The two-dimensional correlator grid generated after every coherent integration time was
used to characterize fading environments. The following sections describe the processing
software used for this purpose.
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3.3.4.1 Indoor data
For indoor tests the 2D correlator grid is obtained from GSNRx-rr, a modified version of
the standard GSNRx (Petovello et al 2008) software GNSS receiver. The term ‘rr’ stands
for ‘rover-reference’. This software accepts several input files, namely first sample source
(also called reference sample source) from the reference antenna placed at a LOS
location and additional sample sources from rover antennas located in indoor location.
The sampling of the rover and reference antennas is synchronized in the NI front-end.
The reference signals at the LOS location are continuously tracked. A 2D grid of
correlation values for each rover antenna is generated at every Tcoh seconds using
Doppler and code phase estimates from the reference signals. The grid centre
corresponds to the Doppler frequency and code delay estimated from the reference
channels. The differential processing performed by GSNRx-rr removes the common
errors affecting rover and reference signals. Resolution and range of the grid axes can
be programmed by the user. The navigation bits obtained from the reference antenna can
be used to wipe off the data modulation effect on the rover signals to achieve Tcoh greater
than 20 ms. The correlation values output from GSNRx-rr is stored in a text file and later
processed using a custom software developed in MATLAB. With the knowledge of known
positions of rover-reference antennas and satellites, the centre of the grid is offset to
correspond to the rover antenna location with an error of less than 2 m.
3.3.4.2 Urban canyon data
Sampled data from the two channels were stored in an external hard disk and processed
offline using GSNRx-ss software receiver developed by the PLAN Group, University of
Calgary. This software is more suitable to use when larger dynamics are involved. It
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needs a reference trajectory to generate the correlator grids centered about the truth
position. Reference trajectory is obtained from NovAtel SPANTM receiver. The data logged
by the NovAtel SPANTM was processed in Inertial Explorer 8.0 tool to obtain the 3D
reference positions and velocities. The software also requires external data bit aiding,
obtained from raw GPS data bits logged with a NovAtel ProPak-V3 at the reference
station. Since GSNRx-ss software estimates initial trend of clock bias and clock drift and
assumes them to be constant later on, an ultra-stable clock is required. Hence both the
channels of the front-end were synchronized to an Oscilloquartz BVA ultra-stable
oscillator (OCXO 8607) that has short term stability of 2.5x10-13 over 1 to 30 second.
Stable clocks are generally used in high-sensitivity applications where long coherent
integration time periods are involved (e.g. Watson 2005). For the work herein, the
integration time is limited to a few hundreds of milliseconds. The BVA oscillator is used
here as a requirement to have stable estimates of clock parameters for the purpose of
characterization, but not as a requirement for the proposed diversity system.
Table 3-2 lists the settings in the processing software used to generate 2D correlator
grids.

Table 3-2 Correlator grid settings in the processing software used for
characterization
Parameter

Indoor tests:
GSNRx-rr

Urban canyon tests:
GSNRx-ss

Delay domain span [m]
Delay domain resolution[m]
Doppler domain span[Hz]
Doppler domain resolution[Hz]
Coherent integration time [s]

-58 to +117
1.75
-20.0 to +20.0
1.0
0.2

-225 to +225
3.00
-25.0 to +25.0
3.12
0.02
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3.3.5 Characterization results
3.3.5.1 Temporal fluctuation of C/N0
Figure 3-5 and Figure 3-6 show the temporal C/N0 fluctuations for Channel-A (ChA) and
Channel-B (ChB) in Data Set-I. PRNs are plotted in decreasing order of their elevation
angle. Constructive and destructive multipath fading can be observed. Although individual
branches experience significant fading, both or one of the antennas receives fairly good
signals in most part of the data. This complementary behavior is significant for NLOS
PRNs (medium and low elevation PRNs). PRN23 did not show much power difference
between two channels, whereas other PRNs showed 10-15 dB power differences for most
epochs.
Figure 3-7 and Figure 3-8 show the temporal C/N0 fluctuation for ChA and ChB in
Data Set-II. Temporal fluctuations are rapid compared to the static data set owing to the
changing multipath conditions caused by antenna motion. High elevation PRNs such as
PRN13 and PRN23 did not produce much of fading compared to medium and low
elevation PRNs. C/N0 fluctuations are more independent for low elevation PRNs, where
12 to 17 dB of power difference is observed, although for a short period compared to
static data.
In urban canyon tests, the C/N0 fluctuations in the two channels are correlated in most
parts of the trajectory for all the PRNs. This is due to the simultaneous shadowing of two
antennas. Shadowing is caused by structures such as tall buildings, bridges, traffic poles,
etc. However, during stops at traffic lights, a moderate level of independent fluctuation is
noticed.
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Figure 3-5 C/N0 fluctuations for ChA and ChB signals in Data Set-I; high and
medium elevation PRNs
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Figure 3-6 C/N0 fluctuations for ChA and ChB signals in Data Set-I; low
elevation PRNs
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Figure 3-7 C/N0 fluctuations for ChA and ChB signals in Data Set-II; high and
medium elevation PRNs
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Figure 3-8 C/N0 fluctuations for ChA and ChB signals in Data Set-II; low
elevation PRNs
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3.3.5.2 Correlation coefficient
Independent signal reception is investigated by computing the correlation coefficient (ρ)
of the signal amplitude as discussed earlier. These values are specific to given separation
between the antennas (40 cm, ~ 2λ) and to the data collection environment. In the
following figures, PRNs are arranged in decreasing order of elevation angle (see Table
3-1) so that one can visualize the influence of signal visibility on the characterization
metrics. It is recommended to refer to the sky plots of various scenarios. Figure 3-9 shows
ρ for different signal visibility conditions (PRNs). In both indoor static and kinematic cases,
the correlation coefficient decreases with decreasing elevation. The signal decorrelation
is higher for low elevation satellites in the dynamic case compared to the static case.
Figure 3-9 shows a similar plot for urban canyon tests (Data Set-III). The signal
decorrelation is not as significant as it is in the indoor tests. It stays almost constant for
any elevation. Unlike indoors, both antennas in the downtown test are exposed to
dominant LOS signals whenever available, otherwise the LOS signals reaching the two
antennas are uniformly shadowed by surrounding structures in most sections of the data,
irrespective of elevation and azimuth angles of the satellites.
3.3.5.3 Delay and Doppler spread
The instantaneous delay errors for two antennas, x1,c  t  and x2,c  t  , are computed
according to Eq. 3-3. Similarly the instantaneous Doppler errors x1,d  t  and x2,d  t  are
computed according to Eq. 3-5. As discussed earlier, the software outputs a
two-dimensional correlator grid whose centre corresponds to the truth code delay and
Doppler values. The instantaneous delay and Doppler spreads are measured from the
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Figure 3-9 Signal correlation coefficients for difference scenarios: (a) indoor
static; (b) indoor kinematic (c) urban canyon vehicular dynamics
offset corresponding to the peak of the correlation in delay and Doppler domains. In order
to avoid the measurements being generated from wrong peaks that may occur due to
noise (absence of required PRN signal), a threshold based rejection is performed first. If
the peak value of a particular correlator grid is below the noise threshold, the grid is
rejected. Only those portions of the data when the signal power is above the noise
threshold are considered in spread characterization.
Figure 3-10 demonstrates the instantaneous delay and Doppler spread observed in two
antennas for the PRN28 signal in urban canyon tests. The normalized correlation in delay
and Doppler domain is shown for six time epochs along with the C/N 0 observed in each
channels. This plot was generated using 200 ms coherent integration time (Tcoh) to
observe the Doppler spread, if any. With 200 ms, NLOS Doppler values having more than
5 Hz (1/Tcoh) separation from the LOS Doppler can be observed, otherwise, the NLOS
power will be embedded within the main lobe of LOS signal. Although the antennas were
placed 40 cm apart, they observe different instantaneous Doppler and delay spreads in
every epoch. It is observed that in some fading cases, the instantaneous spreads in
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diversity branches appear on either side of the true peak. Hence, combining the
correlation values from diversity branches may result in averaging of the instantaneous
spreads in such cases. That is, if one of the diversity branches experience instantaneous
negative spread, while the other experience instantaneous positive spread, the combined
correlation peak could be close to the true peak in most cases.

Figure 3-10 Instantaneous delay and Doppler spread for PRN28 in Data Set-III
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Figure 3-11 shows the measured PDF of the Delay spread, x1,c  t  and x2,c  t  , as
observed by ChA and ChB in Data Set-I, II, and III. Three PRNs in high, medium and low
elevation angles are chosen to demonstrate the spreads in each case. It can be observed
that in all the data sets, the delay spread increases as the fading level deepens. Although
instantaneous spreads are different, statistical distribution is similar in two channels. The
correlation coefficient between instantaneous delay spreads, x1,c  t  and x2,c  t  , for each
PRN is shown later. The delay spread is higher for the dynamic cases (Data Set-II and
Data Set-III) compared to the static case.
The measured PDF of Doppler spread in Data Set-III is shown in Figure 3-12. The Doppler
spread is not observed in the indoor static case (Data Set-I). Data Set-II did not show
significant Doppler spread because the speed of the vehicle was very low (10 cm/s).
Similar to the delay spread, the Doppler spread increases as the fading deepens. The
density of the spread in high frequency components is higher for low elevation PRNs.
The standard deviations of the delay and Doppler spread for three data sets are shown
in Table 3-3 and Table 3-4, respectively. The standard deviations of spreads in two
channels match closely. Indoors, the delay and Doppler spread increase with a decrease
in signal availability (elevation angle). This is also the case for the downtown scenario.
Both delay and Doppler spread are large in the downtown test compared to indoors, due
to the distance of reflecting objects from the antennas.
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Figure 3-11 Measured PDFs of delay spread for all data sets
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Table 3-3 Delay spread standard deviations in metres
Data Set

I

II

III

PRN
23
13
16
10
07
13
23
16
10
07
17
28
01
09
24
26
11

ChA [m]
03
12
10
11
11
11
08
08
12
12
06
11
30
28
30
20
32

ChB [m]
02
11
12
11
16
09
06
10
11
14
06
11
35
32
31
23
29

Table 3-4 Doppler spread standard deviations in Hz
Data Set

II

III

PRN
13
23
16
10
07
17
28
01
09
24
26
11

ChA [Hz]
0.41
0.53
0.45
0.61
0.64
0.56
1.73
1.65
1.5
2.50
1.45
1.64
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ChB [Hz]
0.43
0.45
0.61
0.50
0.54
0.55
1.79
1.6
1.5
2.50
1.61
1.54

3.3.5.4 Correlation coefficients of instantaneous delay and Doppler spreads
As demonstrated earlier, instantaneous values of both delay and Doppler spreads in two
channels are different in most of the epochs. In order to investigate the independent
behavior in Doppler and delay spreads, the correlation coefficients of instantaneous delay
and Doppler spreads are computed. Table 3-5 lists the correlation coefficient values for
different scenarios. In Data Set-I, the delay spread experienced by two spatially separated
antennas is highly independent at low elevations. In Data Set-II, this decorrelation is large
even at high elevation. This is an important observation because, although the signal
power is not quite independent for high elevation PRNs in indoor dynamic scenario (refer
Figure 5-b), the delay spread is fairly independent in nature. Conversely, Table 3-5 shows
that for Data Set-III, the delay spread is highly independent for higher elevation PRNs
only. Delay spread of signals from low elevation satellites is mostly similar for the two
antennas. This may happen because the independent fast fading phenomena between
two channels is poor in downtown compared to indoors. Low elevation satellites are
mostly shadowed by buildings, while high elevation PRNs undergo reasonable amount of
independent fast fading. This behavior is also evident from the signal correlation
coefficients in Figure 3-9 where high elevation satellites produce lower correlation
between the two channels.
The decorrelation in instantaneous delay and Doppler spread reveals the following; in
most cases, if the correlation power in one of the channels is distorted by large
instantaneous spread, the correlation power in the other channel remains less distorted,
with its peak being close to the true value, as demonstrated in Figure 3-10. Hence benefits
from diversity combining can be expected in such cases.
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Table 3-5 Correlation coefficients of instantaneous delay and Doppler spread
between ChA and ChB
Data Set
I

II

III

PRN
23
13
10
13
23
10
17
28
24

Delay spread
0.59
0.21
0.25
0.22
0.17
0.11
0.25
0.61
0.79

Doppler spread
0.23
0.36
0.13
0.33
0.39
0.37

3.3.6 Spatial diversity in low quality antennas
In previous sections the spatial diversity characterization was performed using survey
grade pinwheel antennas. Such antennas have smooth radiation gain patterns and good
LHCP rejection. The gain pattern of these antennas is such that low elevation satellite
signals and ground based multipath signals are highly attenuated. However, most
handheld receivers employ compact, low-cost, patch antennas. Their compact size limits
advanced antenna design techniques. Also, body proximity often leads to attenuation of
LOS signals, causing further degradations in signal reception (Chen et al 2012). Low-cost
antennas are designed to receive signals from all directions owing to uncertainties
involved in handheld unit orientation.
In this section the effect of using low grade patch antennas in handheld spatial diversity
receivers is investigated. The signal decorrelation achieved by using patch antennas is
analyzed by collecting GPS L1 C/A in different indoor and outdoor environments with
handheld pedestrian dynamics. Handheld dynamics gives realistic scenarios as the effect
of body proximity to the antennas is not ignored. The test setup for the data collection is
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shown in Figure 3-13. The handheld dual antenna system was constructed in a small
form factor with antenna spacing of 0.5λ (~10 cm). Two u-Blox ANN-MS-0-005TM patch
antennas were connected to u-Blox AEK 4T high sensitivity receivers. C/N0
measurements from the receivers were logged through the u-CenterTM data logger.

Figure 3-13 Test setup for spatial diversity characterization using patch antennas

3.3.6.1 Data collection environments
Pedestrian data was collected in the following six environments, each collection lasting
3-5 minutes:
a. Single reflector on one side of the trajectory: Pedestrian walked in front of a
multi-story glass walled building.
b. Open-sky, a LOS location
c. Suburban: Pedestrian walked in an area surrounded by tall buildings
d. Concrete indoors: Single story pedestrian passage
e. Laboratory indoors: Located in the third floor of a four story building
f. Typical North American wooden frame house
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Figure 3-14 C/N0 for PRN09 observed by patch antennas in various environments
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Figure 3-15 C/N0 observed by patch antennas indoors
3.3.6.2 Correlation coefficient
In open-sky conditions, patch antennas produced much poorer C/N0 measurements than
those of high grade pin-wheel antennas namely 35 to 40 dB-Hz in patch antennas versus
45-50 dB-Hz in pin-wheel antennas. Nevertheless, in all fading scenarios the power
fluctuations between two channels was observed to be independent most of the time.
Despite body proximity and antenna quality, appreciable amount of signal decorrelation
persists between the two channels. Figure 3-14 shows the C/N0 values for PRN09
observed by two channels. Figure 3-15 shows the fluctuations indoors. Figure 3-16 shows
the various outdoor environments along with the signal correlation coefficients for different
PRNs. PRNs are arranged in decreasing order of elevation angle from left to right. The
single reflector case showed more independent fading for low elevation PRNs. As there
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is no fading in open-sky, all PRNs showed correlated fluctuations. The suburban
environment showed good decorrelation for high and medium elevation PRNs compared
to low elevations PRNs, a result similar to the one observed in Data Set-III earlier.

Figure 3-16 Signal correlation coefficients using patch antennas in various
outdoor environments
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Figure 3-17 Signal correlation coefficients using patch antennas in various indoor
environments
Figure 3-17 shows the signal correlation coefficients in different indoor environments.
Signal decorrelation is high in the laboratory environment compared to the house and
concrete indoor locations because of high level of scattering and the presence of multiple
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reflectors in the laboratory. In the house, diversity decreases with increasing elevation
angle. This is because for high elevation PRNs the roof of the house offers the same
amount of attenuation for both channels and the distribution of reflectors for signals
arriving from high elevation is similar for both. The single story concrete indoor passage
produced typically the same level of decorrelation between the channels irrespective of
satellite elevation angle.

3.4 Spatial diversity based tracking
Based on the observations made from characterization, it is evident that the signals
received at two different locations separated by sufficient spacing in a fading environment
behave differently, especially in terms of C/N0 level, instantaneous Delay and Doppler
spreads. Therefore, combining of diversity signals may benefit the tracking process in two
ways, first, mainly by enhancing the effective SNR, and second, in some cases by
averaging the instantaneous spreads in diversity branches. Hence utilizing the spatial
diversity nature, a tracking architecture is proposed and tested. The main idea is to
combine the diversity signals received by two spatially separate antennas and then use
the combined signal to track carrier and code.
There exists a phase difference between signals received at spatially separated antennas
(Seco & Fernández-Rubio 1997). In dense multipath environments, signal samples from
two separate antennas become independent, leading to further distortions in phase.
Because of this non-coherency, the in-phase (I) and quadrature phase (Q) correlation
values obtained from two channels cannot be combined coherently. Instead, their
correlation power values (I2+Q2) can be combined. Hence due to the loss of phase
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information, the PLL cannot be implemented in the carrier tracking loop. Therefore, carrier
Doppler values are estimated using FLL with non-coherent discriminators.
The combining process of diversity branches is performed after the correlation level,
referred to as post-correlation combining. Since the correlation power values are being
combined, the FLL and DLL use non-coherent power based discriminators. The DLL uses
an Early-Minus-Late Power (EMLP) discriminator (Ward et al 2006). The FLL uses a
Power Difference (PD) discriminator introduced by Juang & Chen (2009). This
discriminator estimates the frequency error by assessing the difference in power of the
received signal correlated with the local signal on two neighboring carrier frequency bins.
These frequency bins are spaced with equal offset about the current frequency bin. This
approach is similar to the early-minus-late discriminator.
The PD FLL discriminator uses correlation values from the following frequency bins: one
set from the frequency bin being tracked, called sync frequency bin, and two sets from
the adjacent fast and slow frequency bins. The fast frequency bin corresponds to positive
offset from the sync bin and the slow frequency bin corresponds to the negative frequency
offset from the sync bin. The sync, fast, and slow correlation values for the mth antenna
after the coherent integration time of Tcoh are respectively expressed as

  T 
Pmsync  CR  m  sinc  m coh  exp  j msync   msync
2 


3-7

   

Pmfast  CR  m  sinc  m
Tcoh  exp  j mfast   mfast
2



3-8

   

Pmslow  CR  m  sinc  m
Tcoh  exp  j mslow   mslow
2



3-9
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where  m , m and  m are the differences between code phase, Doppler frequency and
carrier phase of the incoming and local replica signal. Noise terms m , m and m
sync

fast

slow

are

zero mean, complex Gaussian processes with variance   N0 / Tcoh . They are
2

correlated as E mfastmsync   2 sin c  Tcoh  . For the parameter  =2πΔf, Δf is the
frequency spacing (Hz) between the sync and fast (or slow) frequency bin. Curran (2012)
suggests that the value of Δf should be chosen such that the discriminator’s linear region
is maximum while incurring minimum loss in Gain-to-Noise ratio (GNR) of the
discriminator for a given signal operating condition. Therefore, the Δf is chosen herein
as 20 Hz for Tcoh = 20 ms, such that Tcoh value is about 2.5 for which the GNR incurs
less than 1 dB loss for C/No values ranging between 20 dB-Hz and 35 dB-Hz.
3.4.1 Discriminators
The modified form of the Power Difference (PD) discriminator (Juang & Chen 2009)
estimating the frequency error fPD for diversity based FLL is expressed as

SPfast  SPslow   2Tcoh 

Tcoh


Tcoh .SPsync .  1  cos  Tcoh  
sin  Tcoh  
2


3

fPD

sync

3-10

fast

where SP , SP and SPslow are the spatial diversity combined correlator power values in
sync, fast and slow frequency bin, respectively. The correlator power values in each
frequency bin from two antennas are non-coherently combined with certain weights. They
can be expressed as follows:
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SPsync  w1. | P1sync |2 w 2 . | P2sync |2

3-11

SPfast  w1. | P1fast |2 w 2 . | P2fast |2

3-12

SPslow  w1. | P1slow |2 w 2 . | P2slow |2

3-13

Pm is the coherent accumulation of complex correlator outputs from fast/sync/slow
frequency bins for the mth antenna. Weights w1 and w2 are used to decide the type of
combining, namely the selection, EGC, or MRC. In the selection combining, only one
signal with maximum power is selected with its weight equal to 1. The weight of the other
branch is zero. In EGC, w1= w2=1. Weights for MRC are computed based on the ratio of
SNRs of the diversity signals as given by Holter & Øien (2002).
Early Minus Late Power (EMLP) discriminator for DLL
The DLL uses a traditional EMLP discriminator whose inputs are the early and late power
values from sync frequency bin. The code phase error estimate c is given by:
sync
sync
 cs   S  SL 
c   1  EL  .  Esync

2   SE  SLsync 


3-14

sync

where csEL is the early-late chip spacing, sync early and late power values, SE

sync

and SL

, are obtained by non-coherently combining the respective power values from the two
antennas with appropriate weights w1 and w2.
3.4.2 Architecture
The proposed tracking architecture is shown in Figure 3-18. Blocks indicated in blue are
used in a generic single antenna receiver. Additional blocks required for spatial diversity
combining and to track the combined signal are shown in purple.
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Figure 3-18 Proposed tracking architecture based on spatial diversity combining

3.4.3 Data bit decoding for ephemeris collection
Pseudorange measurement performance can be assessed if ephemeris bits are decoded
properly. In PLL mode, data bit transition is generally decoded by the change in sign of
the in-phase (I) accumulator as it assumes that the in-phase component becomes
maximum and quadrature-phase component becomes minimum. However, in FLL, the
signal power is split between I and Q. This means that the phasor, which is the vector
sum of I and Q always makes an angle with respect to the I axis. This angle is different
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for signals from the two antennas due to a phase offset. The phasors of the signals from
two branches rotate at a rate proportional to the frequency error. Due to rotating phasors
in FLL, the data bits cannot be decoded based on the sign of the I accumulator. Hence
the data bits are decoded by a differential demodulation technique (Kaplan & Hegarty
2006). However, relying on the phasor obtained from only one antenna for differential
demodulation results in data bit errors due to possible fading in that particular channel.
Hence, selection diversity based differential demodulation is used, in which case the
phasors from both antennas are considered for data bit decoding and the one with
maximum instantaneous power is selected.
3.4.4 Test description and results
To analyze the tracking performance of the proposed architecture, Data Set-I and Data
Set-III were chosen. Similar to the process followed during characterization, the tracking
algorithm is compared for different signal visibility conditions (LOS+NLOS or NLOS only),
which depend upon the satellite elevation angle and surrounding reflective objects.
Sample PRNs corresponding to High Elevation (HE), Medium Elevation (ME), and Low
Elevation (LE) are chosen for this purpose.
Since RF front-ends for the two branches are separate hardware blocks, the gain
introduced by the amplifiers in the two front-ends may not be the same. Even if the input
SNRs are same, accumulated correlation values of one of the branches may be high
compared to the other.

This makes the branch having higher amplifier gain to

unnecessarily dominate the combining process. This issue is taken care by pre-recording
the noise floors in two channels which will also be different depending on the amplifier
gain; a channel with a high gain has a higher noise floor. Later, the IF samples from one
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of the channels are pre-processed by scaling them with the ratio of pre-recorded noise
floor values. This scaling can also be performed during the non-coherent combining of
correlation power values from the two antennas. In the case of real-time operation, the
noise floor computation could be performed during the initial acquisition process by
correlating the incoming signals in the two branches with a non-existing PRN code.
When the receiver is powered on, single branch acquisition may fail because of
momentary deep fading in that branch. Hence, diversity equal gain combining based
acquisition is performed to obtain initial rough estimates of code phase and carrier
Doppler.
After bit synchronization, 20 ms coherent integration is performed in FLL-assisted DLL
mode. The following plots are shown after successful ephemeris decoding. No tracking
plots or measurement error values are shown for the epochs starting from acquisition to
the point of ephemeris extraction. Also, the ‘True’ plot corresponds to the truth Doppler
values corresponding to the actual position of the receiver.
The carrier, code Doppler and pseudorange (PR) measurement errors for each scenario
between the two modes are compared, namely single antenna tracking mode and the
proposed diversity based combined tracking mode. Both software versions use the same
discriminators, loop filters and loop update rate in order to observe the enhancement
introduced only due to the spatial diversity combining. In single antenna tracking, PRNs
may lose lock at some point due to severe degradation in C/N0 values while the diversity
combined tracking may continue to maintain the lock. However, in order to have a fair
comparison between single antenna and diversity combined tracking, the tracking
measurement errors for a given PRN are computed up to the point of first loss of lock in
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single antenna tracking. First, EGC is chosen to assess the improvements observed in
combined tracking mode. Later, MRC and selection combining are tested and compared.
3.4.4.1 Indoor tests
Data Set-I was processed for all PRNs in different visibility conditions. In the case of
PRN23 (LOS+NLOS signals), it was observed that each diversity branch could
independently track the signal continuously. However, employing the proposed diversity
combining method led to a reduction of estimated Doppler errors. Similarly, the observed
code Doppler error variances and PR error variances are also decreased. For NLOS PRN
tracking, the proposed algorithm shows even more interesting results. Figure 3-19 shows
the carrier Doppler for PRN20 (NLOS, medium elevation PRN). Tracking the signal from
only ChA results in a loss of lock at GPS Time (GPST) 2250 when ChA C/N0 drops below
25 dB-Hz. Although the ChB signal can be tracked independently, its error increases as
its power drops below 30 dB-Hz (after GPST 2260). Tracking the EGC signal from the
two antennas produces better results in terms of reduced Doppler errors. Similar results
are observed in the PR error plot shown in Figure 3-20, where the ChB signal has a larger
PR error than that of the EGC.
PRN16 and PRN07 were not acquired if only the ChB signal was used. Acquisition using
only ChA was initially successful, although the tracker lost lock after a few epochs. Low
elevation PRN13 and PRN10 acquired neither of the channels independently. However,
all satellites were acquired and tracked with comparatively lower errors in the diversity
EGC tracking mode. It was also observed that low elevation PRNs lose lock faster and
tracking errors increase with decreasing elevation.
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Figure 3-19 Carrier Doppler tracking for PRN20 in Data Set-I; ChA loses lock and
ChB continues to track but with higher errors compared to EGC

Figure 3-20 Pseudorange errors for PRN20 in Data Set-I
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Figure 3-21 shows histograms of carrier and code Doppler errors for different elevation
PRNs compared between single antenna and EGC tracking. Errors corresponding to
‘ChA’ and ‘ChB’ are obtained when signals from only ChA or ChB are used for single
antenna tracking. As the elevation decreases (poorer C/N0, deep fading), the error
variance increases. Nevertheless, in general, combined tracking results in lower error
variances for both code Doppler and carrier Doppler tracking for any elevation compared
to independent tracking.
However, this trend is not always linked to elevation angle alone. It also depends on the
direction of the satellite, type of the fading environment and reflector-receiver geometry.
As an example, it is observed that PRN07 in Data Set-I (10° elevation) sustained
combined tracking for more than 500 s, while PRN10 (25° elevation) lost it soon after 250
s. This behavior can be explained as follows: unlike PRN10, PRN07 was located in a
direction such that its signal was reflected strongly inwards through the glass dome into
the indoors where the antenna setup was located (Figure 3-2). If the NLOS signal power
is still above the noise floor and if the loop bandwidth is able to accommodate the NLOS
Doppler, the signal may not lose lock in such cases, but may produce erroneous
measurements. Although the overall performance is better than the single antenna
tracking, it is noticed that in some instances the diversity combining results in poor
performance even though the SNR values in either of the branches are comparable to
each other. This is attributed to the instantaneous spreads in diversity branches that
simultaneously appear on one side of the true correlation peak. The averaging process
of instantaneous spreads (through combining) in such cases further distorts the combined
correlation peak, leading to poor instantaneous measurements.
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Figure 3-21 Normalized PDF of carrier and code Doppler errors in Data Set-I for
sample PRNs

3.4.4.2 Urban canyon tests
Performance of the proposed combined tracking strategy is also assessed for the urban
canyon Data Set-III. Similar to previous observations, the variance of code Doppler,
carrier Doppler and PR errors decreases with combined tracking. The advantage of
spatial diversity combining is evident in Figure 3-22 where the carrier Doppler of low
elevation PRN26 is shown. The Doppler variation due to vehicle motion can be seen. If
only the ChA or ChB signal is used for single antenna tracking, loss of lock occurs at
some point in time. However, if both signals are combined in EGC mode, the combined
signal continues to track.
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Figure 3-22 Data Set-III carrier Doppler tracking for PRN26

3.4.4.3 Assessing MRC and selection combining
Here the performance of two other diversity methods is tested, namely selection and
MRC. It is observed that for both indoor and downtown tests, selection diversity results in
inferior performance compared to EGC diversity. This is because the signal from either
channel will be selected based on absolute power and as such no spatial signal combining
will take place at any epoch. Nonetheless, if the one of the signals is too noisy (e.g. less
than 20 dB-Hz), it is better to perform selection diversity rather than combining noisy
signal with good signal. MRC showed almost similar performance to that of EGC in Data
Set-III. It showed better results than EGC for some medium and high elevation PRNs in
Data Set-I. A noticeable advantage of MRC is observed in deep fading conditions. Figure
3-23 shows the Doppler tracking for PRN10 in Data Set-I. EGC loses lock at GPST around
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2275 when both ChA and ChB power values degrade almost simultaneously. MRC
suffers from temporary Doppler jitter at that time but continues to track the signal
thereafter.

Figure 3-23 Effect of MRC on carrier Doppler measurements for PRN10 in Data
Set-I

A summary of tracking performance for indoor and downtown tests are shown in Figure
3-24 and Figure 3-25. RMS carrier Doppler errors and PR errors are shown for all PRNs
that are arranged in decreasing order of their elevation angle in the x-axis. For each PRN,
the Root Mean Square Errors (RMSE) obtained from five different tracking modes,
namely (1) tracking signal using ChA alone (channel A only), (2) tracking signal using
ChB alone (channel B only), (3) EGC tracking, (4) MRC tracking and (5) selection diversity
tracking, are shown. In order to maintain consistency in comparing the performance
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between different tracking modes, RMSE values are computed for a time window where
all five modes were tracking the signal of a given PRN. For example, for PRN20, this time
window for all tracking modes is from GPST 2120 to GPST 2250 as ‘ChA-only’ mode lost
lock at GPST 2250. If any mode does not acquire or track a PRN, its RMSE is not shown.
In the downtown test all channels are acquired and tracked, because unlike the case of
the indoor tests, signal power is sufficiently high at the beginning of the data. The general
trend in terms of improvement versus signal availability (LOS/NLOS) is that the Doppler
and PR RMSE increase with decreasing elevation, although subject to LOS signal
availability (azimuth) in some cases. For all the cases, spatial diversity combined tracking
showed improvement in carrier and code tracking compared to single-channel tracking.
Carrier Doppler RMSE improves by more than 50% for most of the PRNs in Data Set-I
and Data Set-III. PR RMSE improves by more than 5 m in Data Set-I and by about 2-3 m
in Data Set-III. Although this improvement in PR is limited compared to multipath errors
of up to tens of metres, it has to be noted that RMSE values for different tracking modes
are computed for a time window when all five modes were tracking the signals. Most
importantly, a diversity combined tracking is less prone to loss of lock as shown earlier. It
sustains the tracking process for long time compared to single antenna tracking. This
leads to an increased continuity and availability of GNSS navigation solution.
Selection combining showed better results than single antenna tracking since the tracking
loops are always input with the correlation values from a signal with high SNR. Whenever
one of the channels is in deep fade, there is a good possibility that the other channel has
better correlation values so as to maintain tracking. Nevertheless, selection diversity
performance is poorer than EGC or MRC in some of the tests, although this cannot be
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generalized. Between EGC and MRC, the latter showed lower PR RMSE in Data Set-I
and almost the same performance in Data Set-III.
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Figure 3-24 RMS carrier Doppler errors for Data Set-I and Data Set-III
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Figure 3-25 RMS pseudorange errors for Data Set-I and Data Set-III
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3.5 Summary
This chapter described the characterization results of spatial diversity reception in indoor
and urban canyon environments under different receiver dynamics and signal visibility
conditions. These results showed that fading in indoor mall-like indoor environments was
more independent than in a downtown environment. Spatial signal decorrelation for low
elevation PRNs was higher in the indoor dynamic case (10 cm/s) than the corresponding
static case. This signal decorrelation was almost constant in the downtown dynamic
scenario. In addition, the instantaneous delay and Doppler spread were also shown to be
spatially independent in all scenarios and for all signal visibility conditions. Exploiting the
diversity nature of received signals, spatial diversity based combined tracking was
implemented and tested in various environments. Combined tracking showed better
performance compared to single antenna tracking for all PRNs. For the datasets
considered in this research, the carrier Doppler RMSE improved by more than 50% for
all scenarios and pseudorange RMSE improved by more than 5 m indoors and by 2 to 3
m in the downtown tests. MRC showed enhanced performance compared to EGC and
selection combining.
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Chapter Four: Frequency Diversity Characterization

4.1 Introduction
The previous chapter discussed spatial diversity characterization and enhancements
achieved by employing spatial diversity based combined tracking. The frequency diversity
combining directly at the correlator level for parameter estimation, still remains a largely
unexplored area among GNSS users. The characterization and the combining of
frequency diversity signals are not broadly discussed in the literature and hence are
investigated in this chapter. The diversity, if it exists between signals at two frequencies,
can potentially be exploited for signal power combining, similar to that of spatial diversity
combining. Combining the diversity signal power values in two frequencies should
increase the effective SNR and eventually enhance measurement accuracy.
Frequency selective fading of GNSS signals in dense multipath environments is the focus
herein. The temporal fading of modern L2C and L1 GPS signals is analyzed in various
fading environments. Frequency diversity reception is characterized in terms of temporal
C/N0 fluctuations and correlation coefficients among other metrics. The amount of SNR
enhancement obtained from frequency diversity combining is evaluated and compared
with the one obtained from spatial diversity combining performed in the same
environments.

4.2 Objectives
To understand the benefits of combining, the diversity nature of multi-frequency GNSS
propagation in fading environments needs to be investigated. The potential decorrelation
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between signals at different frequencies in fading environments can be exploited in a
frequency diversity receiver. The main goal of this chapter is to thoroughly investigate the
fading characteristics of two GPS frequencies, namely L1 C/A and L2C, and to emphasize
their fading characteristics in different receiver operating environments.
The objectives are as follows:


The temporal power fluctuations in frequency and spatial diversity receivers will be
first analyzed using real data collected in dense fading environments such as
indoor malls and suburban environments.



In order to show that power fluctuations occur due to constructive and destructive
multipath interference, code multipath will be characterized and compared against
the C/N0 fluctuations in two frequencies.



To understand the benefits that can be obtained with the frequency diversity
reception, several characteristics will be investigated, namely the relative power
difference between the two signals, the average fade duration and level crossing
rate of each diversity signal and the signal correlation coefficient between the
diversity branches. In addition, the aforementioned metrics will be compared with
those of spatial diversity signals obtained in the same environment.



The SNR improvement obtained from the combining of signal power values from
two frequencies will be analyzed and compared with those from spatial diversity
reception.



Lastly, an investigation on diversity combining in terms of correlation peak
distortion reduction will be performed and compared between frequency and
spatial diversity combining.
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As a first step, the diversity fading is analyzed using data collected with a commercial
receiver that logs C/N0, pseudorange and carrier phase data. The second part of the
characterization is carried out using digitized IF data collected using an appropriate data
acquisition front-end.

4.3 Trimble R10 data collection
Trimble R10 is a survey grade high precision receiver capable of tracking almost all the
existing GNSS signals (Trimble R10 2014). Important parameters such as pseudorange,
carrier phase and C/N0 can be logged at a rate up to 20 Hz. The C/N0 measurements for
L2C are the combined strength of L2CM and L2CL signals.
Data collection was performed in two fading environments; one resembling the outdoor
suburban fading environment, where the receiver was surrounded by multi-story
buildings, and the other resembling a typical North American indoor mall. For the outdoor
fading case, the two Trimble R10 receivers were kept in a courtyard on the campus of
UofC. This place is surrounded by tall buildings with good reflecting surfaces. For the
latter case, McEwan mall on the UofC campus was chosen. In both cases, the two Trimble
R10 receivers were separated by 25 cm (>1λ). This is to compare the signal strength
fluctuations between frequency diversity signals in single antenna and the spatial diversity
signals in two antennas. Figure 4-1 and Figure 4-2 show the test environments and
sky plots of the outdoor and indoor test sites, respectively.
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Figure 4-1 Two static Trimble R10 receivers in outdoor suburban fading
environment (left) and sky plot (right)

Figure 4-2 Two static Trimble R10 receivers in indoor fading environment (left)
and sky plot (right)
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Figure 4-3 shows the C/N0 values for the outdoor suburban test. Two sample PRNs
belonging to the IIR-M block at various angles with respect to the receivers are chosen
for analysis, namely PRN 05 at 25° elevation and 315° azimuth and PRN 27 at 30°
elevation and 90° azimuth. First, looking at the L1 C/N0 values from receiver-1 (Rx1) and
receiver-2 (Rx2), owing to a separation of more than 1λ, the signal strength varies
independently. Therefore, the spatial decorrelation is evident as expected. This is also
true in the case of L2C C/N0 values.
The L1 and L2C signals from Rx1 fluctuate independently, with power differences of up
to 4 to 5 dB (in the case of PRN 05) and up to 10 to 15 dB (in the case of PRN 07). The
smaller fluctuations between L1 and L2C in PRN05 is because its geometry was favorable
for dominant LOS signal power compared to that of PRN07. In most instances of PRN07,
if L1 is in deep fade, there is relatively good power on L2C, and vice versa in other
instances. These observations are also valid for Rx2 signals.
Figure 4-4 shows the C/N0 values for the indoor test. Two sample PRNs are chosen,
namely PRN07 at 85° elevation and 30° azimuth and PRN30 at 60° elevation and 280°
azimuth. Neither of the receivers tracked other PRNs at lower elevation angles as the
receivers are not sensitive enough to track those PRNs blocked by surrounding walls.
Fading is not simultaneous on the L1 signal from the two receivers. Likewise, independent
fluctuations can be observed between L1 and L2C signals for both the PRNs.
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Figure 4-3 L1 and L2C C/N0 plots for outdoor suburban test with two receivers

Figure 4-4 L1 and L2C C/N0 plots for indoor test with two receivers
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Additional tests to investigate the independence of fading in relatively open-sky locations
were also conducted. A receiver in static mode was placed in front of a single reflector
(building) with glass surfaces, and in kinematic mode, the receiver was moved at a speed
of 4 cm/s in front of the same single reflector. The power fluctuations in L1 and L2C
signals were not simultaneous in either case. In the static case, the relative power
differences between L1 and L2C were observed to be between 4 and 10 dB depending
upon the satellite elevation angle. In the kinematic case, the fluctuations were more
correlated, although up to 10 dB of power difference was observed in some instances. It
was noted that if the cart was moved at a higher speed (> 10 cm/s), the signal strength
varied simultaneously on two frequencies. Nonetheless, in all the aforementioned
locations, namely indoors, suburban outdoors, or open-sky tests in front of a single
reflector, independent fluctuations in two frequencies are likely to occur.
Because of its low sensitivity, the Trimble R10 receiver is not capable of effectively
tracking weak signals. This is why occasional dropouts in C/N0 are seen in Figure 4-3 and
Figure 4-4. In most cases, both L1 and L2C loose lock if the L1 signal drops below 30 dBHz. It appears that L2C tracking is dependent on L1 power and it loses lock even if its
signal strength is well above that of L1 (for example, in Figure 4-4, near epoch 4640 s,
the PRN30 L2C signal power of Rx1 is 10 dB higher than that of L1 before losing lock).
Because of this behavior, it is difficult to characterize the power levels on dual frequencies
in deep fading conditions. Hence, in order to achieve high sensitivity, a version of
GSNRx-rr was modified to process dual frequency signals in dense fading environments.
A description of the software receiver and the test setup for IF data collection will be
explained later. The advantage of a software receiver is that the correlation values (I and
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Q) for two frequencies are available to conduct detailed analysis on the correlation
coefficients and other metrics.
The independent signal strength fluctuations in two frequencies could occur due to
atmospheric effects (major ionospheric scintillations) or terrestrial multipath induced
fading. However, there was no major ionospheric scintillations on the day of the data
collection. In order to verify the frequency selective fading in the terrestrial fading channel,
it is important to ensure that the signal strength fluctuation in fading environments is
actually caused by the multipath effects and is different for the two frequencies. In the
next section, code multipath is characterized using L1 and L2C pseudorange
measurements.

4.3.1 Multipath characterization
In this section, L1 and L2C code multipath is characterized as a function of C/N0
fluctuations using dual frequency pseudorange and carrier phase measurements
obtained from R10 receivers operated in a suburban outdoor fading environment. This
environment is the same as the one shown in Figure 4-1. The standard ionosphere free
‘carrier minus code approach is used herein. Hence, in order to obtain cycle-slip free
carrier phase measurements, PRN07 at high elevation angle of about 70° is selected.
The ionosphere induced delay was estimated using the dual frequency measurements
obtained from a static reference receiver operating in a LOS location. These corrections
were then used to characterize the code multipath at the rover receiver. The baseline
between the rover and reference was 200 m. There was no severe ionospheric activity
on the day of data collection, hence the ionospheric induced delays in the two signals
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was observed to be smooth over time. The following assumptions were made for code
multipath characterization:
i.

The troposphere error is not estimated at the reference. Because this error
is common to both rover and reference receivers at such close distance.

ii.

The reference receiver code and carrier multipath are negligible as it is
operating in open-sky.

iii.

The rover receiver carrier multipath is negligible.

iv.

The carrier phase noise for L1 and L2 tracking in the rover and reference

receivers is assumed to be negligible compared to code multipath.
The code multipath errors on L1 and L2 frequencies can be approximated as:

mLrover
 L1Lrover
 Lrover
 2IˆL1
1
1
1

4-1

mLrover
 L2Lrover
 Lrover
 2IˆL2
2
2
2

4-2

using the carrier-minus-code method; where
: the code multipath error in rover due to L1 in metres,
mLrover
1
: the multipath error in rover due to L2C in metres,
mLrover
2
λL1, λL2: the wavelengths of L1 and L2 frequencies in metres, 0.19 m and 0.24 m,
respectively
c: speed of light in m/s
ρL1, ρL2: raw pseudorange measurements of L1 and L2C signals in metres,
ϕL1, ϕL2: raw pseudorange measurements of L1 and L2C signals in cycles,
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IˆL1 , IˆL 2 : Ionospheric delay of L1 and L2C signals estimated at the reference antenna in

metres.
The estimated multipath terms in the above equations are ambiguous and will be offset
by the constant ambiguity terms λL1NL1 and λL2NL2. However, this does not affect the
analysis as the parameter of interest is the range of fluctuations in the code multipath
term and its dependency on the corresponding C/N0 fluctuations.
Using Eq. 4-1 and Eq. 4-2, the multipath induced errors for L1 and L2C are shown in
Figure 4-5 along with their corresponding C/N0 values for PRN07. Since the fluctuations
of C/N0 in two frequencies need to be verified against fluctuations in the code multipath,
mean value of the estimated terms in Eq. 4-1 and Eq. 4-2 containing constant ambiguity
terms are removed. Clearly, the fluctuations in C/N0 are consistent with code multipath
fluctuations. The instantaneous constructive and destructive interference effects on the
two frequencies are independent. The L1 fluctuation rate is faster than that of L2C due to
the shorter wavelength of the former. As the multipath is estimated using carrier minus
code measurements, a negative gradient in C/N0 corresponds to a positive gradient in the
estimated multipath. For example, a drop of 8 dB in L2C occurs between 925 and 950 s
when a multipath fluctuation of 5 m (from -1 to +4) is observed. Similar results hold for
other PRNs. This characterization proves that instantaneous constructive and destructive
multipath interference on two frequencies is independent from each other; this
interference is the reason for observed C/N0 fluctuations that occurred during the test.
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Figure 4-5 Estimated code multipath fluctuations observed in L1 and L2C signals
from PRN07 at the rover receiver

4.4 IF data collection
As mentioned earlier, a more detailed characterization is possible with access to the
correlation values generated using software receivers capable of processing digitized IF
samples. In this section, a description of IF data collection and its processing is given.
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4.4.1 Test setup and environment
An indoor location of a three-story mall was selected. A reference-rover setup was
considered; two dual frequency rover antennas (NovAtel GPS-702-GG) were firmly
mounted on a cart placed indoors and a dual frequency reference receiver was placed in
a LOS location. Signals from the reference antenna were used to obtain the code phase,
carrier Doppler and corresponding GPS time-tags, which were then used to aid the
signals from the rover antennas to generate in-phase (I) and quadrature-phase (Q)
correlation values of the L1 and L2 signals. The L1 and L2 data bits extracted from the
reference antenna were used for extended-bit integration to achieve high-sensitivity
operation. This enables C/N0 characterization in dense fading conditions. The two rover
antennas (herein referred as Antenna1 and Antenna2) were separated by 20 cm (~1λ L1)
to provide sufficient signal decorrelation. The L1 and L2 IF samples from Antenna1 form
the frequency diversity signals, and the L1 IF samples obtained from Antenna1 and
Antenna2 form the spatial diversity signals. The spatial diversity reception characteristics
thus obtained can be compared with the frequency diversity characteristics. The five RF
branches (two from the reference antenna and three from rover antennas – Figure 4-6)
were fed to two separate NI front-end data acquisition systems. The clocks of these two
systems were synchronized externally. Table 4-1 shows the IF data collection
configuration.
Two sets of data were collected, namely static and kinematic data. In the kinematic test,
the cart carrying the rover antennas was moved at a speed of about 10 cm/s forwards
and backwards over a 5 m distance. Other test details are given in Table 4-2. The test
environment and sky plot are shown in Figure 4-7. The satellites shown in blue circles,
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namely PRN12, PRN06, PRN17 and PRN24, are considered in the analysis as they also
transmit modern L2C signals. The centre of the sky plot corresponds to the approximate
location of the receiver. The test setup is shown in Figure 4-6.
4.4.2 Data processing
The processing software is based on GSNRx-rr as described in Section 3.3.4.1. The
original software works only for L1 signal and was modified (using MATLAB) to generate
correlator grids and C/N0 measurements for L2C signal. The C/N0 measurements were
obtained using the commonly practiced method based on ratio of narrow band and wide
band signal power values (Van Dierendonck 1996). The correlator grids of L1 and L2
rover signals are centered around the code phase and carrier Doppler obtained from the
reference L1 signal. Hence, the code phase corresponding to the maximum correlation
value of the rover L1 signal will be offset by relative range difference between reference
and rover antennas with respect to a given satellite. The code phase corresponding to
the maximum correlation value of rover L2 signal will be offset by the relative range
difference between reference and rover antennas with respect to a given satellite, plus
an additional relative offset due to the ionospheric dispersion effect (Klobuchar 1996) and
relative group delay induced by satellite and receiver hardware (Gernot 2009).

Table 4-1 IF data collection configuration
Ch1
A1-L2

Ch2
A1-L1

Ch3
Open-sky L1
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Ch4
A2-L1

Ch5
Open-sky L2

Table 4-2 Data collection details
Rover environment
Indoor mall, static rovers, 10 minutes of data,
18 April 2015, 9.55 pm local time
Indoor mall, rover antennas were moved at a speed of 10 cm/s
forwards and backwards over 5 m, 2 minutes of data
18 April 2015, 10.15 pm local time

IIR-M/IIF PRNs
(Elevation °)
12 (70°) 06 (70°)
17 (30°) 24 (30°)
12 (75°) 06 (65°)
17 (25°) 24 (35°)

Figure 4-6 Reference-rover test setup for frequency diversity characterization
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Figure 4-7 Indoor data collection environment (top) and sky plot (bottom)
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4.5 Characterization results
This section compares and contrasts the characteristics of frequency diversity and spatial
diversity reception in dense indoor environments. Firstly, the C/N0 fluctuations observed
in the static and kinematic cases are presented along with the complex correlation values
between two frequency diversity branches and two spatial diversity branches. Later, the
AFD and LCR statistics are investigated for each of the signals. Following this, the
post-correlation SNR gains obtained from frequency diversity and spatial diversity
combining are compared. Lastly, the advantage of diversity combining in terms of
reducing correlation peak distortions is demonstrated.
4.5.1 C/N0 measurements
Coherent integration time of 200 ms was used to obtain the C/N0 measurements in both
the static and kinematic tests. Figure 4-8 shows the C/N0 values for the static data
collection. To compare the frequency diversity performance with that of the spatial
diversity reception, the C/N0 values of the L1 signal from the 2nd rover antenna
(Antenna2-L1) are also shown. The fading phenomenon is evident for any rover signals
from various PRNs. The destructive and constructive fading on the two frequencies
(Antenna1-L1 and Antenna1-L2) occurs at different epochs, an observation similar to
spatial diversity signals (Antenna1-L1 and Antenna2-L1). Depending on signal visibility
and the amount of fading, the power difference between L1 and L2 vary from 5 dB in
PRN12 to 25 dB in PRN17 and PRN24. The rate of fluctuations in high elevation PRN12
is slower than those at low elevation PRNs.
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Figure 4-8 C/N0 plots for indoor static data collection
The C/N0 values of the kinematic data are shown in Figure 4-9. They are in agreement
with the comments made for the static case, except that power fluctuations are more rapid
owing to the antenna motion in the multipath environment. However, as observed for
outdoor fading, the C/N0 measurements become more correlated if the antenna speed is
increased (> 30 cm/s).
The independent fluctuations in C/N0 observed for various PRNs are attributed to the
different wavelengths of the two signals. Although the angle of arrival upon a reflection is
the same for each of the reflected L1 and L2 signals, the wavelength difference causes
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independent phase offsets leading to uncorrelated constructive and destructive
summations of each of the reflected L1 and L2 components. The fading environments
(hence, the propagation channels) discussed above act as frequency selective channels
for the receivers under test. The channel coherence bandwidth is therefore smaller than
the frequency separation of 347.82 MHz between the L1 and L2C centre frequencies.
This characteristic calls for further study of the potential combining of the signal power
values from two frequencies to enhance the effective SNR.
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Figure 4-9 C/N0 plots for indoor kinematic data collection
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4.5.2 Correlation coefficient
In this section diversity reception of frequency and spatial diversity are compared using
the correlation coefficients, AFD and LCR. The correlation coefficients for different PRNs
in indoor static and kinematic cases are given in Table 4-3. These values are obtained
from the complex representation of the respective signals, that is I+jQ, after the data bit
wipe-off. The L1 and L2 terms in the table correspond to the L1 and L2C signals from
Antenna1 and the L1’ term corresponds to the L1 signal from Antenna2. As it is evident
from comparing the correlation coefficient values, frequency diversity reception is as
independent as spatial diversity reception in most cases. However, in some cases, such
as PRN24 in the static test, the L2 signal is more correlated to L1 than the spatial diversity
branch (L1’). This is also observable in the C/N0 values of Figure 4-8.

Table 4-3 Correlation coefficients for indoor static and kinematic tests (absolute
values)
Indoor static

Indoor kinematic

PRN

Frequency
diversity pair:
L1 and L2

Spatial
diversity pair:
L1 and L1’

Frequency
diversity pair:
L1 and L2

Spatial
diversity pair:
L1 and L1’

12

0.76

0.79

0.79

0.62

06

0.52

0.34

0.28

0.12

17

0.16

0.20

0.31

0.24

24

0.64

0.39

0.17

0.37
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4.5.3 AFD, LCR
Figure 4-10 and Figure 4-11 show the AFD and LCR plots for the indoor static and indoor
dynamic cases. The AFD and LCR are a function of signal threshold. AFD increases as
the signal threshold increases. PRN12 has a carrier power of more than 35 dB-Hz in both
cases, hence it is not affected by the fades occurring below this threshold. LCR has a
typical ‘bell’ shaped curve whose width ranges from 15 to 30 dB. This indicates the range
of power fluctuations (in dB) occurring on different signals.
For a given threshold, the AFD for the static case is much higher than that for the dynamic
case. For instance, for a 20 dB-Hz threshold, the static AFD in PRN17 is about 10 s
whereas the kinematic AFD is about 2 s. This is attributed to rapidly changing multipath
conditions that occur when moving in a dense fading environment. Likewise, the LCR
values for the dynamic case are higher than those for static case for all PRNs. The most
interesting observation is that in all the cases, the AFD and LCR of the L2 signal
(Antenna1-L2) are more or less similar to those of their spatial diversity counterparts
(Antenna2-L1). Hence, the rate of fluctuations and the fade durations in frequency
diversity reception can be very similar to spatial diversity reception.
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Figure 4-10 LCR (top) and AFD (bottom) for indoor static data
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Figure 4-11 LCR (top) and AFD (bottom) for indoor kinematic data
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4.5.4 Frequency diversity gain
It is also worthwhile to investigate and compare the frequency diversity gain with spatial
diversity gain in a given fading environment. The post-correlation power outputs (I2+Q2)
from L1 and L2 are combined non-coherently with EGC and the post-correlation SNR
gain is evaluated for each epoch. The post-correlation SNR, also called the output SNR
is evaluated by means of commonly used metric known as the deflection coefficient,
which measures the difference of the signal peak and the noise floor divided by the
fluctuations of the noise floor (Borio et al 2008). The deflection coefficient can be used for
non-Gaussian cases, as is the case for non-coherent combining, to provide useful
information about the output SNR (Sadrieh 2012).
Ideally, the gain introduced by the front-end for two diversity branches should be identical.
However, this is not the case as the LNA and intermediate amplifier used for two channels
belong to separate hardware blocks. Even if the input SNRs are the same, the
accumulated correlation values of one of the branches may be high compared to the
other. This makes the branch having higher amplifier gain to unnecessarily dominate the
combining process. This issue is taken care by pre-recording the noise floors in the two
channels, which will also be different depending on the amplifier gain (channel with high
gain has a higher noise floor). The IF samples from one of the channels are then
pre-processed by scaling them with the ratio of the pre-recorded noise floor values.
The time series plots of the post correlation SNR from frequency diversity equal gain
combining are shown for different PRNs in Figure 4-12 and Figure 4-13 for the indoor
static and dynamic cases. The SNR gain from frequency diversity combining is evident.
The envelope of the combined post-correlation SNR is higher than either of the single
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channels. The mean SNR values of all PRNs have increased as follows: (a) static case,
PRN12 - 39 to 42 dB, PRN06 - 25 to 28 dB, PRN17 - 24.5 to 28 dB, PRN24 - 25 to 28 dB;
(b) kinematic case, PRN12 - 37 dB to 41 dB, PRN06 - 23 to 27 dB, PRN17 - 21 to 24 dB,
PRN24 - 22 to 25 dB.
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Figure 4-12 Post-correlation SNR from frequency diversity EGC for indoor static
case
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Figure 4-13 Post-correlation SNR from frequency diversity EGC for indoor
kinematic case
The post-correlation SNR gain obtained from the non-coherent equal gain combining of
frequency diversity signals is then compared with the one obtained from the combining of
spatial diversity signals. The two SNR gain plots are shown in Figure 4-14 and Figure
4-15 for the static and kinematic tests. The diversity SNR gain is calculated with respect
to the post-correlation SNR of the Antenna1-L1 signal. The figure shows a significant
amount of SNR gain at some epochs for both types of diversity combining for all PRNs.
Frequency diversity combining results in 10 to 25 dB of gain at the epochs when L1 was
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in deep fade in some PRNs. The SNR gain obtained by frequency diversity combining in
the dynamic test (10 cm/s) is also in the range of 10 to 20 dB during L1 fading. Since the
frequency and spatial diversity signals fade independently, their SNR gain values cannot
be compared epoch by epoch. Nonetheless, the overall observation is that the SNR gain
from the frequency diversity combining is comparable to that of the spatial diversity
combining in most of the epochs. An average gain in the range of 3 to 5 dB is achieved
in each case for different PRNs.

Figure 4-14 Post-correlation SNR gain for static indoor data; spatial diversity
combining (green curve), frequency diversity combining (blue curve)
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Figure 4-15 Post-correlation SNR gain for kinematic indoor data; spatial diversity
combining (green curve), frequency diversity combining (blue curve)

4.5.5 Correlator peak distortion reduction
This section discusses enhancements achieved by diversity combining in reducing the
distortions of delay domain correlation function (ACF). Reduction in distortions can be
measured by the improvements achieved in code phase estimation using the delay
domain correlation values. The sole reason behind diversity combining is to enhance the
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SNR, eventually to improve measurement accuracy. The correlation values of each
correlator branches of L1 and L2 are non-coherently summed. An open-loop block
processing approach (Uijt de Haag 1999) with assistance from the reference antenna is
used to predict the maximum likelihood estimate of code phase (or by extension, the
pseudorange) and the associated errors using the delay domain correlation values.
Maximum likelihood estimate is that instantaneous code phase for which the correlation
results in maximum value in delay domain.
The correlator grids of the rover signals are generated with the assistance of code phase
and Doppler frequency parameters from the reference signal as mentioned earlier in
Section 4.4.2. Using the data bits from open-sky L1 and L2 signals, 200 ms coherent
integration time is performed. The Doppler in static case remains almost the same as that
of the reference antenna. In the kinematic case, as the rovers moved at a speed of only
about 10 cm/s, it is assumed that the associated Doppler change remains well within 5
Hz (first null of CAF for 200 ms Tcoh) of that of the reference signal, so that there no
noticeable power loss while generating the rover correlation values. Hence at each epoch,
only one dimensional grids, that is, the code delay domain correlation values, are
generated centered around the reference code phase. The carrier Doppler value at each
epoch is maintained the same as that of the reference signal. The resolution of the delay
domain correlation function is 6 m and the span is ±75 m. With the knowledge of the
known positions of the rover, reference antennas and satellites, the offset of rover signal’s
true L1 peak from the centre of the grid is computed with an error of less than 2 m. The
L1 pseudorange errors are estimated by computing the delay errors in metres between
the true offset and the absolute maximum of the correlation function (all common errors
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are accounted by the differential processing of GSNRx-rr software). The L1 pseudorange
errors thus obtained are compared between single channel signal and diversity combined
signal.
The L1 and L2 correlation power values are combined without considering the relative
code offset or relative delay in their absolute peaks due to external influences. It is
worthwhile to mention these effects before proceeding further. Although the L1 C/A and
L2C signals are generated synchronously in the satellites, external influences such as the
ionospheric delay, satellite and receiver instrumental group delays can desynchronize
them. Hence, there exists a relative code delay and relative frequency offset (only due to
ionosphere) between the two signals. The maximum relative Doppler frequency between
L1 and L2 is about 42 mHz (Klobuchar 1996), which is negligibly small compared to 5 Hz
(first null of CAF for Tcoh = 200 ms) and hence can be neglected. The relative code delay
is function of the Total Electron Content (TEC) along the signal path. Using the
formulations given by Misra & Enge (2001), the relative code delay during normal daylight
ionosphere activity (50 TEC Units, TECU) is between a few metres (for zenith satellite) to
15 m (for 10° elevation). Absolute relative delays caused by satellite hardware do not
exceed 15 ns, or 4.5 m (GPS ICD 2012), but in practice this value is much less. Relative
delays caused by the receiver totally depend on its hardware and temperature.
It was observed that the average relative delay between L1 and L2 peaks for high
elevation PRN12 in static mode collected at 9.55 pm local time is 3 m. This includes
contribution from night time TEC (~6 TECU, from IGS), satellite and receiver instrument
relative delays and mean multipath. Hence, the total absolute relative delay between L1
and L2 peaks caused by satellite and receiver hardware is well within 3 m. Ideally, if the
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power values are combined without accounting for the relative delay, the peak of the
resulting correlation function will be slightly distorted. However, as seen in Table 3-3, for
the same indoor mall environment, the standard deviation value of the delay spread due
to multipath interference itself is up to 10 to 16 m. Given this, in order to demonstrate the
enhancements from diversity combining, the correlation power values are combined
without considering the relative delay between L1 and L2 correlation peaks.
The normalized correlation power functions for different PRNs during L1 fading epochs
for the static test are shown in Figure 4-16. Normalization allows one to find out the error
between the correlation peaks and true offset irrespective of the signal strength. For the
cases shown in the figure, the L1 power is highly faded compared to that of L2, hence the
shape of the normalized correlation function after the EGC of L1 and L2 is similar to that
of the correlation function of L2. For example, at t = 275.2 s, the C/N 0 of the PRN06 L1
signal is 9 dB lower than L2 (refer Figure 4-8), which means that the correlation power is
eight times lower. At this epoch, the EGC of L1 and L2 correlation power values results
in a peak offset error of 6 m from the true L1 peak, whereas the L1 only peak is erroneous
by 18 m. As an another example, at time epoch 162.4 s, the EGC of the L1 and L2 peak
is erroneous by about 3 m and L1 only peak is erroneous by 35 m from the true L1 peak.
Most importantly, as can be observed in the figure, the distortions in the combined
correlation functions are reduced in most cases.
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Figure 4-16 Normalized delay domain correlation power values for different PRNs
during L1 fading; correlation of individual signals- L1 (red) L2 (green), correlation
of frequency diversity combined signal (blue), true L1 peak offset (black line)

However, diversity combining does not always result in improved performance. When
both diversity branches observe nearly simultaneous fading, or, when the signal strength
values are marginally above the noise floor, the noise in the two signals are equally
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dominant. In this case, diversity combining will only increase the noise variance of the
combined signal. This is also true if one of the branches is marginally stronger than the
other. As an example, the L1 and L2 signals of PRN06 in the kinematic case fade
simultaneously at time epoch 21.2 s, both dropping to a C/N0 of about 13 dB-Hz (see
Figure 4-9). The correlation functions at this epoch are shown in Figure 4-17. Noise is
dominant, yielding larger errors. Also, the instantaneous spreads in diversity branches
appear on one side of the true correlation peak. Averaging of instantaneous spreads by
the combining process has further distorted the combined signal peak. In such cases, it
is better to ignore the diversity combining based on a pre-set noise threshold. That is, the
maximum correlation value in each diversity branches can be compared against their
noise floor thresholds to choose both, either, or none of them. If there exists a signal
relatively stronger than the other, and is above the noise threshold, only that branch
should be chosen (selection diversity).
PRN 06 at t = 21.2 s
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Figure 4-17 Delay domain correlation power values of individual signals and EGC
signal during a simultaneous fading
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Time series of errors associated with the peaks thus estimated are shown in Figure 4-18
and Figure 4-19. To correlate the variations in errors with that of the fading, the C/N0
fluctuations are also shown. The improvement from the EGC of frequency diversity
branches is evident, especially during the epochs corresponding to L1 fading and when
the L2 power is relatively high. For example, for PRN06, between the epochs 250 s and
300 s, and between 450 s and 480 s, the error in combined signal processing is reduced
by more than 40 m compared to that of L1 only processing. In PRN17, it is reduced by
about 30 m between the epochs 50 s and 75 s and significantly reduced by 60 m between
310 s and 340 s.

Figure 4-18 Time series of peak offset errors for PRN06 for the static case; C/N0 in
Y1 axis and range errors in Y2 axis
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Figure 4-19 Time series of peak offset errors for PRN17 for the static case; C/N0 in
Y1 axis and range errors in Y2 axis

The RMS value of pseudorange errors gives overall figure of improvement and is
analyzed for the above two data sets. The RMS errors for single channel signal
(Antenna1-L1),

frequency

diversity

equal

gain

combined

signal

(Antenna1-L1 + Antenna1-L2) and spatial diversity equal gain combined signal
(Antenna1-L1 + Antenna2-L1) for all PRNs are shown in Figure 4-20. These values are
computed for only those epochs where the signal strength of each diversity branches is
above a threshold to avoid the noisy peaks. The threshold value is chosen as 18 dB-Hz
for 200 ms Tcoh (Van Diggelen 2009). The right side of Figure 4-20 indicates RMS values
for all epochs where the diversity branches had C/N0 above 18 dB-Hz. The left side of the
figure shows RMSE values for all those epochs when the single channel signal
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(Antenna1-L1) was under fading compared to its frequency or spatial diversity pair. That
is, for frequency diversity, these epochs correspond to Antenna1-L1 C/N0 being less than
the Antenna1-L2 C/N0 but higher than 18 dB-Hz; for spatial diversity these epochs
correspond to Antenna-L1 C/N0 being less than Antenna2-L1 C/N0 but higher than
18 dB-Hz.
As shown in Figure 4-20, the RMS errors computed for the whole data shows
improvement in diversity combined signal in the range of 1 to 10 m depending on signal
visibility. Frequency diversity combining achieves an enhancement comparable to that of
spatial diversity combining. For example, the overall RMS error reduction in the static
case for PRN12, PRN17 and in the kinematic case for PRN12, PRN06, PRN17 and
PRN24, is similar for frequency and spatial diversity combining. The error in frequency
diversity combining for PRN06 and PRN24 in the static case is higher than that of the
spatial combining. This can be attributed to correlated fluctuations in L1 and L2 signals
as evident from the correlation coefficient values of Table 4-3. Note that for PRN17 in
static case, since the correlation coefficient between frequency diversity branches is
better than that of spatial diversity branches, it shows enhanced performance in frequency
diversity combining. As a specific case, for PRN24 in the static case, frequency diversity
combined signal has larger errors compared to the single channel case. This is due to
increased noise in the combined signal since the L1 and L2 signals faded simultaneously
in most parts of the data and were marginally above the noise threshold of 18 dB-Hz (see
Figure 4-8).
However, significant improvements are observed during the epochs corresponding to L1
fading (left side of Figure 4-20). Up to a 40% error reduction was observed in the static
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case and up to 55% reduction was observed in the kinematic case. These tests show that
frequency diversity combining is comparable to that of spatial diversity combining in terms
of reducing correlation peak distortions.
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Figure 4-20 PRN range error RMS values for indoor static and kinematic tests
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4.6 Summary
It was demonstrated that there exists a fair amount of signal decorrelation between GPS
L1 and L2 in fading environments. The measured independent C/N0 fluctuations are the
evidence for frequency diversity behavior which was further evaluated by means of
correlation coefficients, AFD and LCR values. The L1 and L2C correlation power values
were combined to enhance the effective SNR. Comparison of correlation coefficients and
the post-correlation SNR gain values show that the frequency diversity combining is as
advantageous as the spatial diversity combining in different fading conditions. It was also
demonstrated that combining of frequency diversity branches reduces correlation peak
offset errors, and is comparable to the reduction achieved by spatial diversity combining.
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Chapter Five: Enhanced Tracking in Fading Environments using Frequency
Diversity

5.1 Introduction
Chapter 3 demonstrated that enhanced tracking in harsh fading environments is
achievable by employing spatial diversity reception. Effectiveness of spatial diversity
depends on the level of decorrelation which in turn depends on the spatial separation.
However, employing multiple antennas increases receiver size, cost and hardware
complexity. Chapter 4 showed that signal reception in frequency diversity is as
independent as that in spatial diversity and provides comparable enhancements in terms
of SNR gain. Since a single multi-frequency antenna can be used to achieve frequency
diversity reception, it has an advantage in reducing the receiver size and hardware
requirements as compared to that of spatial diversity reception while maintaining similar
performance. Hence frequency diversity combining can also achieve SNR improvement
leading to continuity in signal availability. This chapter therefore aims to propose a
tracking methodology using frequency diversity combined signal for parameter estimation
and investigates tracking performance in various fading environments.

5.2 Objectives
The main goal of this chapter is to investigate the enhancements achieved in code and
carrier measurements in fading environments by diversity combining while increasing
their continuity and availability. Towards this the following objectives are as follows:
1. A closed-loop tracking methodology is proposed to enhance code phase and
carrier frequency tracking in harsh outdoor fading environments using frequency
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diversity combining. Dual frequency signals are combined non-coherently at the
post-correlator level and the parameters of each signals are estimated using the
combined signal passed to FLL and DLL. The methodology is presented in
Section 5.3.1. GPS L1 C/A and L2C signals transmitted by IIR-M and IIF blocks
are chosen for the analysis.
2. The performance of the proposed method is evaluated using the data collected in
a dense foliage environment and a residential area. Data collection details are
presented in Section 5.3.2. The following metrics are compared between single
frequency tracking and the proposed combined signal tracking: (a) code Doppler
error, (b) carrier Doppler error, (c) Mean Time to Lose Lock (MTTL), (d) Position
and velocity estimates. Performance analysis is given in Section 5.3.3.
3. In addition, this chapter provides another methodology to improve the carrier
phase tracking in moderate outdoor fading environments. In this case the dual
frequency signals are combined coherently at the post-correlator level and the
parameters of each signals are estimated using the combined signal passed to
PLL. The tracking architecture is given in Section 5.4.1. The level of improvement
in carrier phase tracking is assessed between single frequency tracking and
frequency diversity based combining. The enhancements in Phase Lock Indicator
(PLI), carrier Doppler estimation and reduction in cycle slips are quantitatively
analyzed in Section 5.4.4.
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5.3 Frequency and code tracking in harsh fading
5.3.1 Methodology
This section discusses the proposed closed-loop approach using the combined signal.
The core objective is to combine the correlation values from L1 and L2 diversity branches.
The PLL often fails to maintain a perfect synchronization in harsh fading. This means that
the phasor of L1 (IL1+jQL1) and phasor of L2 (IL2+jQL2) rotate at different angular rates.
Also the Phase Lock Loop (PLL) is more prone to frequent loss of lock in harsh conditions.
Hence coherent combining of correlation values from diversity branches is challenging to
achieve. Therefore, the correlation values of two signals are combined non-coherently at
the post-correlator level, and the combined signal is tracked with non-coherent
discriminators using Frequency Lock Loops (FLL) and Delay Lock Loops (DLL). The FLL
and DLL use existing discriminators whose inputs are the non-coherent diversity
combined signals. Details of FLL and DLL are provided in the following sections.
5.3.1.1 FLL
The FLL uses a single discriminator and loop filter to track the Doppler associated with
both frequencies. It is implemented using the Power Difference (PD) non-coherent
discriminator. The PD discriminator was introduced by Juang & Chen (2009) and was
extensively investigated by Curran (2010). The steady state and transient response
performance of the power difference discriminator is poor compared to the traditional
ATAN phase difference discriminator or the cross product discriminator for moderate to
high C/N0 values (typically more than 28 dB-Hz). However, in weak signal conditions it is
more robust than the traditional discriminators in terms of sustaining the loop lock (Curran
2010, Lin 2013). Hence, it is justifiable to use PD discriminator in harsh fading
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environments where C/N0 values can be as low as 15 dB-Hz. The FLL herein uses a 2nd
order loop filter. The details of the 2nd order loop filter can be found in Ward et al (2006).
The PD FLL discriminator uses correlation power values of the combined signal obtained
from three frequency bins, namely one set from the frequency bin being tracked (sync)
and two sets from the adjacent fast and slow frequency bins. The PD discriminator is
similar to the one discussed in Chapter 3, except that it is modified for dual frequency
combined signal.
The sync, fast, and slow coherent correlation values of L1 or L2 signals obtained after
every coherent integration time of Tcoh are respectively expressed as
  T 
PLisync  CLi RLi  Li  sinc  Li coh  exp  j Li   Lisync
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PLifast  CLi RLi  Li  sinc  Li
Tcoh  exp  j Lifast   Lifast
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PLislow  CLi RLi  Li  sinc  Li
Tcoh  exp  j Lislow   Lislow
2
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where the subscript Li indicates the signal type, L1 or L2;  Li , Li and Li are the
difference between the code phase, Doppler frequency and carrier phase of incoming
and local replica signal;

noise terms Lisync , Lifast and Lislow are zero mean complex

Gaussian processes which are correlated as E LifastLisync   2 sin c  Tcoh  ; CLi is the total
received power; RLi 



is ACF. In the term Li =2πΔfLi, ΔfLi is the frequency spacing (in

Hz) between the sync and fast (or slow) frequency bins. Note that for the L2 signal,
frequency spacing ΔfL2 = (fL2/fL1)•ΔfL1, where the scale factor (fL2/fL1) is the ratio of centre
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frequencies of L2 and L1 signals, which is equal to 1227.6/1575.42. The purpose of
choosing the frequency spacing ΔfL2 in L2 as a scaled factor of that of L1 is explained
later.
The FLL first outputs the Doppler corresponding to the L1 frequency (fdL1) using the
combined signal, fdL1 is then scaled by (fL2/fL1) to obtain the Doppler of L2 frequency (fdL2).
This method of assisting the L2 branch by scaling the L1 Doppler is similar to the one
proposed by Gernot et al (2008).
The modified form of PD discriminator (Juang & Chen 2009) estimating the unfiltered
frequency error fdL1 associated with fdL1 using the combined signal is expressed as

S  S   L21Tcoh 
fdL1 
L1Tcoh


Tcoh .SPsync .  1  cos  L1Tcoh  
sin  L1Tcoh  
2


3

fast
P

slow
P

5-4

where SPfast , SPslow and SPsync are the combined signal power values obtained from
non-coherent combining of correlation values from two frequency diversity branches. The
subscript P indicates the prompt correlator bin in the delay domain, that is, the correlator
bin in the delay domain corresponding to the current code phase. The terms in the
superscript, sync, fast and slow corresponds to the correlator bins in the Doppler domain.
They are
2
sync
2
combined sync power: SPsync  wL1 | PLsync
1_ prompt | w L 2 | PL 2 _ prompt |

5-5

and PLsync
are obtained from Eq. 5-1, the weights wL1 and wL2 decide the type of
PLsync
1
2
combining, namely selection, EGC or MRC. In the selection combining, only one signal
with maximum power is selected with its weight is equal to 1. The weights of other signals
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are zero. In EGC, wL1= wL2=1. Weights for MRC are computed based on the SNR of the
diversity signals as given by Holter & Øien (2002). Similarly, the expressions for combined
fast and slow power values can be given as
2
fast
2
combined fast power: SPfast  wL1 | PLfast
1_ prompt | w L 2 | PL 2 _ prompt |

5-6

2
slow
2
combined slow power: SPslow  wL1 | PLslow
1_ prompt | w L 2 | PL 2 _ prompt |

5-7

5.3.1.2 DLL
The DLL uses the traditional Early-Minus-Late Power (EMLP) discriminator (Ward et al
2006). However, unlike FLL, two separate discriminators and loop filters for L1 and L2
are implemented. Both L1 and L2 branches operate in assisted DLL mode with a 1st order
loop. Having two separate DLLs accounts for the relative offset between L1 and L2
correlation peaks caused by external effects such as the ionosphere, satellite and
receiver instrumental group delays. Looking from the perspective of delay domain
correlation triangles, the peak of the correlation triangles in two frequencies would be
synchronized by the separate DLLs except for receiver noise and code multipath, thus
allowing the combining of delay domain correlation values. However, it is possible to track
the code Doppler in L1 and L2 using a single DLL if certain assumptions are made,
namely (a) initial code phase synchronization is performed in LOS location separately for
L1 and L2 signals, (b) shorter data collection period is assumed such that the change in
the relative code offset between L1 and L2 is negligible since the relative delay caused
by the ionosphere or the instrumental group delay remains nearly constant, unless there
exists severe ionospheric activity or sudden changes in the receiver temperature. If the
above assumptions are made, only one DLL is sufficient in the combined tracking mode.
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Then the code Doppler of L2CM or L2CL signals is about half of the filtered code Doppler
of L1 C/A signal since the chipping rate of the former is half of the latter. Nonetheless, in
this research separate DLLs are implemented in the L1 and L2 branches.
The EMLP DLL discriminator is expressed as
cs

cˆ   1  EL
2


sync
sync
  SE  SL 
 .  S sync  S sync 
 E
L
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where inputs for DLL are the Early and Late combined correlation power values of L1 and
L2 from their respective sync frequency bins. They are expressed as
2
sync
2
combined early power: SEsync  wL1 | PLsync
1_early | w L 2 | PL 2 _early |

2
sync
2
combined late power: SLsync  wL1 | PLsync
1_ late | w L 2 | PL 2 _ late |

5-9
5-10

CSEL is the chip spacing between Early and Late correlators and is same for both signals.
In all the above equations the PL 2 is generated by the coherent combining of in-phase and
quadrature-phase correlation values of L2CM and L2CL after correcting the CL
correlation values for L2 navigation bits, dL2. It is expressed as follows:
PL2 = (IL2CM +dL2.IL2CL) + j(QL2CM + dL2.QL2CL)

5-11

Assuming ergodicity, coherent combining of CM and CL values enhances the PL2 power
by about 3 dB. This makes the theoretical LOS power of L2 being lower than that of L1
only by about 1.5 dB, thus making the power values of two frequencies comparable during
the combining process. Since the L2CM changes its polarity for every CNAV data
transition, knowledge of CNAV data bits is necessary for the coherent combining of L2CM
and L2CL. In this research external CNAV data bit aiding is not considered, instead singlebit data estimation is performed by checking the coherent L2 power (L2CM+L2CL) for two
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polarities of L2CM. The PL2 power thus obtained is combined non-coherently with PL1 as
given in Eq. 5-5 through Eq. 5-7, Eq. 5-9 and Eq. 5-10, to generate the combined signal.
5.3.1.3 Tracking architecture
Figure 5-1 shows the CAF functions for L1 and L2 signals in the Doppler and delay
domains. The location of correlators used for tracking are indicated by green dots. In the
Doppler domain, the frequency spacing for L2 correlators is the scale factor (fL2/fL1) of that
of L1. This ratio is maintained in order to achieve comparable correlation power values in
the two signals before combining. It should be pointed out that the peaks of the two CAFs
in Doppler domain do not match precisely. There exists a relative difference between the
scaled carrier Doppler values of the two signals. This difference is due to the ionospheric
effect at different frequencies, however the maximum value of this offset is very small,
about 42 mHz (Klobuchar 1996). This offset is negligibly small compared to the null width
from the peak, which is 50 Hz for 20 ms Tcoh. Hence it can be ignored while combining
the correlation power values.
Figure 5-2 shows the proposed tracking approach based on frequency diversity
combining. The novelty of the proposed architecture compared to other methods
proposed in literature consists of; (a) the presence of a combiner block to facilitate the
power combining of diversity signals directly at the correlation level and (b) choice of
suitable power based discriminators to track the diversity combined signals. The tracker
involves a power combiner, wherein L1 correlation power values from fast, sync, slow,
early and late bins are combined non-coherently with those of L2 with appropriate
weights. The notation {I,Q}L1 and {I,Q}L2 in Figure 5-2 represents an array of in-phase and
quadrature phase correlation values from sync, fast, slow, prompt, early and late
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correlator bins. The combined power values are then passed to the respective noncoherent discriminators which are followed by the loop filters. The FLL uses a 2 nd order
filter and the assisted DLL uses a 1st order filter.

Figure 5-1 CAF of L1 and L2 signals in the Doppler domain (left) and delay
domain (right); green dots show the correlator locations
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Figure 5-2 Frequency diversity based tracking architecture

5.3.2 Data collections
Two pedestrian data sets were collected in different harsh fading environments on the
campus of the University of Calgary. Pedestrian data involves higher dynamics; hence it
is effective for analyzing FLL tracking performance. These data are referred to as
Pedestrian Data 1 and Pedestrian Data 2 herein. Descriptions of test environments are
given in Table 5-1. Figure 5-3 shows the data collection environment and the sky plot for
Pedestrian Data 1. Dual frequency transmitting satellites are shown in blue circles.
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Figure 5-4 shows the fading environment and the sky plot for Pedestrian Data 2. The
sky plots are overlapped on Google Earth images to get an idea about the fading
environments and the reflector/foliage geometry with respect to the satellites. The true
pedestrian trajectories are shown in red color within the overlapped images of the
environments. Figure 5-3 shows the pedestrian carrying the test equipment. The test
equipment used for the data collection involved a NovAtel GPS-702-GG dual frequency
antenna to collect L1 and L2 signals that were sampled by a TeleOrbit RF front-end. The
reference trajectories were determined using a NovAtel SPAN-LCITM system, which was
used to derive the true signal parameters (true Doppler, range and position). The
performance analysis in this research includes the comparison of 3D position and velocity
estimates. Additional PRNs that transmitted only L1 signals were also considered to
estimate these states, for example, PRN02 and PRN10 in Pedestrian Data 1, and PRN02
in Pedestrian Data 2. To allow proper extraction of the ephemeris information, the data
were initially collected in a LOS location for 30 to 40 s, after which the pedestrian moved
towards the fading environments.

Table 5-1 Harsh outdoor fading environments
Data

Description of fading environment

IIR-M
/IIF PRNs

Pedestrian Data 1:
Dense foliage

Environment consists of dense white spruce
trees. Pedestrian walked along tree shadows in a
repetitive north-to-south motion (Figure 5-3)

6, 12, 24,
25

Pedestrian Data 2:
Pathway near a
residential area

Pathway surrounded by a 7-story building, trees,
and other small buildings (Figure 5-4)

6, 12, 17,
24
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Figure 5-3 Pedestrian Data 1 collected in dense foliage environment (bottom) and
sky plot (top)
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Figure 5-4 : Pedestrian Data 2 collected near a residential area (bottom) and
sky plot (top)
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5.3.3 Performance analysis
This section discusses the performance of the proposed diversity based tracking
algorithm in terms of tracking and positioning errors. As mentioned earlier, the
effectiveness of any diversity reception depends on the level of decorrelation between the
signals in diversity branches. Towards this, first the C/N0 values are estimated for dual
frequency signals in two data sets and the complex correlation coefficient between L1
and L2 (CM+CL combined) signals are evaluated. C/N0 values are estimated using the
high sensitivity GSNRx-ss software receiver developed by the PLAN Group. Description
of this software was provided in Chapter 3.
The C/N0 values for all IIR-M/IIF PRNs in Pedestrian Data 1 are shown in Figure 5-5. It is
observed that the independent fluctuations between L1 and L2 occur in most sections of
the data. For example, in the case of PRN24, between 200 s and 300 s, the instantaneous
signal strengths of L1 and L2 do not vary simultaneously. In some cases, the L2 power is
higher than that of L1 by up to 8 dB. Also the C/N0 value envelopes are comparable to
each other. The absolute values of the complex correlation coefficient between the
correlation values of L1 and L2 (IL1+jQL1 versus IL2+jQL2) after data bit wipe-off is shown
in Table 5-2. Overall, there exists about 40 to 50% decorrelation in all the PRNs in dense
foliage. Figure 5-6 shows the C/N0 in Pedestrian Data 2. In this case the decorrelation is
comparatively less than the dense foliage case as can be seen in Table 5-3 which lists
the correlation coefficient values. In this case, about 30 to 60% decorrelation exists
between L1 and L2. Nonetheless, the correlation power values from diversity branches
can be potentially combined in order to achieve longer tracking and decrease the tracking
jitter.
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Figure 5-5 C/N0 values for all dual frequency PRNs for Pedestrian Data 1
(dense foliage)
Table 5-2 Absolute values of correlation coefficients between L1 and L2 for
Pedestrian Data 1 (dense foliage)
PRN
06
12
25
24

Correlation
coefficient
0.51
0.55
0.53
0.62
150

L1 C/N0

L2 C/N0

PRN17
[dB-Hz]
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[dB-Hz]
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PRN06
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40
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Figure 5-6 C/N0 values for all dual frequency PRNs for Pedestrian Data 2
(residential area)
Table 5-3 Absolute values of correlation coefficients between L1 and L2 for
Pedestrian Data 2 (residential area)
PRN
06
12
24
17

Correlation
coefficient
0.71
0.62
0.36
0.53
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The carrier tracking performance is analyzed by comparing the estimated L1 Doppler
obtained from two methods, namely single frequency L1 only processing and the
proposed L1+L2 diversity combined tracking. Both software versions use the same
discriminators, loop filters and coherent integration time, Tcoh, in order to observe the
enhancements introduced only due to the diversity combining. The choice of Tcoh is limited
to 20 ms which is sufficient to track outdoor faded signals. This also avoids the need for
external data bit aiding.
Curran (2012) suggests that the value of frequency spacing between sync and fast (or
slow) should be chosen such that the discriminator’s linear region is maximum while
incurring minimum loss in Gain-to-Noise ratio (GNR) of the PD discriminator for a given
signal operating condition. Therefore, the spacing ΔfL1 in the L1 branch is chosen herein
as 20 Hz for Tcoh = 20 ms, such that the Tcoh value is about 2.5 for which the GNR
incurs less than 1 dB loss for C/No values ranging between 20 dB-Hz and 35 dB-Hz. The
frequency spacing, ΔfL2, between fast and slow correlator bins in the L2 branch is
therefore about 15 Hz, according to the equation ΔfL2 = (fL2/fL1)•ΔfL1. The Early-Late chip
spacing in the DLL discriminator, CSEL, is chosen as 0.15 chips.
The tracking performance is also evaluated by comparing number of lock losses, MTLL
and mean signal gap in tracking. MTTL is the average time period during which the loop
sustains lock. The mean signal gap is the average time gap observed for the loop to
re-enter the frequency tracking state after losing lock. During this time the receiver may
be either in the re-acquisition state or in the wide band tracking state trying to converge
to lock.
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5.3.3.1 Tracking error
Figure 5-7 shows the estimated L1 carrier Doppler for PRN12 and PRN25 in Pedestrian
Data 1. The true Doppler (shown in green) is obtained by processing the IF samples using
software receiver GSNRx-ss that uses information from true receiver position. Variations
in the carrier Doppler induced by pedestrian dynamics can be observed in the true plot.
Two different L1 Doppler estimates are shown, one obtained by processing only the L1
signal and the other from the proposed L1+L2 combined tracking. Results from Equal
Gain Combining are shown for the purpose of demonstration. Comparing the two, it can
be observed that L1 only processing results in large Doppler errors whenever L1 is in a
deep fade. Up to a 40 Hz Doppler error is reported and numerous losses of lock are
observed in L1 only tracking. Similar observations hold true for PRN06 and PRN24.
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Figure 5-7 Estimated L1 carrier Doppler for PRN12 and PRN25 in
Pedestrian Data 1 (dense foliage)

The overall FLI is improved due to combined tracking. The improved accuracy in the
estimated parameters (Doppler and code phase) improves the correlation values, which
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in turn enhance the FLI. In a general L1 receiver, the tracking modes such as wide band
FLL, narrow band FLL, Assisted DLL or re-acquisition mode are dynamically varied based
on the L1 FLI. However, during L1 fading, there may be instances where the L2 FLI is
better than that of L1 depending on the strength of two frequencies. Using only L1’s FLI
may cause the receiver to falsely enter into the re-acquisition even if the estimated
parameters are relatively accurate due to aiding from L2 power. To avoid such false
alarms, the combined tracking selects the largest FLI among L1 and L2 to switch between
the tracking modes.
The L1 Doppler estimates are shown in Figure 5-9 for two representative PRNs from
Pedestrian Data 2. The L1+L2 combined tracking estimates are better than those from
L1 only processing. The improvement in L1 Doppler tracking is evident. The overall
post-correlation SNR enhancement is achieved due to frequency diversity combining,
which in turn improves tracking accuracy.
Similar enhancements are observed in code Doppler tracking in both data sets. The time
series of L1 carrier and code Doppler estimates is analyzed with respect to the true
values. The overall estimation of the carrier and code Doppler values is better for the
combined tracking case. However, occasionally when the signal strength of both the
signals drops almost simultaneously, the combined tracking produced poor results
without losing lock whereas the single frequency tracking lost lock completely, thus
avoiding noisy measurement generation.
Nonetheless, overall error reduction is achieved in both data sets as evident from the
RMSE values shown in Figure 5-8. The percentage of RMS error reduction however
depends on the environment and the receiver-reflector geometry with respect to the
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satellites. In Pedestrian Data 2, the percentage of carrier Doppler error reduction is 50%
for PRN24, 18% for PRN12, 37% for PRN 17 and 4% for PRN06. The latter showed
minimal improvement because it was at a high elevation and hence had good LOS signal
strength, resulting in correlated fluctuations in L1 and L2 signal power values.
Interestingly, unlike for Data 2, all PRNs in Data 1 (dense foliage) showed significant
improvements owing mostly due to increased decorrelation between L1 and L2. The
percentage error reduction in dense foliage data is as follows: 48% for PRN25, 39% for
PRN 12, 38% for PRN06 and 29% for PRN24. Similar observations hold for code Doppler
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Figure 5-8 RMSE values of L1 carrier and code Doppler estimates obtained by
L1 only processing versus L1+L2 combined tracking for Pedestrian Data 1
and Data 2
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Figure 5-9 Estimated L1 carrier Doppler for PRN12 and PRN17 in
Pedestrian Data-2 (residential area)
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5.3.3.2 MTTL and number of lock loses
Equally important metrics to evaluate tracking performance are the MTTL, the number of
lock losses and mean signal gap. All these metrics are evaluated empirically for the two
pedestrian data sets and are tabulated in Table 5-4. The number of losses of lock, MTTL
and the mean signal gaps observed in L1 only tracking and L1+L2 combined tracking
cases for Pedestrian Data 1 and Pedestrian Data 2 are listed. The L1 only tracking
reported a number of lock losses in both data sets. Combined tracking did not lose lock
in Pedestrian Data 1, while it reported a few losses in Pedestrian Data 2 although lower
than the L1 only case. MTTL is significantly lower and the mean signal gap is higher when
only the L1 signal is used for tracking.

Table 5-4 MTTL, Mean Signal Gap and number of lock losses
Data

1

2

PRN
6
12
25
24
6
12
17
24

Number of loss of
MTLL
Mean Signal Gap
locks
[s]
[s]
L1 only
L1+L2
L1 only
L1+L2
L1 only
L1+L2
0
0
NA
NA
0
0
4
0
86
NA
4
0
9
0
36
NA
17
0
10
0
15
NA
23
0
3
1
115
190*
3
8
2
1
155
190*
10
4
9
3
15
105
25
12
10
8
10
30
27
14
*Lost lock once, he0nce time of loss of lock is
shown.
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Figure 5-10 shows the L1 tracking status for the two pedestrian data sets for L1 only
tracking and L1+L2 combined tracking cases. Green indicates that the tracking was ON
(bit synch achieved) and dotted red indicates that the tracking was OFF (loss of lock). It
clearly shows that the proposed method sustains tracking for a long time as well as
re-acquires the signal faster in all PRNs, which means better continuity and availability of
measurements and hence navigation solution.

Figure 5-10 L1 Tracking status of different PRNs for Pedestrian Data 1 and
Pedestrian Data 2; L1 only tracking (top), L1+L2 combined tracking (bottom)

5.3.3.3 Position and velocity estimation performance
In this section the navigation solution performance of the proposed method against the
L1 only tracking is analyzed. The L1 pseudorange and Doppler measurements estimated
by single frequency tracking and the combined tracking are used as observations to the
navigation filter. The following applies to both the L1 only case and L1+L2 diversity
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combined case: (i) A Kalman Filter (KF) is used to estimate the 3D position and velocity
states (ii) Noisy measurements are rejected based on the FLI value (<0.4) (iii) Identical
system model and process noise values are used in both L1 only and L1+L2 Kalman
filters. Process noise values used are as follows: North and East velocity state spectral
density = 0.25 m/s/s/√Hz and vertical velocity state spectral density = 0.1 m/s/s/√Hz.
Figure 5-11 shows the position estimate for Pedestrian Data 2. The green curve is the
true trajectory estimated by the SPAN-LCITM system with a 3D accuracy better than 1 m.
Dotted arrows indicate the first loop and the solid arrows indicate the second loop made
by the pedestrian carrying the test equipment. Clearly the L1 only tracking case results in
an erroneous trajectory due to several losses of lock and a reduction of available
measurements, mainly after the epoch 300 s. Because of noisy measurements and long
signal gaps leading to a reduction in the measurement count, the KF continues to estimate
the states relying mostly on the system model, which itself may not be accurately
modeled. However, in the case of combined tracking, although it uses the same system
model, it continues to provide relatively better estimates because of two reasons, namely
(i) Doppler and code phase estimation accuracy has improved, which in turn improves
measurement accuracy (ii) Tracking continuity is better, meaning the measurement
availability is better. The L1+L2 combined tracking is tested with two types of combining,
namely the EGC and MRC. MRC results in better position estimates compared to EGC.
Figure 5-12 and Figure 5-13 show the 3D position and velocity errors for the L1 only and
L1+L2 combined tracking cases. The errors statistics obtained from these plots will be
discussed later.
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Figure 5-11 Kalman Filter 2D Position plots for Pedestrian Data 2
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Figure 5-12 Kalman Filter position errors for Pedestrian Data 2

Figure 5-13 Kalman Filter velocity errors for Pedestrian Data 2
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Figure 5-15 shows the estimated position plots for Pedestrian Data 1. The green curve is
the true trajectory estimated by SPAN-LCITM. Dotted arrows in the first sub-figure indicate
the first loop and the solid arrows indicate the second loop. The L1 only tracking case
results in more errors due to increased measurement errors and discontinuous
measurement availability, as in the previous case. Note that the northing error in the L1
only case is higher because of frequent losses of lock in PRN24 and PRN25, which
otherwise would have provided good observability for the north position state (refer to the
tracking status in Figure 5-10 and sky plot in Figure 5-3). Both the EGC and MRC of the
combined tracking case produce better position estimates compared to the single
frequency tracking case. The MRC results are better than EGC results. The Horizontal
Dilution of Precision (HDOP) and Vertical Dilution of Precision (VDOP) plots are shown
in Figure 5-14. Figure 5-16 and Figure 5-17 show the 3D position and velocity errors for
L1 only and combined tracking cases for the dense foliage test.
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Figure 5-14 HDOP and VDOP for Pedestrian Data 1 for three tracking cases
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Figure 5-15 Kalman Filter 2D Position plots for Pedestrian Data 1
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Figure 5-16 Kalman Filter position errors for Pedestrian Data 1

Figure 5-17 Kalman Filter velocity errors for Pedestrian Data 1
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The navigation domain statistics obtained using KF based estimation are given in Table
5-5 and Table 5-6 for Pedestrian Data 1 and Pedestrian Data 2, respectively. The RMS,
mean, and absolute maximum errors of 2D positions, 3D positions and 3D velocities are
shown. All values are computed after the time epoch 50 s in Figure 5-12, Figure 5-13,
Figure 5-16 and Figure 5-17 (approximate time after which the pedestrian entered the
respective fading environments from a LOS location). The RMS error reduction obtained
from the combined tracking is comparatively better. In Pedestrian Data 1, the 2D and 3D
error reductions achieved by MRC are 66% and 52%, respectively. The east velocity error
is reduced by 19% and the north velocity by 33%. Similarly, the RMS 2D and 3D error
reductions in Pedestrian Data 2 are 62% and 50%, respectively. The east velocity error
is reduced by 22% and the north velocity by 32%. In addition, the mean and absolute
maximum errors are also reduced by frequency diversity combining. Since there was no
major motion in the up direction during the data collection, the up velocity error statistics
remain almost the same for single frequency tracking and combined tracking cases.
Between EGC and MRC, the latter showed a 35% improvement in 3D position estimation
in Pedestrian Data 1 and 23% in Pedestrian Data 2.
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Table 5-5 Kalman Filter solution error statistics for Pedestrian Data 1
Estimates
2D position
[m]
3D position
[m]
East velocity
[m/s]
North velocity
[m/s]
Up velocity
[m/s]

rms
mean
max
rms
mean
max
rms
mean
max
rms
mean
max
rms
mean
max

Tracking Method
L1 only
L1+L2 EGC L1+L2 MRC
7.5
6.0
2.5
6.5
5.0
2.0
12.0
14.0
6.0
9.5
7.0
4.5
8.5
6.0
4.0
14.0
14.0
8.5
0.21
0.20
0.17
-0.01
.0.01
-0.01
0.83
0.91
0.73
0.32
0.28
0.24
-0.06
-0.06
-0.03
1.78
1.27
1.20
0.14
0.14
0.13
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.47
0.45
0.47

Table 5-6 Kalman Filter solution error statistics for Pedestrian Data 2
Estimates
2D position
[m]
3D position
[m]
East velocity
[m/s]
North velocity
[m/s]
Up velocity
[m/s]

rms
mean
max
rms
mean
max
rms
mean
max
rms
mean
max
rms
mean
max

Tracking Method
L1 only
L1+L2 EGC L1+L2 MRC
12.0
5.0
4.5
8.0
4.0
3.5
25.5
16.0
11.5
13.0
8.5
6.5
10.0
7.5
6.5
25.5
17.0
12.0
0.22
0.17
0.17
0.02
-0.01
-0.01
1.11
0.73
0.88
0.34
0.25
0.23
-0.04
-0.02
-0.03
1.91
1.11
0.94
0.18
0.17
0.18
0.04
0.00
0.00
0.55
0.42
0.60
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As discussed earlier, KF continues to provide the position and velocity estimates relying
mostly on the system model even if the satellite count (measurements) falls below four.
This may not give a clear picture about the discontinuity of the navigation solution. Hence
a Least Squares (LS) based solutions are obtained for both of the data sets and the L1
only and L1+L2 MRC cases are compared. The least squares based estimation does not
contain a system model; hence it has to depend only on the measurement count at every
epoch. The LS based estimates will not be available if the satellite count drops below
four. The discontinuities in the position states will provide a relevant performance
comparison between single frequency tracking and diversity combined tracking.
Figure 5-18 shows the number of satellites generating the pseudorange and Doppler
measurements. The total number of PRNs processed in Pedestrian Data 1 was six
including single frequency (L1) transmitting satellites PRN02 and PRN10 (as of 15 July
2015, the day of the test). In many parts of Pedestrian Data 1, the L1 only case had less
than four satellites generating valid measurements. Hence the LS solution is
discontinuous as shown in Figure 5-19, while the solution from the L1+L2 tracking case
is continuous because the number of satellites generating measurements was always
greater than or equal to four. Occasional transition in the number of satellites from six to
five in L1+L2 tracking case for Data 1 in Figure 5-18 is due to the loss of lock on either
PRN02 or PRN10.
The discontinuities in the East, North and Up position states can be clearly seen in the
3D state plot as shown in Figure 5-20. The solution availability is significantly better in the
diversity combined tracking case compared single frequency tracking. In the former case,
only a few discontinuities are observed due to measurement rejection (for FLI < 0.4).
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Figure 5-18 Number of satellites generating measurements in L1 only and L1+L2
combined tracking cases; Pedestrian Data 1 (left), Pedestrian Data 2 (right).
Satellite availability is better for combined tracking

Figure 5-19 Least squares position solution for Pedestrian Data 1
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Figure 5-20 Least squares position errors for Pedestrian Data 1

The error statistics of the LS solution are shown in Figure 5-20 as well as in Table 5-7.
These values are computed for all the epochs when the LS solution is available. At some
epochs, although the combined tracking did provide the LS solution while the single
frequency tracking did not, the momentary error values were large. Such epochs, for
example, can be observed in Figure 5-20 just before the epoch 400 s. Around this epoch,
the 3D error values were large, which contributed to an RMS error increase. Hence, Table
5-7 may not be a proper indicator to identify the benefit of diversity combining. In order to
jointly present the continuity as well as the error statistics of position states, Figure 5-21
is shown which indicates the number of epochs when the LS solution was available. It
shows the number of available epochs (in y-axis) for which the LS solution error is less
than a given position error limit (in x-axis). In the case of combined tracking, the LS
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solution is available at more epochs with lower errors. For example, the number of epochs
with 3D errors less than 9 m is 380 in single frequency tracking, whereas the combined
tracking provides 430 epochs with less than a 6 m 3D error. Also, less than 9 m of 3D
error and 6 m of 2D error is achieved 90% of time, whereas the single frequency tracking
achieved this for only 66% of time.
Table 5-7 Least squares solution error statistics for Pedestrian Data 1
Tracking method
L1 only
L1+L2 MRC
2.7
3.3
2.0
2.2
9.2
24.3
4.5
5.5
3.5
4.2
13.9
29.1

Estimates
2D position
[m]
3D position
[m]

Number of epochs

600

rms
mean
max
rms
mean
max

Number of epochs providing LS solution - Pedestrian Data 1
600
Total number of epochs = 570

500

500

400

400

300

300

200

200

100

100
L1 only
L1+L2

0
0

3
6
9
12
2D position error [m]

15

0
0

3
6
9
12
3D position error [m]

15

Figure 5-21 Number of available epochs (y-axis) for which LS solution error is
less than a given error limit (x-axis) – Pedestrian Data 1
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For Pedestrian Data 2, the total number of PRNs considered was five including PRN02.
In the L1 only case most parts of the data had less than four satellites generating valid
measurements. Hence the LS solution is discontinuous as shown in Figure 5-22 and
Figure 5-23, especially after 245 s, when the number satellites is always less than four
(see Figure 5-18). In the combined tracking case, only a few sections of the data are
discontinuous. Occasionally the combined tracking produces large errors compared to
single frequency tracking (for example, between 100 s and 125 s).

Figure 5-22 Least squares position solution for Pedestrian Data 2
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Figure 5-23 Least squares position errors for Pedestrian Data 2

Figure 5-24 shows the number of epochs when the LS solution was available along with
the associated errors. As for the case of Pedestrian Data 1, with combined tracking, the
LS solution was available at more epochs with lower errors. For example, single
frequency tracking provided less than 6 m of 2D error only 36% of time, whereas diversity
combined tracking provided less than 3 m of error 72% of time. Similar observations hold
for the 3D error statistics, albeit the vertical errors are higher in both the cases.
All the above analyses are performed by direct combining at the correlator level and
tracking the parameters using the combined signal. It can also be argued that instead of
correlator level combining, the same performance enhancement may be expected by
employing independent tracking of dual frequency signals and then combining the
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independent measurements with appropriate weights. Although this could be a likely
case, it needs to be investigated. This would demonstrate whether the improvements
obtained by diversity combining by going from correlator level to the measurement level
are linear or not. Nonetheless, if both the individual signals are too weak such that they
fall below the detection threshold simultaneously (most likely during kinematic
applications), and if the combined signal’s SNR raises above the threshold, then there is
an important benefit in performing correlator level combining in terms of robustness.
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Figure 5-24 Number of available epochs (y-axis) for which LS solution error is
less than a given error limit (x-axis) – Pedestrian Data 2

5.4 Enhanced carrier phase tracking in moderate fading
In the previous section, frequency diversity based closed-loop combined tracking for
carrier Doppler and code phase tracking in harsh fading environments was demonstrated.
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However, carrier phase tracking is also an important aspect of GNSS receivers. Many
receivers using carrier phase measurements (such as survey grade receivers) operate in
some level of moderate fading environments, if not harsh. This means that the effective
tracking of carrier phase in such environments is an important issue to be looked at.
Hence it is of interest to utilize the diversity nature of multi-frequency signals in order to
enhance carrier phase tracking. This section discusses and demonstrates a methodology
to enhance carrier phase tracking in moderate fading environments using frequency
diversity combining.
Signals from L1 and L2 frequencies are combined after the post-correlator level. A
diversity combined PLL tracking is implemented to track both L1 and L2 carriers.
Implementation details are explained in subsequent sections. The level of improvement
in carrier tracking is assessed between single frequency tracking (L1 or L2) and frequency
diversity combined PLL tracking. The enhancements in PLI, carrier Doppler estimation
and reduction in cycle slips are quantitatively analyzed.
5.4.1 Methodology
This section discusses the proposed combined closed-loop carrier phase tracking
architecture followed by the metrics used to evaluate tracking performance.
First both L1 and L2 signals are tracked independently until a steady state phase lock is
achieved. This will be indicated by the individual PLI values in the L1 and L2 branches.
Once the PLI is stable (>0.95), the receiver switches to the diversity combined PLL mode
as follows: at the end of every coherent integration time, Tcoh, the correlator outputs from
L1 and L2 diversity branches are combined coherently with appropriate weights at the
post-correlator level to produce the combined in-phase and quadrature-phase values.
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This means that the in-phase and quadrature-phase correlation values of L2CM, L2CL
and L1 C/A signals are coherently combined while taking care of their polarities as
expressed below:

Icombined  wL1 IL1  wL2 dL1IL2 
5-12
Qcombined  wL1 QL1  wL 2 dL1QL 2 

IL2   dL2IL2CM  IL2CL 
5-13

QL2   dL2QL2CM  QL2CL 
where IL1, IL2CM and IL2CL are the in-phase correlation values from L1, L2CM and L2CL
signals obtained at the end of every coherent integration time Tcoh, similarly QL1, QL2CM
and QL2CL are the quadrature-phase correlation values, dL1 and dL2 are the binary L1 and
L2 navigation data bit values during the coherent integration period, weights wL1 and wL2
decide the type of combining, namely EGC, MRC or selection. The polarities of the
combined signal will be that of the L1 signal.
The combined in-phase and combined quadrature-phase values are then passed to the
ATAN costas PLL discriminator followed by a third order filter in the L1 branch. The filter
order can be reduced to two for slow dynamic applications. The ATAN discriminator is a
two-quadrant arctangent discriminator that remains linear over half the input error range,
±90° (Ward et al 2006). The third order PLL filter (Ward et al 2006) is initialized with L1
signal’s Doppler before the receiver enters the combined tracking mode. Output of the
third order filter is the Doppler frequency of the combined signal estimated at L1. This
Doppler is then scaled by the ratio of center frequencies (fL2/fL1) and added with the output
of an additional first order loop in L2 branch to generate Doppler values at L2. Thus the
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L2 branch gets the assistance from the L1 branch. The input to the first order loop in the
L2 branch is generated by the coherent combining of in-phase and quadrature phase
correlation values of L2CM and L2CL signals, as expressed in Eq. 5-13. The need for the
first order loop in the L2 branch is to account for the frequency shift due to ionospheric
propagation. The frequency shift refers to the offset between true L2 Doppler and the one
obtained from scaling the L1 Doppler after combining by (fL2/fL1). The maximum value of
this offset is of the order of mHz (Klobuchar 1996), however if unaccounted for, it leads
to accumulated errors in L2 carrier phase measurements.
Since the receiver is operated in moderate outdoor fading environments, the coherent
integration time Tcoh for L1 and L2 tracking is set at 10 ms. The L2CM code is modulated
with the CNAV message, hence, knowledge of CNAV data bits is necessary for the
coherent combining of L2CM and L2CL. In this research external CNAV data bit aiding is
not considered; instead single-bit data estimation is performed by checking the coherent
L2 power ( IL22  QL22 ) for two polarities of L2 data bit, dL2. Similarly, for the coherent
combining of L1 with L2, single-bit data estimation is performed by checking the combined
2
2
coherent power ( Icombined
) for two polarities of L1 data bit, dL1.
 Qcombined

The bandwidth of the 3rd order PLL filter and that of the 1st order assisted PLL filter
depends on the receiver dynamics and oscillator instability. Suitable values are chosen
as explained later in the analysis section. The proposed tracking architecture is shown in
Figure 5-25. The 3rd order PLL outputs the Doppler of the combined signal estimated at
L1, whereas the 1st order assisted PLL in L2 branch estimates the L2 Doppler. The code
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phase in both branches is estimated by employing independent PLL assisted DLLs (not
shown in the figure). The assisted DLLs inherently benefit from the diversity combining.

Figure 5-25 Proposed frequency diversity based combined carrier phase tracking
architecture

5.4.2 Analysis metrics
Tracking performance is analyzed by comparing the PLI of L1 carrier phase estimated by
two methods; first using only the L1 signal, next the proposed method using frequency
diversity combined signal. These two methods are termed L1 only and combined tracking
herein. In the case of combined tracking, this PLI corresponds to that of the combined
signal ( Icombined  jQcombined ) from which the L1 carrier phase tracking is performed. Next,
the L1 carrier Doppler estimates obtained from two methods are compared with the true
Doppler. The RMS error statistics are also evaluated. Lastly, using the carrier phase
measurements, cycle slip detection is performed using the phase velocity trend method
(Lachapelle et al 1992) and the number of cycle slips is compared between two methods.
The phase velocity trend method is explained as follows. First the ‘prediction’ of the carrier
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phase at the current epoch ( ˆk ) is computed using the ‘measured’ carrier phase at the
previous epoch ( k 1 ), current and previous Doppler values ( k , k 1 ) and the
measurement update rate t (< 1s), as

ˆk  k 1 

(k  k 1 )
t
2

5-14

Next the test statistic is obtained as the difference between ‘predicted’ and ‘measured’
carrier phase values, ( ˆk - k ). If the absolute value of the test statistic is greater than a
preset threshold, then the hypothesis decision is cycle slip occurrence.
5.4.3 Data collection
Two data sets were collected in moderate outdoor fading environments on the campus of
the University of Calgary. These data are termed Data 3 and Data 4. Descriptions of these
data are given in Table 5-8. Data 3 is a static data collected in front of a multi-story building
with glass surfaces. The glass coated with a metal oxide film acts as a reflector for
impinging GNSS signals. Data 4 is a kinematic data in which the antenna was moved
linearly in front of this building at a speed of about 10 cm/s. Figure 5-26 shows the data
collection environments. The sky plot of three selected PRNs is overlaid onto the Google
Earth image to give an idea about the satellite-reflector geometry with respect to the
antenna. Other lower elevation satellites and satellites on the east side that were blocked
by the building are not considered. The test equipment used for the data collection
involved a NovAtel GPS-702-GG dual frequency antenna to collect L1 and L2 signals that
were sampled with a TeleOrbit RF front-end. The reference trajectories were determined
using a NovAtel SPAN-LCITM system, also later used to derive the true Doppler values.
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Table 5-8 Description of data collection
Data

Description of fading environment

IIR-M
/IIF PRNs

Data 3
Outdoor static

Multi-story building with reflector glass
on one side of the static antenna

25 (25°ele., 203° az.)
26 (29°ele., 307° az.)
29 (85°ele., 225° az.)

Data 4
Outdoor kinematic,
linear motion with
speed ~ 10 cm/s

Multi-story building with reflector glass
on one side of receiver’s trajectory;
trees present along the path. Antenna
is firmly mounted on moving cart.

25 (16°ele., 200° az.)
26 (32°ele., 298° az.)
29 (78°ele., 168° az.)

Figure 5-26 Test setup and data collection environments for Data 3 and 4 (left)
sky plot (right) shows three PRNs chosen; red star indicates the location of static
antenna in Data 3, blue arrow shows direction in which the antenna was moved in
Data 4

5.4.4 Performance analysis
This section discusses the performance of the proposed frequency diversity combined
PLL tracking. The bandwidth of the 3rd order filter that estimates the combined signal
Doppler at L1 is set to10 Hz. Assisted 1st order PLL filter estimating the L2 carrier Doppler
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has a 4 Hz bandwidth. The in-phase and quadrature-phase correlation values of L1 C/A,
L2CM and L2CL signals obtained by combined tracking with Tcoh = 10 ms are shown in
Figure 5-27 for PRN26 in Data 3. The correlation values of the equal gain combined signal
are also represented to demonstrate the combining method of Eq. 5-12. The in-phase
component remains high and the quadrature-phase component remains near zero, as
expected in a PLL.
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Figure 5-27 In-phase and quadrature-phase correlation values of L1 C/A, L2CM,
L2CL and equal gain combined signal, PRN26 in Data 3, Tcoh = 10 ms
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Tracking performance is analyzed by comparing the PLI of the L1 carrier estimated using
L1 only and diversity combined PLL tracking methods. Threshold value of PLI to declare
loss of lock is set at 0.6. Both software versions use the same discriminators, loop filters
and loop update rate in order to observe the enhancements introduced only by diversity
combining. The carrier Doppler measurement errors and number of cycle slips are
compared between single-frequency tracking and the proposed method. In all the
following figures, ‘True’ plot corresponds to the reference Doppler obtained from a
NovAtel-SPANTM receiver coupled with a tactical grade IMU-LCITM.
5.4.4.1 PLI and C/N0
Figure 5-28 shows C/N0 values for two PRNs in Data 3. Although the L1 and L2 power
values vary slowly over time, independent signal fluctuations between the two frequencies
are evident. For example, it can be observed in the case of PRN26 between 140 s and
160 s that the signal strengths of L1 and L2 do not vary similarly as 10 to15 dB of power
difference is observed. Hence, the correlation values can be effectively combined at the
post-correlator level in order to achieve enhanced SNR paving the way for continuous
carrier phase tracking and to reduce tracking jitter and cycle slips. The PLI for L1 carrier
phase tracking is shown in both cases, with and without diversity combining. Clearly, the
PLI corresponding to the combined signal is much enhanced due to diversity combining.
This means that the combined complex signal ( Icombined  jQcombined ) has sufficiently better
magnitude to maintain phase tracking in L1 (and L2).
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Similar plots are shown for kinematic Data 4 in Figure 5-29. Here, due to the motion
associated with the receiver antenna, the power fluctuations between L1 and L2 are less
independent than those of the static data. In some sections of the data, both the signals
at the receiver antenna are uniformly shadowed by the surrounding trees. Nevertheless,
the PLI of combined signal shows improvements. Note that PRN25 in Data 4 fails to
maintain L1 phase lock after epoch 85 s, whereas the combined tracking sustains lock at
least up to 95 s, after which it loses lock. PRN29 was located at a high elevation in both
the data sets (85° and 78°, respectively) providing LOS signal to the antenna. Hence C/N0
fluctuations in two frequencies were highly correlated. Therefore, the diversity combined
tracking produced insignificant improvement compared to single frequency tracking.
Nonetheless, the mean PLI value for PRN26 in Data 3 has been improved from 0.61 to
0.86 (40%) while for PRN25 it has been improved from 0.73 to 0.92 (26%). In Data 4, the
mean PLI value for PRN26 has been improved from 0.88 to 0.93 (5%) and for PRN25 it
has been improved from 0.77 to 0.91 (18%).
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Figure 5-28 L1 PLI for Data 3, without (red) and with combining (black); C/N0
values for L1 (blue) and L2C (green)

Figure 5-29 L1 PLI for Data 4, without (red) and with combining (black); C/N0
values for L1 (blue) and L2C (green)
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PLI values corresponding to the combined signal have improved compared to those of
single frequency due to SNR enhancement achieved from frequency diversity combining.
In a general L1 receiver, PLI values are used to select the tracking modes (wide PLL,
narrow PLL) or to switch back to the FLL. However, during L1 fading, there may be
instances where L2 is not experiencing fading. Using only L1 PLI may cause the receiver
to falsely enter into FLL mode even if the carrier phase tracking is relatively accurate due
to aiding from L2 power. To avoid such false alarms, the proposed method uses the
combined signal PLI to switch between FLL and PLL.
5.4.4.2 Doppler errors
Figure 5-30 shows the estimated L1 and L2 carrier Doppler for PRN26 for Data 3. Doppler
estimates are obtained from two different methods, one from single frequency processing
(L1 or L2) and the other from the proposed combined tracking using PLL. Comparing the
estimates obtained from the two methods, while verifying C/N0 values of L1 and L2 signals
as given in Figure 5-28, it can be observed that the combined tracking reduces Doppler
errors whenever one of the signals is fading. Diversity combining in fact benefits both the
signals by exploiting the complementary behavior in their signal power fluctuations.
Figure 5-31 shows overall RMSE values of code and carrier Doppler measurements. The
L1 RMS carrier Doppler error (in Hz) for PRN26 in Data 3 has been reduced from 1.14 to
0.50 (down 56%) while for PRN25 it has been reduced from 0.65 to 0.39 (down 40%).
The L2 RMS carrier Doppler error (in Hz) for PRN26 in Data 3 has been reduced from
0.82 to 0.62 (down 24%) while for PRN25 it has been barely reduced from 0.48 to 0.47
(down 2%). The minimal reduction in L2 is because the signal strength is already higher
than L1 in most sections of the data (refer Figure 5-28). Similar observations hold for code
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Doppler estimation. Owing to the high elevation of PRN29, combined tracking did not
produce significant improvement in estimating its carrier or code parameters.

Figure 5-30 Estimated L1 and L2 carrier Doppler using single frequency and
diversity combined PLL; PRN26 in Data 3
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Figure 5-31 RMSE of code and carrier Doppler measurements estimated using
single frequency and diversity combined PLL for Data 3

The Doppler error in the combined tracking has been partly reduced due to decreased
thermal noise PLL jitter. Thermal noise PLL jitter (  PLLt ) is a function of C/N0, coherent
integration time, and loop bandwidth. Thermal noise for the ATAN discriminator in radians
is expressed (Ward et al 2006) as

 PLLt 


Bn 
1
1

C / N0  2TcohC / N0 

5-15

where Bn is the carrier loop noise bandwidth (Hz), Tcoh is coherent integration time (s) and
C/N0 is expressed in antilogarithm value as C / N0  10
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(C/ N0 )dB  Hz
10

for (C/N0) expressed in

dB-Hz. By extension, the post-correlation coherent SNR (post-SNR) can be written as a
function of C/N0 (Borio 2008) as

SNR  2

C
Tcoh
N0

5-16

Therefore, the C/N0 term is Eq. 5-15 can be replaced as a function of post-SNR as

C / N0  10

(C/ N0 )dB  Hz
10

 10

(SNR)dB ( 3 10 logTcoh )
10

The Bn and Tcoh values are same for both single frequency and combined tracking loops.
However, since the post-SNR is enhanced by diversity combining, the PLL thermal noise
jitter is reduced when the combined signal is employed for carrier Doppler estimation.
Figure 5-32 shows simulated thermal noise as a function of post-SNR for Bn = 10 Hz and
Tcoh = 10 ms. In Data 3, PRN26, the mean post-SNR of the L1 signal is 14 dB, whereas
that of combined signal is 18.7 dB, for which the RMS error during PLL tracking (excluding
the epochs near 130-180 s) dropped by 31%. This is close to the theoretical reduction
(42%) for these SNR values according to Figure 5-32. The values do not match precisely
because of two reasons; first, the implementation loss is ignored, second, the combining
process is not guaranteed to improve the measurement in every epoch.
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Figure 5-32 Simulated PLL thermal noise jitter

Figure 5-33 shows the estimated L1 and L2 carrier Doppler for PRN25 in Data 4. The
errors associated with combined tracking are reduced in both L1 and L2. Single frequency
tracking loses PLL lock several times before finally diverging near the epoch 85 s.
However, the combined tracking improved the PLL tracking duration. Overall RMSE
values associated with Data 4 are shown in Figure 5-34. The RMS carrier Doppler error
for PRN26 has been reduced from 0.62 to 0.53 (down 14%), for PRN25 it has been
reduced from 1.17 to 0.57 (down 51%). The L2 RMS carrier Doppler error for PRN26 and
PRN25 has been reduced from 0.52 to 0.46 (down 12%) and from 1.27 to 0.85 (down
33%), respectively.
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Figure 5-33 Estimated L1 and L2 carrier Doppler using single frequency and
diversity combined PLL for PRN25 in Data 4
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Figure 5-34 RMSE of code and carrier Doppler measurements estimated using
single frequency and diversity combined PLL for Data 4
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It was observed that diversity combined PLL tracking performs poorly or produce
insignificant improvements compared to single frequency tracking in the following cases:
1. For high elevation PRNs where the signal fading is insignificant, so is the
improvement from combined tracking.
2. Owing to the wavelength difference between L1 and L2, the phasors of L1
(IL1+jQL1) and L2 (IL2+jQL2) experience different relative dynamics between satellite
and antenna. This means that the angular variation in two phasors is slightly
different within the coherent integration time Tcoh. Due to combining of L1 and L2
phasors, the combined phasor (Icombined+jQcombined) has a resultant phasor angle,
different than both L1 and L2 phasors. If the receiver dynamics are low, a nominal
bandwidth value within 10 Hz is sufficient to capture the rate of angular rotation of
the combined phasor. On the other hand, if the dynamics are relatively high, such
as in pedestrian dynamics, large bandwidth values are required in a 3rd order L1
branch filter and 1st order assisted L2 branch filter to capture the angular error in
combined phasor. However, the PLL bandwidth Bn is limited by the ratio 0.34/Tcoh
in order to maintain stability (Progri et al 2007). Hence, for the same high dynamic
values, the combined tracking should use a higher bandwidth as a tradeoff with
sensitivity, compared to the single frequency tracking.
3. In the proposed architecture, the combined signal is used to estimate the L1
Doppler, which in turn assists to estimate the L2 Doppler. By analogy, the L1
branch is the primary branch that assists to derive the Doppler in the secondary
branch (L2). If the L1 signal has insignificant power compared to L2 for a long time,
then the latter dominates the combined signal. This case leads to the estimation
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of the L1 Doppler using mostly L2 correlation values. As the rate of dynamic
change in L2 is slower than in L1, the PLI and FLI of the combined signal gradually
reduce, meaning that the Doppler and phase estimation errors increase, eventually
leading to loss of lock. This is also true in the case of FLL-DLL based combined
tracking proposed in Section 5.3.1. A remedy for this issue is proposed as a future
work in Section 6.2.
5.4.4.3 Cycle slips
The carrier phase measurements obtained are used to detect cycle slips using the
aforementioned phase velocity trend method. The preset threshold for cycle slip is set at
1 cycle for static Data 3 and 2 cycles for kinematic Data 4. Figure 5-35 and Figure 5-36
show the | ˆk - k | plots for L1 carrier phase obtained with the phase velocity trend method.
The update rate Δt used is 100 ms.
Numerous L1 cycle slips are observed if only the L1 signal is used, whereas for the
combined tracking, the number of cycle slips is significantly reduced. For example, in
Data 3, PRN26 between 130-180 s and PRN25 between 110-160 s reported several cycle
slips for single frequency tracking, while the combined tracking did not report any cycle
slip during this time window. In the kinematic test (Data 4), the combined tracking reported
only a few cycle slips. Cycle slip statistics and descriptions are provided in Table 5-9.
PRN29 in both data sets did not show any cycle slip either in single frequency tracking or
combined tracking mode.
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Figure 5-35 L1 cycle slip detection for Data 3 with (black) and without (red)
combining

Figure 5-36 L1 cycle slip detection for Data 4 with (black) and without (red)
combining
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Table 5-9 L1 cycle slip statistics in Data 3 and 4
Number of L1 cycle slips
Data

PRN

Comment on combined tracking

Single frequency
tracking

Combined
tracking

26

386

2

One cycle slip at epoch 103 s, and
one near 190 s

25

28

0

No cycle slip throughout

26

157

0

No cycle slip throughout

25

91

38

No cycle slip up to the epoch 85 s

3

4

5.5 Summary
A tracking methodology utilizing frequency diversity combining at the correlator level for
frequency and code tracking in harsh fading environment was investigated along with its
navigation domain performance. GPS L1 and L2C signals were considered under
pedestrian dynamics in two different frequency selective fading conditions. The combined
tracking resulted in better tracking performance compared to single frequency tracking.
Over all, the navigation solution continuity and availability were considerably improved
with the proposed method compared to single frequency tracking in harsh fading
environments.
In addition, a new technique to enhance carrier phase tracking in moderate fading
environments was proposed and investigated. Frequency diversity combined signal
produced enhanced PLL tracking performance compared to that of a single-frequency
tracking. Doppler errors and cycle slips were reduced using the proposed method. It was
also shown that performance enhancement depends on the independent fading on
multiple frequencies.
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Chapter Six: Conclusions and Recommendations

Based on the results and analyses provided in previous chapters, the following
conclusions and recommendations for the future work are provided.

6.1 Conclusions
Conclusions are presented in terms of the three major topics discussed in this research.
6.1.1 Spatial diversity reception characterization and combined tracking
6.1.1.1 Characterization
1. Fading characteristics of GNSS signals depend on the geometry and distribution
of reflectors with respect to receiver and satellites, signal visibility, receiver
dynamics and the type of environment. It was shown that the signal fluctuations
between two spatial diversity branches are more independent in indoor mall
environments than in urban canyon.
2. It was empirically shown that low elevation PRNs produce the highest signal
decorrelation between the spatial diversity branches in the indoor kinematic case
rather than in the indoor static case. Decorrelation up to 90% (ρ =0.1) was
observed in the former case. The signal decorrelation is almost constant for any
elevation angle in the urban canyon kinematic case.
3. Similar to the signal strength decorrelation, the instantaneous Doppler and delay
spread was also shown to be independent in all scenarios and for all signal visibility
conditions. Nonetheless, measured PDFs of delay and Doppler spread statistics
appear similar in diversity branches. The standard deviation of delay and Doppler
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spreads in different environments, from lowest to highest was shown to be in the
following order: indoor static (lowest), indoor kinematic, urban canyon kinematic
(highest).
4. The decorrelation in instantaneous delay or Doppler spread reveals that, in most
cases, depending on the signal strength, when the correlation in one of the
channels is distorted by large instantaneous spread, the correlation in the other
channel remains less distorted, with its peak being close to the true value. Hence
diversity combined signals can be beneficial to reduce the errors in GNSS
parameter estimation. In some cases, this may not hold true as the instantaneous
spread in both channels may be large.
5. It was demonstrated that using low cost patch antennas close to a human body, it
is possible to achieve appreciable amount of signal decorrelation between diversity
branches. Correlation coefficients corresponding to various outdoor and indoor
environments were provided to show the level of signal decorrelation.
6.1.1.2 Combined tracking
1. It was established that the overall performance (RMSE) of spatial diversity
combined signal is better than that of a single-antenna tracking for all PRNs.
2. The combined tracking has a two-fold advantage. First, it produces less Doppler
and pseudorange measurement errors compared to the single-antenna tracking;
second, it improves continuity of tracking even if either of the independent
channels loses lock.
3. Selection combining showed better results than single antenna tracking since the
tracking loops were always input with the correlation values from a signal with
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higher SNR. Nevertheless, for the data sets considered in the research, the overall
performance of selection diversity performed poorer than EGC or MRC in some
cases, although this cannot be generalized for all scenarios. There were a few
epochs where the selection diversity outperformed the other two types of
combining.
4. Between EGC and MRC, the latter showed lower pseudorange RMSE in the indoor
test and almost the same performance in the downtown test.
6.1.2 Frequency diversity reception characterization
1. It was revealed that there exists a fair amount of signal decorrelation between two
frequencies such as L1 and L2 in a given fading environment. The independent
C/N0 fluctuation is evidence for the frequency diversity behavior which is further
evaluated by means of correlation coefficient, AFD and LCR values.
2. Depending on the fading environment and the receiver dynamics, the power
difference between L1 and L2 signals can range from 5 dB to 25 dB at some
epochs.
3. Using the dual frequency multipath characterization performed in an outdoor
suburban fading environment, it was confirmed that the instantaneous constructive
and destructive multipath in two frequencies are independent and cause
uncorrelated signal power fluctuations.
4. It was corroborated that by combining dual frequency signals at the post-correlator
level, the effective SNR can be enhanced. Average SNR gain of around 4 dB and
maximum gain up to 25 dB were achieved at some epochs, when compared to
single frequency L1 signal.
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5. It was also verified that frequency diversity combining is as advantageous as
spatial diversity combining by comparing the correlation coefficients and the
post-correlation SNR gain values between the two. The AFD and LCR statistics
were also found to be independent and identical between the two diversity
branches. These are important observations in terms of reducing hardware and
space constraints compared to spatial diversity reception, while maintaining
equivalent performance.
6. It was shown that frequency diversity combining reduces correlation peak
distortions, therefore decreasing the maximum likelihood estimation errors. RMSE
performance of EG frequency diversity and spatial diversity combining were shown
to be comparable, both being better than single frequency based estimation.
Nonetheless, at some epochs when the SNR in both diversity branches was low
(deep fading), combining performance was poor.
7. The distortions in correlation peaks were shown to be minimized, with up to 4055% reduction achieved in RMS pseudorange error during L1 fading. The
pseudorange error statistics obtained using maximum likelihood estimation
depends on the search space and resolution. There should be SNR based
threshold to reject unreliable signals in order to avoid selecting the noisy peaks.
6.1.3 Frequency diversity based combined tracking
1. Exploiting the frequency diversity nature, a tracking approach based on diversity
combining at the correlator level was proposed through implementing FLL and DLL
tracking for the combined signal in harsh fading environments. The performance
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was evaluated using GPS L1 and L2C signals in two different fading environments
under pedestrian dynamics.
2. Overall performance (RMSE) of frequency diversity combined tracking is better
than that of a single frequency tracking. The percentage of RMS error reduction in
estimated carrier and code Doppler values however depends on the signal
strength values, which in turn depend on the environment and the
receiver-reflector/foliage geometry with respect to the satellites. Maximum RMS
Doppler error reduction was achieved for all PRNs in the dense foliage
environment.
3. It was shown that the frequency diversity combined tracking sustains loop lock
longer than single frequency tracking. Navigation domain analyses showed that
position and velocity solutions obtained by the combined tracking are better. The
3D RMS position errors were reduced by 52% in dense foliage conditions and by
50% in the data collected in a residential area. Overall, the navigation solution
continuity and availability were considerably improved in the proposed method
compared to single frequency tracking.
4. Exploiting the frequency diversity nature, a new tracking methodology based on
diversity combining at the correlator level was presented, implementing PLL
tracking in moderate fading environments. GPS L1 and L2C signals were
considered under static and slow kinematic cases. It was observed that
performance enhancement depends on the independent fading condition. The
combined tracking not only reduced RMS error in both L1 and L2 signals compared
to single frequency tracking, but it also sustained PLL tracking longer. Also, the
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diversity combined PLL tracking significantly reduced cycle slip events. The
proposed method can be employed in static and slow kinematic receivers
operating under moderate fading conditions that use carrier phase measurements
for applications such as surveying, agriculture, construction, ionosphere
monitoring, carrier-smoothed-code measurement generation, etc.
5. It can be argued that instead of combining the diversity signals at the correlator
level, the same performance enhancement may be expected by employing
independent tracking of dual frequency signals and then combining the
independent measurements with appropriate weights. Although this is a possibility,
it needs to be investigated. This would demonstrate if the improvements obtained
by diversity combining by going from correlator level to the measurement level are
linear or not. Nonetheless, in the latter method, the dual frequency measurements
would be independently discontinuous as opposed to the great level of continuity
in both the frequencies offered by the proposed methods.
6.2 Recommendations for future work
The research presented herein primarily focused on two types of diversity combined
tracking namely spatial and frequency diversity, in the latter case for two GPS
frequencies. Considering the experimental results obtained and owing to the broad nature
of potential applications employing diversity systems in GNSS receivers, the following
recommendations are made to extend the research.
1. Spatial diversity based combined tracking employed herein used high grade
pin-wheel antennas. Although it was demonstrated that patch antennas produce
an appreciable level of signal decorrelation, their performance in terms of tracking
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is not investigated. Considering the potential incorporation of multiple small
antennas in handheld or vehicular applications, it is recommended to test the
spatial diversity based combined tracking using patch or helical antennas under
various fading environments.
2. The techniques applied in spatial diversity based combined tracking may be
appropriately extended for polarization diversity based combined tracking, namely
the combined tracking of LHCP and RHCP signals, or the combined tracking of
signals from linearly polarized antennas.
3. GPS L5 frequency (1176.45 MHz) was not considered in this research. The
frequency separation of L5 from L2 and L1 is respectively 52.15 MHz and
398.97 MHz. Although the frequency separation between L2 and L5 is small, when
tested in dense foliage conditions, preliminary observations showed that there
exists frequency selective fading between L2 and L5 signals. It is recommended
to conduct extensive tests to verify the diversity nature of triple frequency signals
in various environments and incorporate the combined tracking methods including
L5 frequency along with L1 and/or L2.
4. Independent dual frequency processing capability is being included nowadays in
handheld devices that use low cost antennas. Considering that handheld receivers
are most likely to operate in fading conditions, there exists an opportunity to
incorporate frequency diversity combining using low cost antennas. It is therefore
recommended to characterize the frequency diversity and test the performance of
proposed methods using dual/triple frequency helical antennas.
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5. Field tests conducted using the proposed methods were limited to a few fading
environments with backpack/cart mounted antennas. Rigorous tests need to
performed in various environments such as urban and natural canyons, under tree
foliage, etc. Different configurations of antenna mounting and user dynamics need
to be considered that represent realistic conditions.
6. The proposed frequency diversity based PLL tracking was tested in only two
scenarios with short data. It is suggested to test the performance in diverse
environments while considering long data collection windows. In addition, the
performance

of

carrier-smoothed-code

or

float/fixed

solutions

in

such

environments need to be evaluated and compared against single frequency PLL
tracking. Experiments with various receiver dynamics, namely static, kinematic and
hand held could be conducted. Also, appropriate choices of design parameters are
necessary for effective carrier phase tracking. Therefore, the performance of the
diversity combined PLL needs to be verified for different loop bandwidths and
coherent integration time parameters.
7. The diversity combined PLL performance can also be evaluated under ionospheric
scintillation conditions wherein the signals in different frequencies experience
independent amplitude and phase fluctuations. Therefore, there exists a possibility
to employ and test the capability of proposed method for effective PLL tracking
under such conditions.
8. Since the proposed method uses L1 as the primary branch and L2 as the
secondary branch, it was mentioned in Section 5.4.4.2 that the proposed method
often fails to perform when the L1 power is insignificant compared to L2 power as
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the latter dominates the combined signal. As a remedy for this issue, the following
architecture can be used; the primary-secondary branches can be dynamically
interchanged depending upon the signal strength and the fade duration. Whenever
L1 undergoes deep fading, the L2 branch can be made as the primary branch that
would use the combined signal to estimate L2 Doppler, which in turn assists the
L1 branch to derive its Doppler values. In this case, the L2 branch will have the 3 rd
order PLL while the L1 branch will have the 1st order assisted PLL.
9. In general, any receiver that use independent correlation values for parameter
estimation from different diversity branches, such as in scalar tracking, vector
tracking, or block processing (indoor GNSS receivers), can be modified to use
diversity combined signals with appropriate design choices. It may be interesting
to assess their performance with independent and combined correlation values.
Further, C/N0 based context-aware combining may be practiced by switching
between selection combining and MRC.
10. Research conducted herein used GPS signals. Proposed techniques can be
extended to other GNSS constellations.
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